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Abstract

The ultracold regime provides a unique opportunity to study quantum
phenomena, and ultracold atomic systems have hosted a variety of
hallmark quantummany-body experiments, from the BEC-BCS crossover
to quantumdroplets. These experiments are only possible as one can exert
exquisite control over the atomic interaction using collision resonances,
which are ubiquitous in atomic and particle physics.

This thesis considers the scattering behaviour in the vicinity of two
interacting collision resonances, observed experimentally in 87Rb and
discussed in two distinct theoretical frameworks. Firstly, quantum defect
theory separates out the different length and energy scales involved in
atomic collisions which highlights the effects of scattering near threshold
and provides an excellent agreement with the experimental observa-
tions. Secondly, the resonance interaction is cast into the concept of
the analytically-continued ( matrix, which hosts poles at complex ener-
gies corresponding to each resonance. These poles undergo an avoided
crossing in the system studied here.

Machines for producing ultracold atoms, such as that found at Otago, are
generally complex research instruments. The Otago machine addition-
ally provides a case study for online health monitoring and automated
optimisation of the machine parameters. This thesis presents a health
monitoring framework which is suitable for retro-fitting to existing exper-
iments, improves the robustness of the Otago apparatus and decreases
fault-diagnosis times.
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Introduction 1
EugeneWigner recalls that thefirst physics bookhe ever read claimed [7]

Atoms and molecules may exist but this is irrelevant from
the point of view of physics.

Wigner, who lends his name to a number of concepts in quantum physics,
remembers a timewhen physics only dealt withmacroscopic phenomena.
In contrast, the present thesis studies collisions between pairs of atomic
clouds at extremely low energies, with precise models for the underlying
interactions. In particular, we explore atomic collision resonances, and
elucidate their similarity with the variety of resonances that are so
pervasive in physics that some would certainly have featured in Wigner’s
book.

The atom Wigner’s book refers to was likely that described by the
Rutherford-Bohr model, spurred by the scattering experiments of Geiger
and Marsden [8]. The leap from an age where “atoms may exist” to our
current production of ultracold atoms required a number of advances:
the formation of quantum mechanics by Schrödinger and Heisenberg [9,
10], the invention of the laser [11], and the refinement of techniques for
getting to ultra-low temperatures [12]. The pinnacle of these techniques
being the production of a Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC)—a cloud of
bosonic atoms with macroscopic occupancy of their lowest energy state
when trapped [13, 14].

Atomic Engineering

With Bose-Einstein condensates making it to space [15], we can certainly
no longer say that ultracold atoms belong solely in the research laboratory.
In fundamental research, ultracold atomic systems have been the vessel
for a number of hallmark quantum experiments, including solitons in
degenerate quantum gases [16], the BEC-BCS crossover for a tunable
atomic system [17, 18], and quantum droplets which are a quantum
analogue of a dilute fluid [19].Now, the experimental setups for producing
cold atoms aredeveloping a level ofmaturity that such systems arefinding
commercial application. This is because cold atomic systems are extremely
sensitive: due to their short de Broglie wavelengths, they form precision
atomic interferometers [20] which can be used for gravimetry [21].

Applications outside the research lab require robust and resilient cold
atom systems that continue working without expert operators being
present. In this work, we do not attempt to move outside the research lab,
however, we discuss how we can improve the resilience and performance
of an ultracold atommachine in a laboratory setting. We apply principles
of condition-based monitoring to reduce experimental downtime, and
explore automatic optimisation of cold-atom production.
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[22]: Fano (1961), ‘Effects of Configura-
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[26]: Chin et al. (2010), ‘Feshbach reso-
nances in ultracold gases’

Collision Resonances

Resonances are simultaneously one of the most ubiquitous and most
intriguing phenomena in physical systems. In the context of quantum
mechanics, this is demonstrated by the interest in the seminal work by
Ugo Fano describing the theory underpinning quantum resonances [22],
which is one of the most cited works in the physics literature [23]. Scatter-
ing is arguably the most important experimental technique in quantum
physics, underpinning Rutherford’s discovery of the nucleus [24] and
the establishment of the atomic energy structure by the Franck-Hertz
experiment [25].

The intersection of these two subjects is the collision resonance, where
the scattering behaviour drastically changes while tuning a parameter of
the collision, such as shown in Fig. 1.1.

The collider apparatus described in Chapter 3 gives us the notable ability
to tune two such parameters:

1. we can tune the position of a scattering resonance in magnetic field,
and

2. we can independently tune the collision energy.

While the first capability is common to many atomic experiments, the
latter is somewhat unique to our machine. This combination allows us
access to the experimentally unexplored interactions in scattering at
energies above threshold (� = 0); a regime that, for ultracold gases, has
previously only been alluded to in works of theory. The authoritative
review by Chin et al. [26] provides an example of such a characterisation:
In Fig. 1.2, we feature Figure 13 of Ref. [26], which depicts the scattering
behaviour as a Feshbach resonance interacts with a virtual resonance.
This theoretical description spans both collision energy and field, while
experimentally only the � = 0 line and below has been well-explored as
a function of magnetic field. In Chapter 9, we provide an experimental
observation of resonance dynamics above threshold—the coloured region
in Fig. 1.2.

In a second domain, also previously unexplored by experiment, one can
interpret the interaction between two scattering resonances in their effect
on the ( matrix, an operator which completely encodes the scattering
behaviour.
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Figure 1.2: Figure 13 from Ref. [26]:
“Bound states and scattering phase near
the 40K 01 202 G resonance. The energy
is between �/ℎ = ±40 MHz (�/:B =

±1.9 mK) where the zero of energy is
taken to be the [energy of separated
atoms in states 0 and 1.] The horizontal
dashed line shows the last “bare” bound
state energy �−1 of the background
potential, and the sloping dashed line
shows the “bare” resonance level with
energy ��(� − �� ),. . . The solid lines for
� < 0 indicate the coupled channels
“dressed” energies of the 40K2 molecule.
Away from the resonance these approach
the “bare” energies. . . ” [Reprinted with
permission from (Chin, Grimm, Julienne,
and Tiesinga, Rev. Mod. Phys. 82, 1225–
1286, 2010) 10.1103/RevModPhys.82.1225,
Copyright 2010 by the American Physical
Society]

Figure 1.3: A scattering resonance ob-
served at a real (physical) energy has a
corresponding (-matrix pole at a com-
plex (non-physical) energy.
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Each scattering resonance gives rise to a pole in the ( matrix at a
complex (non-physical) energy, as depicted in Fig. 1.3. By manipulating
the interaction between the two atoms, the positions of the two resonances
change, and the poles flow in the complex plane. The three possible
forms of pole flow for a two-channel model with square-well potentials
is shown in Fig. 1.4 from the study of Vanroose et al. [27]. They observed
that the poles of the ( matrix could have vastly different interactions:
moving down Fig. 1.4, they effectively move past, cross over, or bounce
off each other. This observation is echoed in several other theoretical
treatments of interacting (-matrix poles [28–31], yet so far, such pole
dynamics have primarily been observed outside the realm of material
particle collisions [32, 33]. This thesis presents the first actual observation
of the intriguing avoided-crossing behaviour, depicted in Fig. 1.4c, in a
real atomic system.

This Work

The present thesis is split into three parts. We start with an overview of
the physics and apparatus we use for producing and colliding clouds of
cold atoms, providing an outline of the Otago ultracold atom machine.

The second part of this thesis explores how management of such a
machine can be aided by the principles of condition-based maintenance
and provide prescriptions for the tools required. We then round off
our discussion of ultracold atom machines with an examination of
experimental control and optimisation.

In the third part of the thesis, we review quantum scattering theory as it
pertains to pairs of ultracold atoms and the coupled-channels calculations
we can perform to model the behaviour of real atomic systems. We then
move to quantum defect theory, an alternative technique that separates
the short-range and long-range physics, giving us a tool for greater
insight into the experiment we then study. After analysing the collision
resonances in the quantum defect framework, and relating them to a
coupled pendula system, we finally frame the resonance interaction as

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/RevModPhys.82.1225
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Figure 1.4: Figure 1 from [27]: “Trajectories
of (-matrix poles for [a] coupled channel
model with fixed potential strength +1
and variable coupling strength � (indi-
cated by dots). (a)+1 = 2, type 1 and type
2 trajectories have an avoided crossing;
(b)+1 = 2.1, both types of poles coincide;
(c) +1 = 3, type 1 and type 2 trajecto-
ries interchange identity at the avoided
crossing. The open circles indicate the de-
generate poles.” [From (Vanroose, Leuven,
Arickx, and Broeckhove, J. Phys. A, 30, 5543–
5549, 1997) 10.1088/0305-4470/30/15/034. ©
IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permis-
sion. All rights reserved.]

the avoided crossing between two poles of the ( matrix—the operator
that describes the collision process.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0305-4470/30/15/034
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1: Here, we have used <4 instead of the
reduced mass � ≈ <4 , as an implicit as-
sumption that the position of the nucleus
(a proton) is not effected by the interac-
tion with the electron due to the extreme
imbalance in masses.
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Figure 2.1 shows a cloud of 87Rb atoms in a magneto-optical trap with
a temperature measured in hundreds of micro-Kelvin. Obtaining these
temperatures is the result of laser cooling, first proposed in 1975 by the
pairs Hänsch and Schawlow [34]

[34]: Hänsch and Schawlow (1975), ‘Cool-
ing of gases by laser radiation’

, and Wineland and Dehmelt [35]

[35]: Wineland and Dehmelt (1975), ‘Pro-
posed 1014Δ� < � laser fluorescence
spectroscopy on Tl+ mono-ion oscilla-
tor III’

, who
suggested that lasers could be used to slow the motion of an atom.

In this chapter, wewill revisit the theory of howwe create andmanipulate
clouds of atoms in the sub-µK domain. We start by recounting a few
details about the electronic structure of atoms, starting with a brief look
at the electron wavefunctions—following a process strongly related to
our later chapters in scattering theory. Correcting the atomic structure to
include spin, we arrive at the hyperfine structure, which is fundamental to
the description of the atomic states both in our collision experiments and
to magnetic trapping. Finally, we discuss laser and evaporative cooling,
the latter bridging the 100 µK to < 1 µK gap.

Following the theory in this chapter, in Chapter 3 we will demonstrate
the application of these techniques to 87Rb.

Figure 2.1: A cloud of rubidium-87
atoms held in a magneto-optical trap.

2.1 Atoms: a brief reminder

Atomic physics has long favoured hydrogen and hydrogen-like atoms as
they are the simplest possible system to explore: the system is treated
as a single electron and nucleus. In this work, we deal exclusively with
“hydrogen-like” atoms, a name is given to the alkali metals and any
ion which has a single valence electron, allowing the single electron
treatment.

In the next few sections, we will work our way down to the hyperfine
structure, which provides the quantum numbers to label the states in our
collisions of ultracold atoms. Following this, we investigate the Zeeman
effect: in our experiment we manipulate atoms in non-zero magnetic
fields, where the Zeeman effect gives rise to line splitting. The splitting
is vital for explaining magnetic trapping and for Feshbach resonances,
both of which are critical to our atomic experiments.

2.1.1 Electronic Structure of a Hydrogen-like Atom

During our exploration of quantum scattering, we investigate different
ways to find solutions to the two-body Schrödinger equation. We will
cover this in much greater detail in Chapter 7, especially when it comes to
free particle states, but shall warmup to the problembyfinding the bound
solutions of the Schrödinger equation governing the electron-nucleus
system1,

− ℏ2

2<4
∇2# ++(A)# = �#. (2.1)
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2: For neutral hydrogenic atoms, / = 1

3: In spherical polar coordinates, the
Laplace operator is given by

∇2 =
1
A2

%

%A
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A2 %
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− 1
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Figure 2.2: A sample of the lower order
radial wavefunctions of the hydrogen-
like atom, as given by (2.8).

[36]: Foot (2005), Atomic Physics

Table 2.1: A few of the Legendre polyno-
mials (<; = 0).

= %=(G)
0 1
1 G

2 1
2 (3G2 − 1)

3 1
2 (5G3 − 3G)

4 1
8 (35G4 − 30G2 + 3)

Here, the potential +(A) is Coulomb-like, as the electron and the nucleus
posses charges 4 and /4 respectively2:

+(A) = 1
4�&0

/42

A
. (2.2)

As the atom is spherically symmetric, the potential + is a function only
of the radius, and the problem is most naturally solved in spherical
polar coordinates3. It can be solved by separation of variables, where
the wavefunction can be split #(A, �, )) = '(A)Θ(�)Φ()), and there are
three equations to solve:

const =
1
Φ

%2Φ

%)2 , (2.3)

const =
sin�
Θ

%

%�

(
sin�

%Θ

%�

)
+ 1 sin2 �, (2.4)

0 = − ℏ2

2<4

d2A'

dA2 +
[
ℏ2

2<4

;(; + 1)
A2 − 1

4�&0

/42

A
− �

]
A'. (2.5)

In the radial term, we include the Coulomb potential and the centrifugal
term, ;(; + 1)/A2, which is introduced by the separation of the angular
components of thewavefunction. The newly introduced quantumnumber
; describes the angular momentum present.

There are families of solutions for each equation. First, the solutions to the
radial equation (2.5) are the family of Laguerre polynomials. Re-scaling
the radial coordinate for the =-th solution by

� =
/A

=00
, (2.6)

where the Bohr radius is [36, Eq. (1.40)]

00 =
4�&0ℏ

2

42<4
, (2.7)

then the radial wavefunction is

'=,; =

(
/

00

)3/2
√

23

=3
(= − ; − 1)!
2=(= + ;)! (2�)

;!2;+1
=−;−1(2�)e

−� , (2.8)

where !2;+1
=−;−1 is the associated Laguerre polynomial of degree = − ; − 1

and order 2; + 1. A small selection of radial wavefunctions are shown in
Fig. 2.2, and the underlying polynomials for <; = 0 in table 2.1.

The solutions to the angular parts, known as the spherical harmonics are
given by the associated Legendre polynomials, %<;

;
of cos�, and complex

exponentials of ):

.; ,<;
= Θ; ,<;

Φ<;
= (−1)<;

√
(2; + 1)

4�
(; − <;)!
(; + <;)!

%
<;

;
(cos�)ei<;) . (2.9)

A set of the lower order spherical harmonics are depicted in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: The first few spherical har-
monics, for positive<; : the shape is given
by the real part in each direction, while
the colour red (blue) denotes that the
value is positive (negative). Negative <;
(often shown as the imaginary part) are
the same as the positive <; counterparts
with a rotation of �/(2<;) about Î.

4: Specifically, the angular wavefunction

The total wavefunction is then

#=,;,<;
= '=,;.; ,<;

, (2.10)

where valid combinations of the quantum numbers =, ;, <; are restricted
by 0 ≤ ; < = and |<; | ≤ ;.

The quantum number = is the aptly named principal quantum number
of the electron excitation, and gives the energy of the state

�= = −
<4

2ℏ2
42

4�&0

1
=2 . (2.11)

So far, = is the only quantum number that changes the energy of the
system—; and <; are degenerate. Reality tells a different story, requiring
further additions to this model.

The Fine Structure

There are a number of corrections/improvements we can make to the
hydrogen model above, which break this expected degeneracy. The first
set of these is known as the fine structure, which includes the first-order
relativistic correction to kinetic energy, and the coupling between the
angular momentum of the electron and its orbit. We will ignore the
relativistic correction and focus on the latter, which we will need moving
forward.

To include the spin of the electron s with the angular momentum of the
electron orbit4 l, we introduce the total electronic spin P,
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[37]: Sakurai andNapolitano (2017),Mod-
ern Quantum Mechanics

5: The notation we use here is common
specifically for discussing the valence
electron on hydrogen-like atoms. The
same notation is also used to describe the
total multi-electron wavefunction when
replacing = with a list of the occupied
=, ; states

6: After we prepare a sample of cold
atoms, everything we do stays within a
single fine-structure manifold.

[38]: Steck (2003), Rubidium 87 D Line
Data

7: Values of �hfs , �hfs, like many other
parameters, have been thoroughly mea-
sured and tabulated for the alkali met-
als [39].

P = l + s (2.12)

which has the associated projection <� . This introduces an energy shift
in terms of these quantum numbers of [37, Sect. 5.3]

Δfine =
ℏ2

4<2
4 2

2

[
�(� + 1) − ;(; + 1) − 3

4

] 〈
1
A

d+
dA

〉
. (2.13)

Defining the � , ; quantum numbers is enough for historical spectro-
scopic applications, leading to spectroscopic notation or term symbols 5

incorporating these:
=2B+1!� , (2.14)

where = is the principle quantum number, 2B + 1 = 2 is often omitted,
and ! is a letter from the sequence (, %, �, �, �, �, . . . representing the
orbital angularmoment: ; = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . . For example, the rubidium
D1 and D2 lines can be labelled 4%1/2 and 4%3/2.

The Hyperfine Structure

The next smallest correction to the atomic structure is the aptly named
hyper-fine structure, which is the most discussed in this work.6 This
hyperfine structure arises by including the effect of the nuclear spin
interacting with the electron. The interaction between the total electron
spin P and the nuclear spin O introduces a hamiltonian of the form [38]

�hfs = �hfsO · P + �hfs
3(O · P)2 + 3

2 O · P − �(� + 1)�(� + 1)
2�(2� − 1)�(2� − 1) , (2.15)

where �hfs is the associated magnetic dipole constant, and �hfs is the
electric quadrupole constant.7 This suggests the introduction of a new
spin,

L = O + P . (2.16)

Taking advantage of this, the hyperfine energy splitting of a resulting
eigenstate of L , |���<�〉 is

�hfs =
�hfs

2
 + �hfs

3
2 ( + 1) − 2�(� + 1)�(� + 1)

2�(2� − 1)2�(2� − 1) (2.17)

where
 = �(� + 1) − �(� + 1) − �(� − 1), (2.18)

depends on the � quantum number. �hfs is only non-zero for � , � ≥ 1,
and, as we will focus on collisions of ground-state alkali metals where
� = 1

2 , we can ignore the electric quadrupole effect entirely.

2.1.2 Atoms in a Magnetic Field: the Zeeman Effect

An applied magnetic field H interacts with a general magnetic spin R,
with associated hamiltonian

� =
��
ℏ
(6!R) · H, (2.19)
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8: This is only the eigenstate at zero/low
field. Magnetic fields cause the mixing
of the states due to (2.20)

[40]: Gerlach and Stern (1922), ‘Der exper-
imentelle Nachweis der Richtungsquan-
telung im Magnetfeld’

[41]: Brink and Sukumar (2006), ‘Majo-
rana spin-flip transitions in a magnetic
trap’
[42]: Pérez-Ríos and Sanz (2013), ‘How
does a magnetic trap work?’

where 6! is a term dependent on the nature of the spin, known as the
Landé 6-factor.

We take H to be along the I-axis, and with the Y, R, O spins of the atoms
we get the hamiltonian

�� =
��
ℏ
(6B(I + 6!!I + 6� �I)�I . (2.20)

For small fields where the splitting due to (2.20) is much less than
the hyperfine splitting, the hyperfine spin L provides a good quantum
number with

�� =
�1
ℏ
6��I�I . (2.21)

When applying �� to the eigenstate8 |���<�〉, we get the splitting

�� = ��6�<��I . (2.22)

Magnetic Trapping

An atom in a magnetic field will experience a force of

L = −∇�� (2.23)
= −��6�<�∇|H|, (2.24)

at low fields. This gradient force underpins the classic Stern-Gerlach
experiment [40] in quantum mechanics, and is a crucial element of
magnetic trapping. It is impossible to create a static magnetic field
maximum in free space, so strong-field seeking states (6�<� < 0) cannot
be trapped. Weak-field seeking states (6�<� > 0) can be trapped at a local
magnetic field minimum. Such states include as the<� > 0 states of 87Rb
or the <� < 0 of 40K (where 6�,40K < 0).

As a practical consideration, the atoms must remain in the weak-field
seeking state in order to remain trapped, i. e., they must not spin flip. Spin
flips can happen, for example, via Majorana transitions near a magnetic
field zero [41]. Avoiding a field zero to prevent these spin flips is an
important factor in choosing a magnetic field geometry for clouds with
high-densities [42].

2.2 Atom-Light Interaction

Even before the advent of lasers, light was the primary way of probing
atomsandearly spectroscopyprovided the insights that ledus to quantum
mechanics as we know it. It should be no surprise that light is still one of
the favourite tools. Subsequently, atom-light interaction is the subject of
a large body of research, so we revisit only a few properties of interest.

In this section, we will consider a general atomic transition at (angular)
frequency $0 with a monochromatic light field of frequency $, and the
difference between the two, the detuning given by � = $ − $0. The line
width of the transition is denoted Γ, which is inversely proportional to
the coupling between the two states. The strength of the light field can
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be described by the optical intensity � or the Rabi frequencyΩ, which is
the rate at which atoms are excited when � = 0.

As atoms are excited, the number in the ground state decreases so fewer
atoms are available to be excited. The process leads to the saturation of
a transition described by the saturation parameter B0 = �/�sat. The Rabi
frequency can then be writtenΩ2 = B0Γ

2/2. The saturation intensity for
a transition with wavelength � = 2�2/$ is

�sat =
�
3
ℎ2Γ

�3 . (2.25)

2.2.1 Selection Rules

A laser can excite transitions changing the<� quantumnumber according
to

Δ<� = −1, 0,+1. (2.26)

This states that the angular momentum of the photon and atom system
is conserved. Generally, all of these transitions are accessible to an atom
when it decays, or when excited by an incident light field. However, we
can excite a specific transition with careful selection of laser configuration
and polarisation in two different cases.

A � transition is excited when the electric field of the laser is along
the quantisation axis. In an experimental setup, this is equivalent to an
incident laser beam, linearly polarised along the axis of the magnetic
field. In this case, Δ<� = 0.

A �± transition arises from circularly polarised light travelling along the
quantisation axis. The angular momentum from the photon is directly
coupled to the atomic spin, giving Δ<� = ±1, with the sign of the change
defined by the helicity of the polarisation, and the relative orientation of
the quantisation and laser axes.

2.2.2 Radiation Pressure

When an atom scatters a photon, it experiences a recoil as it exchanges
momentum with a photon. The force on an atom from a laser beam is
given by the product of the photon momentum (ℏ:) and the photon
scattering rate, with result

�recoil =
Γℏ:

2
Ω2/2

�2 +Ω/2 + Γ2/4 . (2.27)

This force is also referred to as the radiation pressure, indicating that the
force is in the same direction as the propagation of the light. Equation
(2.27) can also be written in terms of the saturation parameter, [36, Eq
(9.4)]

�recoil =
ℏB0Γ/2

1 + B0 + (2�/Γ)2
. (2.28)

The repeated process of absorbing and spontaneously emitting a photon
can lead to energy and momentum dissipation, as we will see when we
use the radiation pressure for Doppler cooling.
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[36]: Foot (2005), Atomic Physics
[43]: Metcalf and van der Straten (1999),
Laser Cooling and Trapping

Figure 2.4: The Doppler effect: motion
causes contraction/expansion of wave-
front and shifts the observed frequency
of the wave.

9: There are exceptions to this which
use crafted, time-varying potentials, e. g.
feedback cooling of micro-spheres sys-
tems [44], which can also be applied to
single atoms [45, 46].

Figure 2.5: Typical setup of 3 counter-
propagating beam pairs.

2.2.3 Dipole Force

Atom-light interactions also give rise to a second force, the dipole force,
which depends on the gradient of the optical intensity. This force is
attractive for red-detuned ($ − $0 = � < 0) light, and repulsive for
blue-detuned (� > 0) light: [36, Eq (9.43)]

Ldipole = −
ℏ�
2

Ω/2
�2 +Ω/2 + Γ2/4∇Ω (2.29)

For light far-detuned from a transition, the probability of an atom being
excited by absorbing a photon is very low, so the dipole force dominates
and the recoil force is negligible. In contrast to recoil, the dipole force
arises from the coherent transfer of momentum, where the photon is
absorbed and pumped back out by stimulated emission. The process
leads to a conservative potential, which we will use for trapping atomic
clouds.

2.3 Laser Cooling

Cooling with light may seem counter-intuitive to anyone who has ever
sat in the sun to enjoy its warmth, and indeed such a thing would be
almost unthinkable without the existence of the laser. For cooling, a key
feature of the laser is monochromacity. Specifically, monochromacity
makes it easy for us to avoid the background absorption which causes
heating: with a well-defined wavelength, the light is far detuned from
(and thus ignored by) any transition other than the one we target.

At the time of its invention, laser cooling was a major breakthrough,
winning the Nobel prize for a handful of its earliest participants. As such,
there are a number of books covering the subject that go into depth on
the topics we glance at below [36, 43].

2.3.1 Doppler Cooling

From the two classes of optical forces we have seen, only the radiation
pressure, or ‘scattering force’ can be used to cool the atoms. We saw that
the dipole force forms a conservative potential, which contradicts our
desire to remove energy from the system.9 The idea is simple: atoms will
slow down if we can push them in the opposite direction to the one they
are moving. One can achieve this by employing the Doppler effect to
select atoms moving towards the laser beam.

The Doppler effect will change the wavelength of light seen by the atoms,
giving them a velocity dependant detuning, �eff = � − :E, where E is the
velocity of the atom in the direction of the light’s propagation. As the
scattering force is greatest at zero detuning, it follows that the force will
be greatest when :E = �. To push atoms back in the direction they came
from, i. e. to slow them down and cool them, we will need � < 0—the
light must be red-detuned from the transition.

This setup only slows atoms moving towards the laser beam (at a slow
enough rate). By adding the same laser frequency propagating in the
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Figure 2.6: The force on a two-level atom
from counter-propagating, red-detuned
laser beams (blue). The upper and lower
orange curves are the individual forces
of the separate laser beams,with the total
force (at low intensities) given by their
sum.

[36]: Foot (2005), Atomic Physics

Figure 2.7: Momentum transfer in
Doppler cooling.

Figure 2.8: Photon energy (indicated by
colour) in the atom and lab reference
frames.

opposite direction, we cool (slow down) one dimension of motion. We
can extend this system to 3 dimensions with 3 counter-propagating beam
pairs (as shown in Fig. 2.5) forming an optical molasses capable of cooling
along all 3 spatial dimensions. The term optical molasses comes from the
ability to approximate the force in (2.28) for a low-intensity, red-detuned,
counter-propagating light fields in the form

� = − |E |, (2.30)

 = −4ℏ:B0
2�/Γ

[1 + (2�/Γ)2]2
. (2.31)

Equation (2.30) casts this force as a “drag” as if the atoms were under the
viscous drag of molasses. The friction coefficient is the slope of Fig. 2.6 at
E = 0.

Unfortunately, there is a limit on how cold we can go with laser cooling.
Each time an atom absorbs or emits a resonant photon, it recoils with
momentum ℏ:. This process has the associated recoil temperature:

)r =
ℏ2:2

<:B
, (2.32)

which sets the effective temperature limit in any optical cooling. However,
doppler cooling cannot even reach temperatures this low: if we consider
an atom at absolute zero (i. e. stationary) in the red-detuned laser beams,
it has some probability of absorbing a photon and heating up. The
probability depends on the line width of the transition, and the detuning.
Doppler cooling is most effective at −Γ/2, and here the cooling process
and recoil heating will compete with the resultingDoppler temperature [36,
Eq. (9.28)]

)D =
ℏΓ

2:B
, (2.33)

setting a lower limit on the temperatures attained.

Our analysis of Doppler cooling has so far been based on the concept of
an optical force, though the process is also described by the momentum
transfer of photons. Each photon carriers a momentum of ℏ:, so the
atom receives a kick with this much momentum when it absorbs the
photon. When the atom relaxes, it emits the photon, getting another
kick of ℏ: in a random direction. The photons absorbed are travelling in
the direction of the laser beam, while the photons emitted are directed
randomly, shown in Fig. 2.7. When we average over many absorb/emit
cycles, the absorption momenta add, while the emission momenta cancel
out, resulting in a net momentum change in the direction of the laser
beam—which because of the Doppler shift, opposes the motion of the
atom, slowing it down.

It should be obvious a cooling effect must dissipate energy (and entropy).
This is carried away by the emitted photons. In the atom’s rest frame,
it absorbs and emits photons at the same wavelength, so momentum is
conserved. In the lab frame, this procedure instead looks like the atom
absorbing a red-detuned photon, which slows it down to emit a slightly
higher frequency photon, as drawn in Fig. 2.8

The process we have described ignores a few technical details about real
atoms and focuses on two level systems. One detail is that when atoms
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Figure 2.9:Apair of sinusoidal potentials
(which can be generated by the polarisa-
tion of two laser beams) where the atom
can be pumped from the high-energy
state to the low energy state as it moves,
experiencing a loss of momentum from
climbing the potential each time.

[47]: Lett et al. (1988), ‘Observation of
Atoms Laser Cooled below the Doppler
Limit’
[48]: Dalibard and Cohen-Tannoudji
(1989), ‘Laser cooling below the Doppler
limit by polarization gradients: simple
theoretical models’
[49]: Chu and Wieman (1989), ‘Laser
Cooling and Trapping of Atoms: Intro-
duction’
[50]: Lett et al. (1989), ‘Optical molasses’
[51]: Ungar et al. (1989), ‘Opticalmolasses
and multilevel atoms: theory’
[52]: Cohen-Tannoudji and Phillips
(1990), ‘NewMechanisms for Laser Cool-
ing’

[53]: Homer, The Odyssey

Figure 2.10:Light-assistedmagnetic trap-
ping for a � = 0 to � = 1 transition. A
magnetic field with a minimum at the
centre causes the Zeeman splitting to
increase when moving out from centre,
bringing the transitions (blue) resonant
to the incoming light (orange). The cir-
cular polarisation of the light is selected
to favour absorption from the beam that
pushes the atom back towards the centre.

emit a photon, they may decay into states that are dark to the cooling
laser (i. e., well off resonance). The common solution is to add a repump
beam, which is resonant with this dark state to excite the atoms until
they decay back into the target state of the cooling beams. The repump
beam may be similarly red detuned to perform Doppler cooling on this
otherwise dark state.

2.3.2 Sub-Doppler Cooling

Cooling below the Doppler temperature was first observed in efforts
led by Bill Phillips, much to their surprise [47]. The process, now called
Sisyphus cooling or polarisation gradient cooling [48–52], allows us to
reach substantially lower temperatures than Doppler cooling alone.

A complete description of sub-Doppler cooling is beyond the scope of
this review, requiring much more theory of the atom-light interaction. In
a very qualitative picture, consider a pair of sinusoidal potentials like
that in Fig. 2.9. It so happens that counter-propagating laser beams can
create such a potential. Atoms are in either one potential or the other, and
lose energy as they climb to the top of each peak, where they can then be
optically pumped to the valley below. This setup is known as Sisyphus
cooling, as the atom climbs the potential only to be pushed down. The
repeated potential climbing is akin to the task of Sisyphus, who in Greek
mythology was sentenced to the punishment of eternally rolling a stone
up a hill, only for the stone to fall back down [53].

2.4 Magneto-Optical Trapping

The magneto-optical trap (MOT) is the augmentation of laser (Doppler)
cooling with light-assisted magnetic trapping (demonstrated in Fig. 2.10),
and is the method of choice for starting our cold-atom experiments.

Magnetic fields are forbidden to have exposed maxima: we cannot
produce a magnetic field that has a maximum in the centre, but we can
produce one that has a minimum (zero field) in the centre. A simple pair
of coils, with current flowing in opposite directions will in fact produce
such a magnetic field, which increases in magnitude in all directions. As
the field increases, the Zeeman effect brings the transition into resonance
with the laser light, and the absorption of the laser causes the atom to
recoil. But which laser beam? Unlike the Doppler cooling, which will see
the laser it is moving towards as resonant, the magnetic field has no such
selectivity.
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Figure 2.11: Opening up the top of a
“filled” potential allows the most ener-
getic (hottest) atoms to escape.

[54]: Kheirabadi (1991), Iranian cities: for-
mation and development

10: Scattering between atoms is how the
atoms re-thermalise, which causes issues
in identical cold fermions which effec-
tively stop colliding, as we will later see
in our discussion on scattering.

[55]: Ketterle and van Druten (1996),
‘Evaporative Cooling of Trapped Atoms’

Figure 2.12: Removing the hotter atoms,
and allowing the system to re-thermalise
results in a colder cloud of atoms.

The required selectivity can be produced by taking advantage of the
selection rules. A beam of light circularly polarised propagating along
the magnetic quantization axis of the atom can select only Δ<; = −1 or 1
depending on if the beam is left- or right-handed. The trick is to select
the light polarisation such that a laser beam can only excite the transition
coming into resonance on “it’s side” of the magnetic field zero.

The resulting situation has four main cases:

1. An atom is moving at speed towards a laser beam and experiences
photon recoil because theDoppler shift brings the light to resonance
and slows down,

2. an atom off the centre of the quadrupole field has the Zeeman
state shifted to resonance, so will experience a photon recoil force
pushing it towards the field zero,

3. a cold atom in the centre of the trap experiences nothing (ignoring
recoil heating), because the laser is detuned, or

4. a hot atom moves through so quickly that the Doppler shift makes
the beam appear off-resonant and blue-detuned.

The resulting system is a hot background gas with a cold dense cloud in
the middle.

2.5 Evaporative Cooling

The optical techniques shown so far can bring atoms down many orders
of magnitude in temperature, bridging the gap from room-temperature
to the µK range. To go further, we treat the atoms the same way you
might treat a hot drink: by blowing some of the hot atoms (steam) away.
This evaporative process is familiar part of everyday life, from dealing
with hot coffee, to becoming surprisingly cold when running around
after getting wet. The technique finds use in a number of portable “air
conditioners”, in industrial water cooling, and even Egyptian and Persian
households [54] dating back to ancient times.

For our atoms, evaporative cooling involves removing the atoms in the
high energy tail of theMaxwell-Boltzmanndistribution (see Fig. 2.12). The
atoms leaving have more energy than average, resulting in a temperature
decreasewhen the system reaches thermal equilibrium.10 The evaporation
process is described by the dimensionless parameter

 =
d(log))
d(log#) =

¤)/)
¤#/#

, (2.34)

which expresses the temperature decrease per particle lost. Ref [55]
provides a review of the mechanics. Some important results are that
the sustained evaporation relies on keeping a large elastic collision rate,
and that careful attention should be paid to how much of the thermal
distribution is cut out at a given time: too much and  becomes small,
resulting in excessive loss of atoms without much cooling. Too few hot
atoms removed, and the cooling rate approaches the heating rate due to
background gas collisions.

The process of actually removing hot atoms from a sample can consist of
lowering the trap potential (e.g. turning down the laser of a dipole trap),
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[56]: Grimm et al. (2000), ‘Optical Dipole
Traps for Neutral Atoms’

11: A similar expression arises from
(2.29) noting that Ω∇Ω ∝ ∇� and tak-
ing � � Γ.

or introducing a hole near the top of the potential. The later can be done
in a magnetic trap by applying an RF field which will transfer atoms near
the edge of the trap to an un-trapped state.

2.6 Dipole Traps

Dipole trapping relies on the optical dipole force to cause a potential
gradient using the intensity gradient of a laser beam. Their physics and
applications are well reported by Grimm et al. [56], and Metcalf et al. [43,
Chpt. 11], though we give a brief recap here. The dipole potential is
approximately

*(r) = −3�22Γ

2$0

(
1

$0 − $
+ 1
$0 + $

)
�(r), (2.35)

with �(r) the intensity of the optical field. The corresponding force is
then11

� = −∇* (2.36)

=
3�22Γ

2$0

(
1

$0 − $
+ 1
$0 + $

)
∇�(r) (2.37)

= :($)∇�(r), (2.38)

which is spatially dependent only on the intensity. For $ < $0, i. e. a
red-detuned laser beam, :($) < 0, and the atoms will be strong-field
seeking, and get trapped at the maxima of the intensity. For blue-detuned
lasers ($ > $0), the laser is repulsive.

Let us focus on a red-detuned Gaussian beam, which will trap atoms
at its focal point. A beam of power % focused along the ẑ direction, has
intensity

�(A, I) = 2%
�F(I)2 exp

(
− 2A2

F(I)2

)
, (2.39)

with the width

F(I) = F0

√
1 +

(
I

I'

)2

, (2.40)

where F0 is the beam waist and I' = �F2
0/� is the Rayleigh range. With

the potential formed by this intensity, we take the second order Taylor
expansion in position to obtain

*(A, I) ≈ *0

[
1 − 2

(
A

F0

)2

−
(
I

I'

)2
]

(2.41)

= −*0 +
1
2
<$2

A A
2 + 1

2
<$II

2 , (2.42)

where the non-spatially varying constant is*0 = 2:($)%/(�$2
0), and the
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trapping frequencies are

$A =

√
4*0

<F2
0
, (2.43)

$I =

√
2*0

<I2
A

. (2.44)

It is worth noting, that the Rayleigh length I' is larger than F0 by a factor
of �F0/�, which in our apparatus, is on the order of 100, so the atoms
can almost be considered to not be trapped in the ẑ direction.
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The ultracold atom machine at Otago is capable of producing and
manipulating clouds of cold 87Rb, and 40K. Our experimental design
is somewhat based upon the 87Rb machine design of Lewandowski et
al. [57]

[57]: Lewandowski et al. (2003), ‘Simpli-
fied System for Creating a Bose-Einstein
Condensate’

, extended and constructed by Ana Rakonjac and colleagues [58]

[58]: Rakonjac (2012), ‘A Versatile Col-
lider for Ultracold Atoms’

,
with a focus on manipulating and colliding atoms in dipole traps [59–61]

[59]: Rakonjac et al. (2012), ‘Laser based
accelerator for ultracold atoms’
[60]: Roberts et al. (2014), ‘Steerable opti-
cal tweezers for ultracold atom studies’
[61]: McKellar (2014), ‘A Digital Fre-
quency Source for Movement of Ultra-
cold Atoms by Acousto-Optic Deflection’

capable of painting 3D time-averaged potentials [62, 63]

[62]: Chisholm (2018), ‘Three-
Dimensional Manipulation of Ultracold
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We proceedwith the apparatus in roughly the order inwhich they process
the atoms. In this chapter, we focus on producing cold clouds of 87Rb, as
the collision experiments presented in this work use only rubidium. Our
apparatus is also capable of producing cold 40K, and to some extent, 41K.
Some details of this system can be found in Appendix D. Additionally, we
will discuss the systems used to coordinate and control the experiment
in Chapter 6.

3.1 The MOT

Magneto-optical trapping requires several incident laser beams and a
magnetic gradient field, as described in section 2.4.Whilemany intriguing
geometries of laser beams andmagnetic fields have been demonstrated to
work, our setup uses what is perhaps the most boring setup imaginable:
counter-propagating pairs of laser beams along 3 orthogonal axes shown
in Fig. 3.1a, and a quadrupole magnetic field (as seen in Fig. 3.1b) from
an anti-Helmholtz coil pair.

For the alkali metals, we need two laser wavelengths, a cooling beam,
and a repump beam.1

1: In some cases (e. g., 41K), it is not al-
ways clear which beam cools and which
repumps, but (at least) two lasers are
required never-the-less.

The cooling beam performs the procedure from
section 2.4: Doppler cooling, and light assisted trapping. However, the
optical transitions are not closed: an atom which has absorbed a photon

(a) A3Dview of an atomic cloud trapped
in a MOT: An anti-Helmholtz coil pair
and 3 pairs of counter-propagating laser
beams.

(b) The field lines from the anti-
Helmholtz coil pair with the magnitude
shaded, demonstrating a strong gradient
with a field zero in the centre.

Figure 3.1: An overview of the magneto-
optical trap (MOT), demonstrating the
geometry of the setup, and the field in
the centre of the trap.
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Figure 3.2: The laser systems for addressing 87Rb. All optical fibres are single-mode and polarisation maintaining.

2: Specifically, we lock to the largest
cross-over transition in the 87Rb � = 2
manifold, using standard lock-in tech-
niques.

3: Specifically to the largest cross-over
transition in the � = 1 manifold.

from the cooling beam may decay into a state which the cooling light
cannot excite. In 87Rb, we cool atoms from the � = 2 hyperfine state using
the�2 line near 780 nm. The excited atoms can decay into the � = 1 state,
which is dark to the cooling laser. To kick atoms out of this state, and
pump them back into the � = 2 state, we employ a repump laser: a laser
that excites atoms out of the � = 1 state. These optical transitions are
shown in Fig. 3.3.

For 87Rb, the laser configuration is shown in Fig. 3.2. Our rubidium cool-
ing laser is an external cavity diode laser (ECDL), frequency referenced
to a rubidium vapour cell by saturated-absorption spectroscopy. 2 The
frequency lock is offset via a double-passed AOM, so that the optical
frequency can be tuned during the experiment. The light from this laser is
used for theMOT cooling beam, optical pumping, imaging (via the probe
path in Fig. 3.2), and as a frequency reference to other optical setups.
For the MOT itself, the cooling beam is additionally passed through
a tapered amplifier (TA), which brings the total power close to 0.5 W,
though the amount of power that makes it to the MOT chamber after
going through an AOM and coupling into a fibre is around half that.

The repumping beam is produced by a separate ECDL, which is locked
independently to another vapour cell.3 The laser frequencies of all the
rubidium beams as they get to the vacuum chamber is as shown in Fig. 3.3.
In contrast to the cooling beam, the repump beam is not amplified, and
only 20 mW is passed to the MOT chamber. In our implementation, the
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Figure 3.3: The D2 transition structure
of 87Rb, with the transitions excited by
the rubidium lasers shown.

4: And this is mostly true in practise

[70]: Rakonjac et al. (2013), ‘Note: Com-
puter controlled rotation mount for large
diameter optics’

repump light is not tunable in frequency, but the intensity is controlled by
an AOM and shutter. A motorised flipper mirror can direct the repump
light to a different optical fibre to be used for repumping during imaging,
allowing imaging of atoms in the � = 1 state.

With our dual species system, we have 4 different laser frequencies for
the MOT: The rubidium cooling and repump beams, and the potassium
cooling and repump beams. The setup which couples light into the MOT
is shown in Fig. 3.4. All the light is provided to the MOT via single mode,
polarisation maintaining optical fibres. The potassium and rubidium
cooling beams are combined, passed through a beam expander, then split
into the 6 beams along 3 axes. TheMOT beams are large, around 1.5 cm in
radius so that the intersection of the beams has a large volume to collect
atoms. Quarter-wave plates to produce the circularly-polarised light for
the MOT (not shown in Fig. 3.4) are attached directly to the windows
of the MOT vacuum chamber. Light from the rubidium repump laser is
cast only along the vertical axis. Along the paths described, we have a
number of waveplates which are used to balance the power between the
different axes and directions. If the power is unbalanced, then the centre
of the MOT may not line up with the magnetic field zero.

In order to balance the power for both the rubidium (780 nm) and
potassium (767 nm) lasers, we have a number of “magic” waveplates:
multi-order plates, which are half-wave (�/2) for the potassium lasers,
and full-wave (�) for the rubidium lasers. In theory4, this lets us adjust
the polarisation of only the potassium light as it hits the polarising
beam splitter cubes. Two of these magic waveplates are on motorised
mounts [70], as their position in the apparatus is almost completely
inaccessible to be adjusted otherwise, without dismantling other parts of
the MOT setup.

The MOT is the start of our atomic manipulations, located in its own
vacuum chamber, which is actively pumped out by an ion pump. It has
a vapour pressure of rubidium and potassium maintained by a pair
of dispensers which run continuously: heat from an electrical current
passing through a chemical mixture causes a reaction which releases
the metal vapour. We additionally apply UV light from an LED array
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Figure 3.4: The optics feeding light into the MOT chamber. The 780 nm optics are for rubidium and the 767 nm for potassium. The beams
at the top are labelled by the (compass) direction from which they enter the MOT chamber. Quater-wave plates, which are attached to
the MOT chamber windows (not shown) finally produce the requisite circularly polarised light.

[71]: Klempt et al. (2006), ‘Ultravio-
let light-induced atom desorption for
large rubidium and potassium magneto-
optical traps’

early in the MOT stage of the experimental sequence, which stimulates
desorption [71] of rubidium and potassium that has previously deposited
onto the surfaces of the vacuum chamber. This boosts the vapour pressure
at the start of the MOT phase to collect more atoms.

Compressed-MOT and Sub-Doppler cooling

MOTs can produce fairly large and dense clouds of atoms, and typically
have hundreds of milliwatts of optical power imposed on them. This
leads to issues with re-radiation: the density of the MOT will saturate, as
the effect of photons scattered from nearby atoms matches the scattering
rate from the Doppler-cooling beams. This pushes the atoms apart and
causes heating, limiting the size and minimum temperature of the MOT.
A solution to this is to reduce the power, and decrease the detuning of
the laser beams. This may sound like it would make a much less effective
MOT and indeed, it does. However, if you already have a large MOT,
quickly reducing this re-radiation pressure by reducing the intensity of
the MOT lasers results in a smaller, colder cloud of atoms, forming a
compressed-MOT or CMOT. Ideal, for preparing a cloud to be transferred
to a different trap, or cooling mechanism.

After a CMOT stage, we take advantage of Sisyphus cooling from sec-
tion 2.3.2 by simply further detuning of the MOT lasers, and turning off
the magnetic field to let the polarisation lattice be the dominant effect.
The duration of this cooling stage is limited by the lack of trapping: the
cloud diffuses outwards and the density decreases.
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5: On the order of 10−9 mbar, compared
to the 10−11 mbar vacuum in the science
cell.

3.1.1 Optical Pumping

After the laser cooling stages, we will hold the atoms in a magnetic trap.
To capture as many of the atoms from the MOT as possible, we must
ensure that they are in a weak-field seeking state. To do this, we apply a
bias field, and a beam of �+-polarised light along the field, exciting a �
transitionwithΔ<� = +1. The optical pumping beam is tuned close to the
5(1/2 |� = 2〉 to 5%3/2 |� = 3〉 transition, pumping the atoms towards the
5(1/2 |� = 2, <� = 2〉 state where the transition to 5%3/2 |� = 3, <� = 3〉
is cyclic: the atoms can only decay back into the 5(1/2 |� = 2, <� = 2〉
state. Conveniently, this is the most weak-field seeking state 87Rb has in
the ground hyperfine manifold, which is ideal for magnetic trapping.
The MOT repump beam is also turned on during optical pumping (with
a low intensity), to prevent accumulating atoms in the � = 1 manifold as
they move towards the |� = 2, <� = 2〉 state.

Just as with sub-Doppler cooling, time is limited during optical pumping.
Not only are the atoms falling under the influence of gravity, but the op-
tical pumping beam also heats the atoms, requiring careful optimisation
of pumping time and power to collect a large cloud in the subsequent
magnetic trap.

3.2 Magnetic Traps and Transfer

The MOT vacuum chamber has a relatively high vapour pressure5 in
order to collect atoms in the MOT at a reasonable rate. Collisions with
this background gas would limit the lifetime of other experiments if
they were performed in this chamber, so we move to the science cell,
which has a negligible vapour pressure. The anti-Helmholtz coil used
to produce the MOT gradient (the quadrupole trap) is mounted on a
motorised translation stage, so we increase the current in the coils to
produce a field gradient of 100 G cm−1 (measured vertically), and drag
the cloud of atoms with the magnetic field as the coils move from around
the MOT chamber, to around the science cell.

The science cell is maintained at a much higher vacuum, by a pair of
ion pumps and differential pumping: the tube connecting the MOT to
the science cell is sufficiently long (∼30 cm) and thin (∼2 cm) that we can
have a significant pressure difference between the two ends. Additionally,
the science cell is made entirely of glass, and subsequently has better
optical access to the cloud of cold atoms.

Once located in the science cell, the atoms are transferred from the
quadrupole trap to the IP trap by simultaneously ramping the IP field up
and the quadrupole field down over 2 s.

3.2.1 Cloud Geometry

Let us now take a moment to consider a cloud of atoms. In the previous
chapter, we saw how a magnetic field or a red-detuned laser beam could
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[72]: Landau and Lifshitz (1980), Statisti-
cal Physics

[42]: Pérez-Ríos and Sanz (2013), ‘How
does a magnetic trap work?’

[73]: Han et al. (1998), ‘Bose-Einstein con-
densation of large numbers of atoms in a
magnetic time-averaged orbiting poten-
tial trap’
[14]: Davis et al. (1995), ‘Bose-Einstein
Condensation in a Gas of SodiumAtoms’
[74]: Pritchard (1983), ‘Cooling Neutral
Atoms in a Magnetic Trap for Precision
Spectroscopy’
[75]: Bergeman et al. (1987), ‘Magneto-
static trapping fields for neutral atoms’

trap a cloud of atoms. Usually, we consider the trap to be locally harmonic,
that is, the potential is well approximated by

+(I) = 1
2
<$2

II
2. (3.1)

In 3 dimensions, this potential can have different trapping frequencies in
each direction.

A non-interacting cloud that obeys Boltzmann statistics forms a Gaussian
shape in a harmonic trap, given by the distribution
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For a harmonic trap, the width of the cloud �8 is given by the law of
equipartition [72, § 44]
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The trapping frequency of the trap can be discerned theoretically by
looking at the second order of the Taylor expansion of the potential.
In practice, one can perturb the cloud in the trap (e.g., by temporarily
turning the trap off), and observe the rate at which the atoms slosh
about.

3.2.2 Quadrupole Trap

The quadrupole trap produces an increasing field in every direction,
which is the requirement for the MOT. In the MOT however, the field
strength is not enough to trap the atoms if the lasers are turned off. By
increasing the current in the MOT coils, we can generate field gradients
sufficient to trap weak-field seeking atoms.

The magnetic field of the quadrupole trap, depicted in Fig. 3.1b, is a linear
potential, as the magnitude of the magnetic field is given by [42]

|�| = 2
√
G2 + I2 + 4H2 (3.4)

for a gradient strength 2, and the H-axis is vertical. Our quadrupole trap
operates with a gradient of 22 =∼ 100 G cm−1 in the vertical direction at
380 A.

3.2.3 Ioffe-Pritchard Trap

In our discussion of evaporative cooling, we noted that the atoms could
accidentally spin-flip at a field zero, and be ejected from the trap unnec-
essarily. There are a number of solutions for avoiding the field zero: one
can use a time-averaged orbital potential (TOP) trap [73] or “plug” the
bottom of the trap using a laser [14], forming a sort of dipole anti-trap
(see section 3.4). We instead use an Ioffe-Pritchard (IP) magnetic trap.

The IP trap is so named after David Pritchard’s trap [74] for neutral atoms,
which was a derivative of the plasma confinement trap by Mikhail Ioffe
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(a) The coils of the IP trap.
(b) The field generated by the Helmholtz and Pinch coils of
the IP trap, which provides the axial trapping of the cloud.
Note the presence of two minima. With the addition of the
IP bars, one becomes a minima in �G and the other in �H ,
resulting in a minima of |�| ≠ 0 in the center, where the atoms
are trapped.

Figure 3.5: The schematic of the trap, and the magnetic field in a plane containing the trap axis—the direction along which the cloud is
elongated. We designate this the I-axis, and it is also the axis along which we perform our collision experiments.

[12]: Ketterle et al. (1998), ‘Making, prob-
ing and understanding Bose-Einstein
condensates’

and collaborators [75]. There are three elements to this trap. The first is
the Ioffe bars, which produce a magnetic field gradient: they are a linear
version of the anti-Helmholtz current configuration, and hence produce
a field geometry just like that shown in Fig. 3.1b, providing trapping
in the radial direction. The second is a magnetic bottle trap: two pinch
coils at the ends of the axis of the trap produce a harmonic trapping
potential, with a non-zero field minimum in the middle, which provides
(weaker) trapping in the axial direction. A pair of Helmholtz coils is then
used to reduce the field value at the minimum, which increases the axial
confinement. The wiring for these three stages is shown in Fig. 3.5a

The magnetic field is given by [12, p. 2.3.2]

H = �0


0
0
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 + �′
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−H
1

 + �
′′
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−IG
−IH

I2 − 1
2 (G2 + H2)

 , (3.5)

where �0 is determined by the pinch and Helmholtz coils, �′ by the quad
field from the Ioffe bars, and �′′ is from the bottle trap of the pinch coils
and Helmholtz coils. Despite the fact the radial (G, H) potential is not
harmonic, this is a reasonable approximation for small clouds and the
corresponding trapping frequencies are given by

<$2
G,H = �6�<�

�′2

�0
, (3.6)

<$2
I = �6�<��

′′, (3.7)

where we observe trapping frequencies of 87Rb as $I = 2� × 17 Hz and
$G,H = 2� × 159 Hz.
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Figure 3.6: The near-uniform mag-
netic field produced at the centre of a
Helmholtz coil pair.

[76]: Thomas and Kjærgaard (2020), ‘A
digital feedback controller for stabilizing
large electric currents to the ppm level
for Feshbach resonance studies’
6: We have had a few issueswith this sys-
tem, and it appears in our examination
of condition-based maintenance Part 13.

[77]: Wieserlabs (2021), FlexDDS-NG:
Flexible Radio Frequency Source

[78]: Kuhne Electronic (2021), MKU LO
8-13 PLL, Oscillator

7: Microwave cooling is not necessary
for just cooling 87Rb, so is relegated to
Appendix D

3.2.4 Uniform Field

The collision experiments in this work rely on the presence of significant
magnetic fields to manipulate a Feshbach resonance. To produce these,
we rely on the Helmholtz coils of the IP trap shown in green in Fig. 3.5a,
with the field produced shown in Fig. 3.6. As these are already present
to produce a bias field, we simply use relays to disconnect this coil from
the trapping power supply, and connect it to a dedicated power-supply
and servo unit for the production of precise, stable fields.

3.2.5 Current Sources

In order to achieve these magnetic field configurations, we use three Agi-
lent 6690A power supplies; custom current servos [76] using DaniSense
transducers with water-cooled banks of MOSFETs as actuators; and a
series of coils. The configuration of the system is shown in Fig. 3.7.

As the current in any given path is regularly around 200 A to 400 A, the
MOSFET banks and the coils are cooled by a recirculating water system.6
The Helmholtz switch and transfer switch MOSFET banks are there to
make sure that the current does not flowwhen thewater is not circulating.
The power supply protection interlock for the main circuit is also tripped
when the water stops, ensuring that no current is drawn from any of the
three supplies when the cooling system is not active.

3.3 RF and Microwave

We rely on radio-frequency (RF) andmicrowave fields evaporative cooling
in magnetic traps, and to prepare the cloud of atoms in a particular
hyperfine state. The fields we use are derived from a DDS unit [77], which
provides us with a versatile frequency source for producing signals of
up to 400 MHz. We then up-convert to the relevant frequencies using
a combination of frequency doublers and to target the 6.8 GHz 87Rb
hyperfine splitting, we mix with a PLL [78], as shown in Fig. 3.8. Both
the DDS and PLL units are referenced to a GPS-disciplined 10 MHz
oscillator.

The setup we have allows for multi-tone RF, RF + microwave, or single
source microwave fields for 87Rb and all isotopes of potassium (40K re-
quiring the 1.29 GHz microwave, while the hyperfine splitting of 39K and
41K can be addressed by the RF pathway). This allows us to perform evap-
orative cooling using either RF or microwave fields.7 The performance of
the system is demonstrated in Fig. 3.9, which shows the output of the
microwave board for the rubidium microwave line. This exhibits a wide
tuning range with only minimal power in spurious frequencies generated
during the up-conversion. The wide output frequency range permits us
to target 87Rb transitions in substantial magnetic field strengths.
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Figure 3.7: The magnet control system,
using an array of custom servos and com-
mercial power supplies. The quadrupole
coils are actuated by an Agilent 6690A
supply in constant current mode, with
the current controlled by an analog volt-
age. The transfer switch MOSFET is en-
tirely a safety measure, and turns off the
quadrupole coils when the cooling water
is not flowing. The other two supplies are
operated in constant voltage mode, and
the currents are governed by the servo
blocks. During IP trapping, the blue re-
lays are closed, and the yellow are open.
When operating the Helmholtz coils, the
blue relays are opened, then the yellow
closed.

Figure 3.8: The system for producing RF and Microwave fields at frequencies appropriate for addressing the hyperfine structures of
rubidium and potassium, primarily constructed with components from MiniCircuits and Khune Electronic. A number of attenuators
have been omitted for clarity: these trim the power to the appropriate levels for the various up-conversion stages. Unlabled amplifiers are
ZX60-4016E-S+ from MiniCircuits. The output of the final stage amplifier for the two microwave outputs is protected by a circulator,
which dumps any power reflected by the antenna, and allows for imperfect impedance matching.
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Figure 3.9: The performance of the ru-
bidium system output, before the final
amplifier. The output frequency range
shown is slightly larger than the final
amplifier range. There are a number of
artifacts, resulting from themultiple dou-
bling stages and from harmonics of the
mixing process. However, these are at
much lower powers than the fundamen-
tal.
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Figure 3.10: Evaporative cooling, eject-
ing atoms from the trap using an applied
RF field with frequency $rf, pumping
transitions between Zeeman states sepa-
rated by ℏ$rf. By picking the frequency
sufficiently large, one can eject the hottest
atoms from the trap.

Figure 3.11: The atom number and tem-
perature during the last 10 s of evapora-
tive cooling.

3.3.1 Evaporative Cooling

In section 2.5, we discussed how clouds could be cooled by slowly
removing the hottest atoms of the distribution. Our primary tool for this
is RF evaporation, where we introduce a radio-frequency field which
causes atoms near the edge of the trap to be ejected from the trap, by
transitions to a strong-field seeking state. This procedure is shown in
Fig. 3.10.

We produce RF sweeps from 50 MHz down to around 2 MHz. These
are produced by our FlexDDS unit, amplified, and passed to a small
coil directly beneath the science cell. Each sweep is not continuous in
frequency, but updated at 200 kHz as this is simplest for the DDS units.
Sweeps are performed increasingly slowly andwith decreasing RF power,
as demonstrated in Fig. 3.12. The final frequency depends on the desired
final temperature of the cloud, and the field of the IP trap. The relationship
between the number of atoms and the temperature as we approach the
end of evaporation is shown in Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.12: The RF frequency and ampli-
tude during evaporative cooling of 87Rb.

[79]: Camparo and Frueholz (1984), ‘A
dressed atom interpretation of adiabatic
rapid passage’

[4]: Sawyer et al. (2019), ‘Deterministic
quantum state transfer of atoms in a ran-
dom magnetic field’
8: These are ideal for cases where you
have two clouds, and want to only ad-
dress one of them.With a small magnetic
field gradient the transition frequencies
for each cloud can be separated enough
for a �-pulse. Getting enough separation
for ARP requires a much larger gradient.

Figure 3.13: Crossed AODs, located un-
der the science cell, can steer the outgo-
ing angle of a beam in two directions. An
5 -� lens thenmaps this angular displace-
ment to a linear displacement, forming
the vertical tweezer beams which hold
two atomic clouds along a static horizon-
tal dipole beam.

3.3.2 State Preparation

After magnetic trapping, we can load the atoms into an optical trap
(described below), where the trap is no longer sensitive to the magnetic
state of the atoms. All the collisions present in this work are between 87Rb
atoms in their absolute ground state, |� = 1, <� = 1〉, which is strong-
field seeking, and cannot be magnetically trapped. As from the end of
optical pumping, the atoms finish evaporation and are loaded into the
optical trap in the |2, 2〉 state.

We primarily perform state preparation via adiabatic rapid passage
(ARP), which simply involves sweeping the RF/Microwave(/Optical)
field from one side of the transition frequency to the other [79]. We have
previously used ARP along with a non-destructive probing technique
to produce a feedback system which can reliably move atoms to a given
state [4].

The alternative is to use a �-pulse to coherently move the atoms from one
state to another. This requires more calibration, as both the frequency
and the pulse time must be accurate, and requires that the magnetic field
and the RF/microwave power be stable. 8

Splitting the transitions so that they can be individually addressed re-
quires amagnetic bias field. The uniformfield produced by theHelmholtz
coils of the IP trap are ideal for this purpose.

3.4 Dipole Trapping

Our experiments in atomic collisions rely on a spatially variable optical
potential, painted by red-detuned laser beams: especially a potential with
two traps which accelerate towards each other. The spatial structure of
the potential is controlled by crossed pairs of acousto-optic deflectors
(AODs) as shown in Fig. 3.13. These allow us to control the angle of a
beam into an 5 − � lens by varying the frequency of the RF drive to
the AODs, resulting in a translation of approximately 200 µm MHz−1

at the atoms. We rapidly toggle the frequency to produce the effect of
multiple beams in the potential. Toggling the traps does not noticeably
heat the atoms, as the trapping frequency is < 1 kHz, much less than
the toggling rate of 200 kHz. Our AODs are ideal for producing small,
dynamic traps. Other common techniques for producing arbitrary dipole
potentials include spatial light modulators such as LCD panels, which
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Figure 3.14: Controlling and distributing the 1064 nm light for producing dipole traps (H—Horizontal, V—Vertical). The two fibres
labled PCF are photonic crystal fibres to cope with carrying the large optical powers required for the tweezer beams. The AOMs are
used to servo the power of the beams, as monitored from the output of the fibres. Inset: A pair of crossed traps, formed by the static
horizontal, and vertical tweezer beams split by AODs.

Figure 3.15: A model to correct the RF
drive amplitude to get the desired optical
amplitude, derived from measurements
of the diffraction efficiency of the AODs.

[80]: Chilcott and Thomas (2016), Analog
PI controller

9: The fourth, fifth and sixth derivative
of position are known as snap, crackle,
and pop respectively. I have no ideawhat
Rice Krispies have to do with derivatives
of motion.
[81]: Gasparetto and Zanotto (2007), ‘A
new method for smooth trajectory plan-
ning of robot manipulators’

produce a variable phase image on the beam; or digital micro-mirror
devices (DMDs), which use an array of mirrors to generate an image.
Such techniques can produce large static potentials more easily than our
crossed AODs, but fall short for the dynamic potentials critical for our
collisions.

The light for the traps is provided by a 30 W fibre laser at 1064 nm,
which is far red detuned from the 87Rb D1 and D2 lines so produces an
attractive potential. Figure 3.14 shows the optics used to split the light
into multiple paths for the different trapping beams. The vertical and
horizontal tweezer beams both pass through AOD pairs before entering
the science cell. In the collision experiments reviewed later, the static
horizontal beam is used to define the collision axis, while the vertical
tweezer beam defines the positions of the clouds along this axis.

The laser power must remain constant in both position and time to have
a consistent trapping potential. We ensure the that input power to the
AODs is constant in time using analog servo controllers [80]. To keep the
power consistent over position, we use a feed-forward model (shown in
Fig. 3.15) which corrects the power after the AODs. The model is based
on measurements of the AOD diffraction efficiency for a range of RF
powers and frequencies.

When moving clouds around, we want to avoid excessive heating and
loss. Given the constraints to cover a certain distance in a certain time,
one might think that minimising force/acceleration would be ideal for
this, which results in constant acceleration to midway and constant
deceleration to the final position. At the start, middle, and end, this
results in an infinite jerk. Jerk is the derivative of acceleration, or the
third derivative of position.9 This is a serious issue in trajectory planning
for robotics, as mechanical manipulators are incapable of following this
trajectory exactly, leading to “chattering”—excitations of mechanical
resonances [81]. In our atomic system, exciting trap resonances results
in heating, something we want to avoid, so we follow the advice of the
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[61]: McKellar (2014), ‘A Digital Fre-
quency Source for Movement of Ultra-
cold Atoms by Acousto-Optic Deflection’
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Figure 3.16:The trajectories of twodipole
traps. Initially forming adouble-well trap
at the centre, the traps are then sepa-
rated using a minimum-jerk trajectory
and held 1 mm from centre, before the
traps are accellerated inwards for a col-
lision. During the minimum-jerk move-
ment, the atoms reach a velocity of nearly
20 mm s−1, and at the end of the collision
acceleration they reach nearly 18 cm s−1.

10: The collision energies we report in
later chapters are calibrated from time-of-
flight measurements, but (3.12) is useful
in setting up the machine.

robotics literature and minimise the root-mean-square jerk to produce a
smoother “minimum-jerk” trajectory. This reduces the sloshing of the
atoms in the trap by a factor of ∼ 5 compared to the naive constant
acceleration [61]. Such a trajectory can be derived with a little calculus.
For stationary start and end points I8 , I 5 , the min-jerk trajectory is given
by

I(�) = I8 + (I 5 − I8)
(
10�3 − 15�4 + 6�5) , (3.8)

where � = C/) is the normalised time for a movement of duration ).
Typical movements reach velocities of around 10 mm s−1, and present
like the first motion shown in Fig. 3.16.

Thedipole laser produces apotentialwith afinite depth, and subsequently,
there is a maximum force that a gaussian beam can deliver to the atoms,

�max = :($)
4%
�F3

0
=
<$2

AF0

2
√

e
. (3.9)

This maximum force is applied at A = F0/2, I = 0, corresponding to the
position where the gradient of the intensity, (2.39), has its maximum.
The maximum force sets a limit to the acceleration of 0max = �max/<,
approximately 39 m s−2 for rubidium with our apparatus. Consequently,
we also have a maximum collision energy,

�max = �max3 = <0max3. (3.10)

This constraint is particularly problematic when we want to accelerate
atoms for a collision, as the collision energy is then limited by the distance
we are able to allow the atoms to “run up” to the collision. The smoothness
of a minimum-jerk trajectory limits our ability to apply the maximum
force, so we turn to a sigmoid function which quickly and smoothly
reaches the desired collision acceleration 0coll ≤ 0max:

0(C) = 0coll
C7

:7 + C7 . (3.11)

The constant : defines the timescale, forwhichwe use 16 ms. The collision
energy is then fixed by

� = <0coll3, (3.12)

where 3 is the run-up distance.10 The resulting motion profile is shown
at the end of Fig. 3.16.

3.5 Imaging

We resolve the aftermath of an experiment by imaging the cloud of atoms
after releasing them from the trap for a short period. Pulsing a laser
which is resonant to an atomic transition, the atoms will absorb some
light, and scatter it in directions away from the camera. This effectively
forms shadows on the camera—an absorption image.

In processing the image, the relevant parameters are the optical depth
of the sample, and the time the atoms have spent outside of their trap.
In order to calculate the optical depth, we take 3 images: One with the
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11: We find that this is usually on the
order of a percent.

[82]: Reinaudi et al. (2007), ‘Strong satura-
tion absorption imaging of dense clouds
of ultracold atoms’

12: See [82], and the discussion later in
this section.

[83]: Pyragius (2012), Developing and
building an absorption imaging system for
Ultracold Atoms

[72]: Landau and Lifshitz (1980), Statisti-
cal Physics

13: Generally the H-axis.

atoms present, "atoms, one later with no atoms "laser, and another dark
image"dark where the laser is not pulsed on. We subtract the dark image
from the other two, which accounts for the dark-count of the camera (and
the presence of small quantities of background light). The final images �
and  are

� = "atoms − B −"dark , (3.13)
 = "laser −"dark , (3.14)

(3.15)

where additionally, we define the average difference between the two
images with the laser present

B = 〈"atoms −"laser〉never atoms , (3.16)

where the average is taken a region where there were no atoms in either
photo. This accounts for fluctuation of the laser power between the
pulses.11

The two images � and  are then used to calculate the optical depth
OD [82],

OD = −∗ log
�

 
+  − �
�sat∗

. (3.17)

Here, ∗ is a dimensionless scaling factor12 and �sat is the saturation
intensity �sat converted to counts per pixel:

�sat = �satCpulse
GH

�
ℎ2

�
(3.18)

where GH is the pixel area, Cpulse is the laser pulse duration and � is the
quantum efficiency in photons/count. To improve the visual appearance
of the OD image, we apply a fourth-order low-pass Butterworth filter.
This smooths out noise present, reducing image grain. The cut-off (∼7 µm)
is small enough to avoid affecting the apparent shape of the clouds.

We know the time between the image being taken and the atoms being
released from the trap, the time of flight (TOF) CTOF. The temperature )
can then be extracted from the size of the clouds [83]. The width of the
cloud in each dimension 8 = G, H, I during the time of flight is given by

�2
8 = �2

8 ,0 + Ē
2C2TOF. (3.19)

For a temperature of ), the equipartition theorem [72, § 44] gives the
average speed in each dimension

Ē2 =
:B)

<
. (3.20)

Similarly, it gives the in-trap width of the cloud as in (3.3), so the width
at a given CTOF is

�8 =

√
:B)

<

(
C2TOF + $−2

8

)
(3.21)

which defines the temperature.

To extract the parameters for a thermal cloud, we integrate the image
along one axis13 and fit a Gaussian to the result:
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[84]: Townsend et al. (1995), ‘Phase-space
density in the magneto-optical trap’

[85]: Siddons et al. (2008), ‘Absolute ab-
sorption on rubidium D lines: compari-
son between theory and experiment’
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Figure 3.17: The imaging beam detuning
required as a function of time since the
field of a given size was turned off.

� exp
[
(G − G0)2

2�2

]
+ 1G + 2, (3.22)

where usually 1 and 2 are almost always approximately zero. In cases
where there is another issue, leaving 1 and 2 as free parameters can give
us enough leeway to extract information of the cloud from a faulty image
while resolving other issues. We can then extract the number of atoms

# =

√
2�GH

�atoms∗
�� (3.23)

where the optical cross-section is �atoms = 3�2/(2�). The temperature
can also be extracted:

) =
<

:B

$2�2

1 + $2C2TOF
. (3.24)

Another goodmetric is the phase space density �, which increases for colder
clouds with more atoms. Hence, a large � is a sign of better preparation
of the atoms, and is a dimensionless quantity defined in-trap by the peak
density =0 and the de Broglie wavelength �B [84]

� = =0�
3
B. (3.25)

The de Broglie wavelength is given by

�B =

√
2�ℏ2

<:B)
, (3.26)

and the in-trap peak density is

=0 = #

(
<

2�:B)

)3/2
$G$H$I . (3.27)

Imaging Lasers

We have yet to discuss the scaling parameter, ∗, which calibrates the
absolutemeasurement of the atomnumber. This depends on the transition
strength of the excited transition, and consequently on the imaging
polarisation. Its value can be inferred frommultiple images with different
intensities and pulse lengths [82], or calculated theoretically [85]. For our
imaging of rubidium in the � = 2 manifold, with light polarised along
the quantization axis, ∗ = 15/8 [64].

The experiments we will report finish with atoms in the � = 1 manifold.
We remedy this, by applying light from the repump laser orthogonal
to the imaging beam. This pumps some atoms into the � = 2 manifold
where they are resonant with the imaging beam. While this procedure
invalidates the ∗ we list above, it does not matter, as the scattering
information we extract from images in later chapters does not depend
upon the absolute atom number, only the relative number.

Additionally, later experiments rely on a substantialmagnetic field during
the collision to access a Feshbach resonance. The strong field shifts the
imaging transition too far for the cooling/probe laser to reach, and
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therefore the field must be switched off after the collision. We avoid
waiting for the field to completely decay before imaging, as the signal-
to-noise ratio decreases while the cloud expands and reduces in density.
Imaging with an off-resonant probe is not effective, so the probe beam
is tuned according to the model shown in Fig. 3.17. The repump light is
not tuned to account for the field decay, but still produces satisfactory
images.



Engineering Atoms:
Getting the most from the machine





1: A famous example would be the
“faster-than-light neutrinos” observed by
the OPERA experiment [86], which defi-
nitely wasn’t expected to be correct but
it took a while to explain why it was
wrong [87].

[88]: Niu (2017), Data-Driven Technology
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Over the next three chapters, we look at two different techniques to
improve the experiment. Firstly, we apply techniques of condition-based
maintenance (CBM) from systems engineering. This can decrease the
failure rate and debugging time of an ultracold atom machine. The
details of the hardware and services we use to perform the required
condition monitoring are relegated to Chapter 5. Finally, in Chapter 6,
we will investigate experimental control and machine learning tools for
optimising the production of ultracold atoms.

Our ultracold atom machine, as summarised in Chapter 3, is a large,
complex system, with many interdependent components, constructed
by several different people. This situation makes the system difficult to
diagnose when something goes wrong, and is especially intimidating to
new operators. The machine is additionally in a constant state of flux, as
different users adapt it for different research topics.

As the machine evolves, we combat the additional complexity by improv-
ing our documentation procedures and centralising the documentation
in a lab wiki. Additionally, we note common issues and how they can be
rectified. Failures come in many varying forms however, and can be hard
to detect either by introducing hidden errors which result in incorrect but
not obviously invalid measurements1, or cause an obvious experimental
failure, but have a cause that is difficult to pinpoint.

In this chapter, we will examine our application of condition-based
maintenance to the research laboratory. We implement monitoring of
many properties of the apparatus, and use the data to detect failures,
either in the early stages so that we can prevent them, or we take
corrective measures when they do happen.Wewill study the examples of
a recirculating chilled water system, and an external cavity diode laser.

4.1 Maintenance

In engineering literature, maintenance and upkeep can be separated into
three distinct categories [88], the choice of which affects the trade off
between maintenance cost and reliability (shown in Fig. 4.1).

Corrective or reactive maintenance, where things are run/used until
they fail. This is the default mode of operation for many research
labs, because it requires the least effort (except during failures). It
also has the advantage of not over-maintaining things. However, in
a complex experiment, finding the point of failure can be extremely
difficult, causing significant downtime and stalling research.

Predetermined or time-based maintenance relies on planning regular
maintenance tasks and makes replacements/corrective measures
before faults occur. Tasks often managed in this way are preventa-
tive in nature, like lubricating moving parts or inspecting problem
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areas. These aim to slow the degradation process or pick up any is-
sues early. Choosing a maintenance schedule requires some data or
expertise to know how often a maintenance should be performed.

Condition-based maintenance (CBM) or predictive maintenance is the
ideal mix of fixing things before they fail, and not over-maintaining.
Thedecision ofwhen toperformmaintenance is donebymonitoring
the condition of the system and its components. It does require a
substantial investment in monitoring of the machine, and having a
model of the failure modes and how they can be detected.

Each of these schemes naturally has its benefits and drawbacks, though
this list is ordered in decreasing expected failure rate. In an ultracold atom
machine, condition monitoring has the additional utility of giving extra
information for general debugging—either highlighting a problem spot,
or immediately eliminating a number of possible causes of a problem.
Thesemachines are fusions of instruments, some ofwhich are by necessity
home-made, and the interactions between these make troubleshooting
very difficult. Monitoring a wide range of parameters hence makes
even corrective maintenance much easier, even if the failures were not
predicted by CBM techniques. It also increases our certainty in running
the experiment with reduced operator supervision—ideal for machine
optimisation techniques discussed in Chapter 6.

4.1.1 Scheduled Maintenance

While scheduling can result in performing maintenance more often than
is absolutely required, there are a few places where it is still important.
For example, we are required to perform annual safety testing of all
appliances that are not fixed into the experiment. It is infeasible for us to
take a CBM approach and attempt to add monitoring hardware to every
piece of equipment that checks for e.g., insulation degradation, to predict
when a device is going to become unsafe.

While we will go into more detail about managing failure modes later,
there are some other instances where a scheduled maintenance approach
is more suitable. For our cooling water systems, the issues that appear
if we do not change the filter regularly or flush out any corrosion are
worth avoiding by regular maintenance, rather than waiting until the
issue is detectable. Subsequently, these tasks should be on a maintenance
schedule. However, there are some cases where the opposite is true, and
a task should be deferred as far as possible: replacing a laser diode is
such a troublesome and expensive task that we can practise CBM to
detect when we should order a new diode, but may choose not to replace
it until its performance is completely unsatisfactory.

4.1.2 Condition-Based Maintenance

A level of condition-based maintenance (CBM) is generally the goal
in industrial settings, potentially achieving minimal downtime and
maintenance cost, thus keeping productivity and profitability high. In
the ultracold atom lab, profitability is unlikely be a measured quantity,
but a level of CBM and the associated monitoring remains a valuable
tool. Especially in a research environment which emphasises pushing the
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Figure 4.2: The layers of the OSA-CBM
model. Data is passed from one layer to
the next as it is processed.

2: Here we use the OSA-CBM layer
model to discuss the steps required to
achieveCBM, butwe ignore the program-
ming interfaces that it provides, in lieu of
more modern techniques we will discuss
in Chapter 5.
[88]: Niu (2017), Data-Driven Technology
for Engineering Systems Health Manage-
ment
[90]: MIMOSA (2010), MIMOSA OSA-
CBM 3.3.1

limit of experimental possibilities, rather than simply keeping a machine
running well.

We start ourdiscussionwith theOpenSystemsArchitecture forCondition-
Based Maintenance (OSA-CBM), outlined in Fig. 4.2. This model splits
the process into six functional blocks2 [88, 90].

Data Acquisition via sensor modules.
Data Manipulation or signal processing, which might involve filtering

or transforming the raw data (e.g., Wavelet/Fourier transform), or
other feature extraction

State Detection is the main level of condition monitoring, where it
decides what the condition of the monitored system is.

Health Assessment takes the detected state of the system and decides
if anything has degraded. This often involves the production of
diagnostic records or possible fault conditions.

Prognostics Assessment estimates the future health of the system, often
estimating the remaining useful life.

Advisory Generation takes the prognostics assessment and generates
possible actions to take tomaintain the system, or increase its useful
life. This layer includes presentation of the data to end users.

We delve into our implementation of the acquisition stage in Chapter 5,
where we provide details about the sensor modules to perform data
acquisition (which can do some on-board manipulation). There, we
additionally describe the software pipeline that manages the collected
data, which includes tools to implement the detection and assessment
layers, as well as a visualisation tool that works for advisory generation.
For now, we discuss detection and assessment in greater depth, outlining
the implementation in our ultracold-atom machine. We do not have a
strong focus on prognostics, as reasonable estimates of remaining useful
life require data usually obtained by deliberately ageing or introducing
faults into the system—something we avoid in the research lab.

4.2 Faults and Failures

To detect a failure state of the experiment, we must identified the possible
failure modes. With this knowledge one can plan what measurements
need to be made, how the health can be assessed from the measurements,
and what maintenance would then be needed.

4.2.1 Failure Identification

Regardless of the maintenance planning process, it is vital to attempt
some analysis of the potential failure modes of the system. In the cases
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[91]: Metrolinx (2020), FMECA (Failure
Modes, Effects, and Criticality Analysis)
RAMS-2
[92]: Chen et al. (2014), ‘Failure mode
databases and their knowledge-based
management’

[93]: Rausand and Høyland (1994), Sys-
tem Reliability Theory

Figure 4.3: The recirculating water sys-
tem. Two loops are joined at a buffer tank.
One loop cools the coils and MOSFETs
for our electromagnets. The passes the
water through a chiller unit.

3: Ref [94] provides examples of the ex-
treme case of maintaining cooling water
on a submarine.

of corrective maintenance, this is important to implement safeguards
that might cause failures to turn into safety risks. In time-based or
condition-based maintenance, knowing the potential failure modes is
critical in deciding the maintenance schedule or knowing what to look
for in monitored data respectively. The main tool for modelling failures
is the failure modes and effects criticality analysis (FMECA) framework.
This procedure is a systematic breakdown of the system, tabulating a list
of possible ways the system could fail, how likely they are to occur, and
how severe the outcome is upon failure [91]. This process is standardised
by a number of agencies (e.g., IEC 60812, MIL-STD 1629), and is aided by
databases of potential failure modes [92].

FMECA is usually called for as part of a risk/safety audit with some
expectation that certain actions should be performed to decrease the crit-
icality score. It is also an important step for understanding the reliability
of the system, and allows us to build a model of the potential failure
modes [93]. This information is important in choosing what should be
monitored for CBM, and how the health of the system can be discerned.
To decide which failure modes to prioritise, the expected frequency and
severity are used to give a criticality score using a mapping such as that
shown in table 4.1, adapted from Ref. [91].

The chiller system we will now study consists of two loops, as shown
in Fig. 4.3: the experiment-side loop runs through a pump, through
high-current coils and MOSFET banks, and back to the tank; and the
chiller-side loop runs from the tank through a pump, a commercial chiller
unit and back to the tank. In table 4.2 we include a brief FMECA of
potential failure modes of our system. This table informs us that we can
detect most failure conditions with flow rate and temperature sensors,
though we must ensure that the temperature is regularly being reporting
to the monitoring system. Critically, we also need to ensure that we have
a temperature sensor on each parallel water path, in case one blocks and
overheats without us noticing.

4.2.2 Diagnostics and Prognostics

Once we have identified the potential failure modes, we can make
informed choices about what parameters we need to monitor, and how
we might detect the fault. We can then take action. The response could
be urgent and be automated, e.g., turn off cooled devices if coolant is not
flowing, or could be an early warning advisory to the operator e.g., a
pressure drop indicates that a filter needs to be replaced, but the system
is still operational.3

We now investigate what features might make failure modes clear, and
discuss how a decision can bemade about what action to take or advisory
to produce.

Features

From the raw data, we can compute a number of statistics, which provide
different information about the signal. From each new data point, we can
easily compute a couple of derived features.
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Severity

Catastrophic (4) Major (3) Marginal (2) Minor (1)

Li
ke

lih
oo

d

High (5) X X 1 2

Medium (4) X X 1 2

Low (3) X X 1 2

Very Low (2) X 1 1 2

Remote (1) 1 2 2 3

Criticality

X Unacceptable

1 Undesirable

2 Acceptable

3 Minor

Table 4.1: Severity/likelihood table, and
the resulting Criticality classes.
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Table 4.2: Failure modes analysis of the water cooling system. (Lik-Likelihood, Sev-Severity, Crit-Criticality, as expanded in table 4.1.)
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Figure 4.4: The residuals (red) extracted
from example measurements.

Figure 4.5: The exponential average of a
signal for various .

Figure 4.6: The buffer of a measured sig-
nal, and the Gaussian distribution which
they are estimated to be sampled from.

Figure 4.7: The bounds of a sample mea-
surement.

p(
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Figure 4.8: An example signal and its
distribution (e. g. histogram estimated
from all previous data), from which the
entropy can be estimated.
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Figure 4.9: A signal and its Fourier trans-
form with the dominant frequency com-
ponents emphasised in red.

The residual or error is the difference between the current and nominal
value of a given parameter (see Fig. 4.4). The magnitude of the
residual is a strong indicator that something is wrong. The nominal
value can be produced by a model of the system as it should be
operating, or can be inferred from previous operating data.

Exponential average is a simple low-pass filter, reducing measurement
fluctuations. The output HC at sample C is given by the current data
value and the previous output by

HC = GC + (1 − )HC−1. (4.1)

The parameter  dictates the response time of the filter:  = 1 is
unfiltered (instant response), while → 0 has an infinite response
time, as highlighted in Fig. 4.5.

Storing a buffer of the # most recent values of a parameter allows us
to extract more information about the behaviour. A buffer can either be
used as a moving window, examining the last # samples every time a
new sample comes in, or can be used to down-sample and produce one
output for every # samples.

The mean which also provides a low-pass filter, shown in Fig. 4.6,
Variance which quantifies how much a signal is fluctuating, or more

generally,
Cumulants are related to the moments of the buffer of the signal G 9

<: =
〈
G:

〉
=

1
#

#∑
8=1

G:8 . (4.2)

The mean 21 = <1, is the first cumulant and the second 22 =

<2−<2
1 is the variance. These two, as alreadymentioned, completely

describe a signal with a Gaussian distribution. Changes in the
higher order cumulants, the skewness 23 = <3 − 3<2<1 + 2<3

1 ,
and kurtosis 24 = <4 − 3<2

2 − 4<3<1 + 12<2<
2
1 − 6<4

1 can detect
changes in the shape of the signal distribution, but require large #
to be useful.

Signal bounds i. e., the minimum and maximum value in the window
shown in Fig. 4.7, provide the range of values present and catch any
transient spikes that may have only been detected in one sample.

Some more advanced features include

Signal Entropy which in information theory is effectively a measure of
how unexpected a signal is, and can be given by

�(G) = −
#∑
8=1

?(G8) log ?(G8), (4.3)

where ?(G8) is the probability of measuring the sample G8 given
the entire history of the signal, effectively requiring a histogram
(as shown in Fig. 4.8) of the signal to be kept.

Autoregression can highlight changes over different timescales.
Harmonic distortion of a periodic signal, i. e., the ratio between the

power at harmonic frequencies rather than the fundamental, or
alternately the
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Figure 4.10: Comparing data to thresh-
olds results in Boolean logic: themachine
is either fine, or has failed. Fuzzy logic
allows the different possible states to
overlap, and for the machine to be in
a state or number of states with some
probability. The rules to make decisions
on the fuzzy states can also be assigned
strengths with which they are applied.
The decisionmade then depends both on
the probability of being in a certain state,
and the strength of the relevant rules.

Dominant frequency components present in the signal, highlighted in
Fig. 4.9.

These two frequency related features can be found by taking the Fourier
transform, and are especially common for rotating mechanical systems.
We can extract both of these features from RF or microwave signals using
a spectrum analyser.

In addition to these methods of extracting features from data of a single
sensor, there are a variety of tools for more advanced feature extraction
by fusing the measurements from multiple sensors. The raw features are
formed into a feature vector, which can then be passed into a number
of tools to examine the data as a whole. Principal component analysis
(PCA) is a useful tool for this [88], where one decomposes the raw
feature vector into the components that co-vary where one only uses
the few most significant (principal) components. Other schemes include
the linear discriminant analysis or clustering, which require training on
data from both the failure state and the normal working state. All of
these techniques require substantial amounts of data to give a sensible
result, and effectively involve reducing the dimensionality of the data. In
our monitoring system, we have not yet attempted any feature fusion,
other than using the information from multiple measurements in the
decision-making phase.

Decision making

Deciding if a failure has occurred can span the detection and assessment
layers of theOSA-CPMmodel (see Fig. 4.2). Ultimately, onemust compare
how the monitored variables of the system relate to how one expects,
though this is potentially the most complicated part of the CBM process.
The techniques are usually classed as model based, or data based.

A model-based method relies on a separately provided model of the
system: a Kalman filter can be used to estimate the true state of the
system from the measurements and a model, or an expert system can be
developed, which encodes the knowledge of an expert operator looking
out for issues. A simple case of the latter is explored for our cooling
system in the next section.

Data-based methods are often based off machine learning techniques:
neural networks, fuzzy logic and support vector machines. To detect a
given failure, they must first be trained with prototype data during a
fault condition. Especially in the case of training a neural net or support
vector machine.

4.3 An Expert System

To round off this chapter, we consider a rudimentary rule-based expert
system. Table 4.3 contains rules for maintaining the cooling water system
of our magnetic field coils. Most of the conditions are implemented as
hard thresholds, though these can be easily augmented with fuzzy logic
(demonstrated in Fig. 4.10), which allows for more rigorous handling of
vague rules, such as warning the user if things are “warm” but making
corrective measures if “hot”.
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[95]: Häusler et al. (2008), ‘Degradation
model analysis of laser diodes’
[96]: Gase (2008), AN33: Estimating Laser
Diode Lifetimes and Activation Energy
4: We have some Toptica DLC Pro units
that can report these data via a network
connection

Figure 4.11: An automated message let-
ting lab users know that error conditions
have been detected via Discord.

5: Teams and Discord provide a web-
hook interface, where a message can
be sent by visiting a specially crafted
URL [97, 98]

In setting the thresholds, we take into account the normal operating
modes of the experiment, and identify some issues that might arise, e.g.,
a flow becoming too low, a temperature too high, or measurements which
are usually coupled no longer tracking each other. Manually selecting
the thresholds is the easiest solution, assuming you have access to an
“expert operator” of the machine. The use of a more intelligent classifier
algorithm to infer the normal behaviour of the machine could, however,
pick up more information than a simple threshold, and can highlight
how other features correlate.

For our smaller example of a diode laser, the ageing of the laser diode
can be detected by an increase in the forward voltage at a given current,
or the required current for a given intensity [95, 96]. Conveniently, some
modern laser controllers can even report both these parameters to a CBM
system without extra hardware.4 The voltage-current-power curves of
the laser diode can be mapped out each time a new diode is installed.
The health is then monitored over time, with a threshold to alert the
operator when it degrades by a certain amount. We can also issue an
advisory if the temperature changes significantly.

Once we have detected a fault condition with the expert system, we are
then in a position to either perform a corrective measure, or issue an
advisory to the user.

4.3.1 Advisories and Actions

For a detected fault that needs to be acted upon quickly, i. e., that might
develop into a bigger issue, we have a number of actuators as part of
the monitoring system we will discuss in Chapter 5. In particular, we
have relays for turning off pumps and high-current power supplies or
triggering laser interlocks.

Especially in the case of abrupt changes caused by deactivating failing
equipment, the operator of the machine must be advised. All messages
produced by the system are displayed near the control computer by a
custom device with an OLED display to show the message, and a bright
LED to get the operator’s attention when a new warning comes up.

Messages are also issued more permanently via email or internet messag-
ing, which is much more useful for complex advisories about suspecting
a filter needs changing, or specifying a laser diode needs replacing. We
use both Discord and Microsoft Teams for this purpose5. The messages
are also logged in the data visualisation system that we discuss as part
of the next chapter.
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Table 4.3: Water-cooling rules for the expert system.

Condition Action

Flow rate below threshold I Disable cooled devices
I Warn user

Flow rate starts normally, then flow and pressure
droops 10%

Warn user. (Suspect that coolant tank is low and air is
getting into the pump)

I Pressure nominal
I Flow rate below threshold

Warn user there is an obstruction e.g., closed valves

I Pressure low
I Flow rate low

Warn user that the filter needs replacement

Return flow significantly less than out-flow I Disable pump and cooled devices
I Warn user of potential leak

Coolant temperature above nominal Warn user of chiller failure

Coolant tank temperature too hot I Warn user
I Disable cooled devices

Magnetic coils too warm I Warn user
I Disable current supplies
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The work represented in this chapter is published in Ref. [3]:

M. Chilcott and N. Kjærgaard. ‘Low-cost wireless condition
monitoring system for an ultracold atom machine’. In: Internet
of Things 13 (2021), p. 100345.

In this chapter, we introduce our bid for a wireless, low-cost, long-term
monitoring system with an emphasis on experimental apparatus. This
entails interfacing with both commercial laboratory equipment (for
example via IEEE-488 or RS-232) and home-built, customized sensors
using IEEE 802.11b/g/n Wi-Fi as the communication backbone. Our
monitoring system straddles these dual domains and augments awireless
sensor networkwith services for data collection and analysis as illustrated
in Fig. 5.1.We have tested ourmonitoring system over a period of 2.5 years
on our ultracold atommachine,which over the past decade has developed
into an apparatus of significant complexity [4, 5, 59, 99–101]. We have
found the operation of themonitoring system robust, reliable1, and useful
in detecting equipment failures in our laboratory, especially those of
a chiller used for cooling water, and the lab air conditioning—saving
us from further equipment failure, and answering the questions “does
it feel warm in here?” and “why is the experiment performing badly?”
with logged data. More recently, we have extended our data logging
framework to contact tracing of lab users during the COVID-19 pandemic.
In the following we will describe key features of our monitoring system,
including the construction of wireless sensor modules, examples of their
usage and their integration into a flexible architecture that can log data
from a diverse range of sources.2

Our sensor modules are based on either the ESP8266 or ESP32 micro-
controllers by Espressif Systems which are self-contained System-on-
Chips with built-in Wi-Fi. These modules also contain analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs), digital serial capabilities (including UART, I2C, SDIO,
SPI), and a number of general-purpose input-output (GPIO) pins. We
specifically use the NodeMCU V1.0 [103] and the DevKit C development
boards for the ESP8266 and ESP32, respectively, which add USB serial
interfaces for convenient programming as well as a supply voltage
regulator.

5.1 Sensor Modules

Each of our sensor modules is programmed with firmware we have
developed according to the application and containing drivers for the
connected sensor. Table 5.1 shows the cost of the development boards,
and the extra hardware for three typical example nodes—a simple
temperature sensor, an RS-232 interface, and a wireless General Purpose
Interface Bus (GPIB) module.
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Figure 5.1: The architecture and data-flow pipeline of the monitoring system. Some examples of the sensors we use are shown.

[102]: Chilcott (2019),Monitoring system
source code, and internal documentation

[104]: PlatformIO (2019), An open source
ecosystem for IoT development

[105]: Maxim Integrated (2021), DS18B20
Datasheet

Our code [102] provides a ready-to-use framework where firmware is
uploaded to the ESP development board via its USB connection (we
use the PlatformIO tools [104] for this purpose). Once deployed, the
device can be reprogrammed via Wi-Fi from a web-browser. Our code
library contains detailed information and instructions on configuring
and deploying the modules. Essentially, the steps to be followed can be
summarized as:

I Set up the data collection services on a networked computer in the
laboratory (only needs to be done once).

I Connect sensors to the ESP development board.
I Specify the connected sensors in the code.
I Build firmware on computer (via PlatformIO) and upload it to the

development board via USB (the sensormodule will then broadcast
a Wi-Fi network to configure its connection).

I Deploy sensor module in lab.
I Connect to Wi-Fi broadcast by the sensor module to connect to

Wi-Fi in the lab and publish measurements to the data collection
server.

5.1.1 Temperature Sensor

For contact temperaturemeasurementweprimarily use theDS18B20 from
Maxim Integrated, which we fit into various places in our machine. Each
sensor has a digital interface, and is capable of reporting the temperature
to a resolution as good as 62.5 mK [105] with an accuracy of ±0.5 K. We
find the TO-92 package (small “transistor” shape) of the DS18B20 to be
a convenient size to locate throughout our apparatus. We also employ
variants enclosed in a water-proof housing.
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Part Price (USD)
Controller Development Boards

ESP32 DevKit C $7.49
ESP8266 (NodeMCU V2) $5.99

GPIB Monitor
GPIB Connector (e.g., DigiKey 1024RMA-ND) $5.53
Arduino Nano $4.66
1 kΩ Resistor $0.01
PCB Manufacture $2.00

RS232 Monitor
DB9 Connector $0.77
MAX202 Transceiver $1.03
1 kΩ Resistor $0.01
4×100 nF Capacitors $0.01
PCB Manufacture $2.00

Temperature Monitor
DS18B20 Thermometer $1.69

Table 5.1: Typical Bill of Materials for
monitoring nodes.
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GND

VCC

DS18B20

3.3 V

Figure 5.2: Temperature sensor mod-
ule; the connection of VCC is optional, as
the 1-Wire data interface is capable of
powering the sensor.
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ESP32
MCP9600
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ADDR

3V3

Figure 5.3: Thermocouple module
wiring, which uses the I2C protocol to
communicate between the two chips. The
connection of the ADDR can be changed to
change the I2C address of the MCP9600
when connecting multiple sensors to the
same bus.
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SDA

GND
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CSB

SCL GPIO5

SDO

%
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Figure 5.4: Thewiring of an environmen-
tal sensor module, capable of measur-
ing temperature, humidity and pressure.
The CSB and SDO pins are connected to
the appropriate voltages to configure the
chip to communicate via I2C.

To construct a wireless sensor module from the DS18B20, one can sim-
ply connect it to an ESP8266 as shown in Fig. 5.2, then configure the
firmware specifying a DS18B20 is connected, and a handle to identify the
measurement. Multiple DS18B20 devices can be connected to the same
GPIO pin and read out separately as they have unique IDs.

For an even smaller sensor head or to measure temperatures exceed-
ing 125 °C, we use K-type thermocouples, with the MCP9600 16-bit
thermocouple-to-digital converter from Microchip (see Fig. 5.3). This de-
vice features all the required signal conditioning, supports multiple types
of thermocouples, and has built-in compensation for the cold junction
formed by physically connecting the thermocouple to the converter.

5.1.2 Atmospheric Sensors

To measure atmospheric signals of interest, such as ambient temperature
and humidity, we use the AM2302 from Aosong Electronics – a small
digital sensor which can measure the ambient temperature and relative
humidity. Another sensor we use for this purpose is the BME280 from
Bosch Sensortec, which additionally measures the atmospheric pressure
(see Fig. 5.4).

From these signals one can, for example, detect changes in the lab envi-
ronmental control or the function of a positive pressure environment. In
particular, we have found it useful to monitor the outside temperature
with an atmospheric sensor module mounted on the side of the building
to examine the impact of weather on our cooling water system’s perfor-
mance3. Monitoring the performance of the lab air conditioning has also
proven useful.
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3: Strangely, the chiller unit can crash
during cold weather in a manner that
the installer could not explain. This is
not related to the possibility of water
freezing in the chiller or the chiller shut-
ting down to prevent this
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NodeMCU

TOUT

GND

Figure 5.5: Voltage measurement; the
on-chip ADC on the ESP8266 the sig-
nal is connected to the A0 pin on the
NodeMCU board. The signal is refer-
enced to the device ground.
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Figure 5.6: Voltage measurement using
the ADS1115 external ADC. The ADS1115
can also make differential measurements
by measuring the voltage between two
of the analog input pins.

5.1.3 Analog Voltage Measurements

Virtually any physical quantity we want to measure can be converted to
an analog voltage by some electrical transducer, for example: currents
(using a sense resistor, or hall-effect sensor), resistance (using a bridge
circuit), temperatures (using a thermistor), forces/pressures (with a
strain gauge), and magnetic fields (with hall-effect sensors). Furthermore,
many industrial sensors produce an analog signal of 4–20 mA, and many
research instruments provide a voltage output to monitor signals of
interest. The variety of applications for monitoring analog signals makes
this an important requirement of our framework. Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6
show two configurations for this task.

Internal ADC

The ESP8266 features an on-chip 10-bit ADC with a native 0 V to 1 V
range, which on the NodeMCU boards has been extended to a 0 V to
3.2 V range with a 220:100 kΩ resistive voltage divider. This range can be
adjusted by suitable replacement of the resistors of the NodeMCU board
or by adding a resistor inline with the signal.

The ESP32 includes two 12-bit ADCs, which can be configured to take
maximum voltages of up to 3.3 V. These ADCs can be configured to
measure on a number of different GPIO pins, meaning that one can
monitor multiple signals in parallel. However, the ESP32’s ADCs suffer
from non-linearity in their readings (see Appendix E), so we recommend
using the ADS1115 external ADC for the ESP32, which we describe
below.

The on-chip ADC is referenced to the chip ground, and hence the ESP
controller must share its ground with the signal. The ground does,
however, not have to be at the earth potential, as the controller can
be powered from an isolated/floating power supply or battery. This
allows for performing measurements in galvanic isolation from earthed
equipment.

Our testing (see Appendix E) has demonstrated that the analog input
pins of the ESP controllers are not tolerant of negative voltages (less than
−0.3 V), or voltages exceeding 3.3 V. It should be noted that the controller
should be powered whenever it is connected to a signal source, as the
input’s behaviour and tolerance changes when not powered.

The on-chip ADC can be sampled at a rate of about 2 kHz, but for most of
our monitoring applications, we sample at much lower rates, e.g., 1 Hz.

External ADC

For higher resolution measurements, we use the ADS1115 analog-digital
converter from Texas Instruments, which provides higher-resolution
(16 bit) conversion, on four input channels, and a programmable-gain
input. This allows a maximum measurement range of ±6.144 V, though
the input pins can only tolerate −0.3 V to 5.3 V when run off a 5 volt
supply. Negative signals are only possiblewith differential measurements
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Figure 5.7: 3-axis magnetometer.

between two positive voltages. Similarly to the ESP’s internal ADC, one
can make floating measurements with care.

5.1.4 Magnetic-field Sensors

Ultracold atoms are particularly sensitive to magnetic fields. Hall-effect
sensors are one way of measuring these fields and present an analog
signal which can be monitored as previously described. We use a digital
magnetic field sensor, the MLX90393 fromMelexis. This is a 16-bit, 3-axis
magnetometer capable of measuring fields of up to ±500 G, which we
find suitable for monitoring our magnetic traps and background fields.
A variety of alternative digital 3-axis magnetometers exist, but many
are manufactured as digital compasses and saturate at fields of as little
as 4 G, which is insufficient for applications near our electromagnets. A
wireless module based on the MLX90393 sensor is depicted in Fig. 5.7.

5.1.5 Digital Signal Monitoring

Commercial instruments embedded in our ultracold atom machine often
have TTL outputs, e.g., “PLL locked”, “Laser locked” or “Error”, which
we track via sensor modules. Other interesting digital signals include
laser interlock status, comparator outputs, or timing signals, so the
monitoring system is aware of the state of a process cycle.

The GPIO pins of the ESP controllers can be used to monitor the state of
digital signals. The controllers are 3.3 V devices and the ESP32’s GPIO
pins will not tolerate higher voltages, but the ESP8266’s GPIO pins are
5 V tolerant and can accept standard 5 V TTL signals (see E). For higher
voltages, a resistor should be put in series with the signal to limit the
current to less than 12 mA, preventing damage to the GPIO pins.

Time-sensitive Digital Signals

Our flow meters for cooling water produce pulsed signals with the pulse
rate being a measure of the flow rate. The GPIO pins of the ESP controller
could be used for these tasks, but the processor in the ESP controller is
busy managing Wi-Fi tasks, and running a real-time operating system,
which is less than ideal for monitoring time-sensitive signals. The ESP32,
however, has an on-chip pulse counter peripheral which can be used. For
the ESP8266 we have used an external processor (an ATmega328P from
Microchip on an Arduino Nano 3 board [106]) to perform time-critical
functions. The ATmega328P has a convenient timer-counter peripheral
for this purpose.

Tomeasure the pulse rate of our flowmeters we have one of these external
boards programmed as a frequency counter, and we read the frequency
out with the ESP controller via a digital serial connection (I2C). The
external processor can be used to make pulse width measurements (e.g.,
monitor a laser beam shutter’s opening time to detect if it is stuck) or
perform a Fourier transform on analog signals to examine the spectrum
of an incoming signal without loading ESP controller.
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Figure 5.8: A test configuration for our
system. A power supply sources a cur-
rent to our quadrupole electromagnets,
trapping a cloud of cold atoms in the
resulting magnetic field. The coil voltage
is monitored by the power supply itself,
a GPIB compatible multi-meter, and an
ADS1115 ADC. The electromagnets are
cooled by a recirculating water system
(chiller and pumps not pictured), with
the temperature of the coolant tank mon-
itored.

6690A

External ADC

Multimeter

Power Supply

ADS1115

34401A

4: The registration of users entering and
leaving lab could also be conveniently
achieved with an RFID proximity reader
as a node in our monitoring system.

5.1.6 Other Data Sources

It is straightforward to send measurements to the message queuing
service from sources other than our sensor modules, as the messages are
transported in a simple string format, and the message queue interface
is an open standard with many implementations available. Instruments
that have USB, FireWire or network interfaces do not lend themselves
easily to interfacing with the ESP controllers, but using suitable drivers
for these instruments connected to a computer (e.g., a small Raspberry Pi
single board computer), one can upload measurements to the message
queue component of the monitoring system to take advantage of the
analysis tools described in the following sections.

With an appropriate front-end, events can also be published to the
server from direct user input via a web browser, e.g., from a cell phone.
Examples of relevant events to log include periodic maintenance tasks
such as filter and lubricant replacement. Recently we have included
the logging of shared equipment sterilization prompted by regulations
put in place due to the COVID-19 pandemic. COVID-19 also introduced
an acute requirement for contact tracing of laboratory personnel. We
therefore currently log the user occupation of the laboratory, with a
sign-in board built using NodeRED, a tool we also use for real-time
analysis as discussed below.4

5.1.7 Comparison of Data Sources

As a demonstration of our monitoring system, we use the setup in
Fig. 5.8 to simultaneous log the voltage over magnetic field coil pair and
the temperature of cooling water flowing in the coils’ hollow copper
windings. The coils are driven at a constant current by a commercial
power supply (Keysight 6690A) and for demonstration purposes we
monitor the voltage drop in three ways: using the module in Fig. 5.6 the
supply voltage is monitored on one channel of an ADS1115 ADC, and
using the wireless GPIB modules of Fig. 5.10(a), we poll the power supply
itself as well as an external Keysight 34401A 6.5-digit multi-meter. The
temperature of the cooling water supplied to the coils is monitored with
the module in Fig. 5.2.

Figure 5.9 shows the data generated by the four detection modules of
Fig. 5.8 and collected by our monitoring system over the course of an
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Figure 5.9: Top panel: The voltage of
the power supply for the magnetic field
coils of our quadrupole trap asmeasured
in three different ways. The power sup-
ply readout is not sufficiently sensitive
to detect the drifts which are recorded
by the external ADC and the 6.5 digit
multi-meter. The readout from the power
supply does change around the observed
supply voltage minimum, which indi-
cates that the resoultion of this readout
it 2 mV. Bottom panel: The temperature
of recirculating cooling water flowing in
the hollow copper tubing of the coils as
measured in the storage tank by a wire-
less module.
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hour. Both the external ADC and themulti-meter are sufficiently sensitive
to pick up the drift in the power supply voltage as it attempts to source
a constant 35 A current. The voltage fluctuations measured using both
these modules correlate highly with the temperature of the water cooling
the coils, suggesting that we are observing the change of resistance due
to temperature variation, with a coefficient of 51.2(1)µΩK−1.

This example showcases the flexibility of our system. For simply detecting
a fault in the coil, the coarse readings from directly polling the power
supply itself via a wireless module would be sufficient to detect an
open or short circuit. Using an ADC module, we can detect more subtle
variations in process parameters that might correlate from one end of
the ultracold atom machine to the other. Finally, using our wireless
GPIB module we can integrate state-of-the-art test equipment—perhaps
temporarily—to achieve the ultimate in accuracy when needed.

5.2 Serial Interfaces

Commercial instruments are often outfitted with a digital serial interface
for remote control and diagnostics. These interfaces, e.g., RS232, RS485
or GPIB, generally provide the ability to query the status of the device
(e.g., via SCPI). Despite the obvious usefulness of wireless GPIB/serial
interfaces [107, 108], curiously, commercial vendors do not provide
solutions with integrated wireless capabilities, but invariably require a
wireless router on top of an already costly GPIB-to-Ethernet interface [109,
110]. The cost of the latter can range from $200 to $1600 depending on
supplier. As an attractive and more compact alternative, we provide a
solution which integrates GPIB-to-WiFi on a single printed circuit board
(PCB), with a total component cost that is less than $20.

To connect the ESP controller to the communication port of a commercial
instrument, we need a protocol translator capable of handling and
generating the voltage range of the interface bus. GPIB or IEEE-488 is a
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Figure 5.10: Left: Our wireless GPIB in-
terface which, for example, we use to
monitor the power supplies of our elec-
tromagnets. The ESP32 uses an Arduino
Nano to interface with GPIB. Right: Our
wireless RS232 interface which, for ex-
ample, we use to monitor a commercial
laser controller. The module acts as Data
Terminal Equipment (DTE), but many
scientific instruments are wired as DTE,
so it also features a Data Communica-
tions Equipment (DCE) wired connector
to avoid the need for a null-modem cable.
The MAX202 used to drive these serial
interfaces is located on the reverse side
of the board. A postage stamp is shown
for size reference.

Figure 5.11: Light from two lasers is
combined to produce a beat-note on a
photodiode. As the frequency of Laser 1
is locked to an atomic reference, the beat-
note is used to lock the frequency of Laser
2. Additionally, wemonitor the beat-note
with a spectrum analyser controlled via
GPIB from our sensor module.
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Main Experiment
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Feedback

[107]: (2019), AR488 Arduino GPIB Inter-
face

5: Reference [102] includes production
ready computer-aided manufacturing
(CAM) files.

parallel bus interface, which only requires TTL signal levels. To manage
this bus, we add an ATmega328P on an Arduino Nano 3 [106] board,
following a design provided by Ref. [107]. This extra component acts as a
level-shifter, and a serial-to-parallel converter, making the system GPIB
compatible. We avoid using more powerful line drivers, which would
be required for driving a GPIB bus with many instruments—our largest
single bus has 3 instruments—and leave our setup “GPIB compatible”,
rather than fully compliant with relevant GPIB specifications. The ESP
controller and Arduino are assembled on a custom PCB5 with the
appropriate connector to plug straight into an instrument (see Table 5.1).
The board can be powered from a 5 V supply via the exposed header, or
the USB ports on the Arduino or ESP development board.

For RS232, we use the MAX202 [111], which is a TTL-to-RS232 adapter.
RS232 devices must be able to withstand a short-circuit to ground, and
incoming voltages of up to±25 V, which are constraints the ESP controller
cannot satisfy, but the MAX202 can. The MAX202 additionally contains
a charge pump doubler and inverter to produce signals of ±10 V from
the 5 V power supplied. We also use a custom PCB for this module.
IEEE-488 and RS-232 are industry standards that have been used in test
instrumentation since the 1960s for automation and control. Our system
therefore opens up the very attractive possibility of retrofitting old high-
end equipment with wireless monitoring and controlling capabilities.
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Figure 5.12: The front and rear view of
the spectrum analyser, showing showing
the the beat-note signal on the display,
and the compact wireless sensor module
connected to the GPIB interface.

[112]: Seishu and Hasegawa (2019), ‘Ro-
bust offset locking of laser frequency
with electronically tunable LC circuits
for sub-millihertz uncertainty’
[113]: Appel et al. (2009), ‘A versatile dig-
ital GHz phase lock for external cavity
diode lasers’
[114]: Sawyer et al. (2017), ‘Dispersive
optical detection of magnetic Feshbach
resonances in ultracold gases’

As outlined in Chapter 3 for the Otago atomic collider, ultracold atom
machines make extensive use of narrow-linewidth, tunable light to cool
and probe atomic samples. The lasers producing this light are typically
frequency locked to atomic references using absorption spectroscopy.
With one laser tied to an atomic spectroscopic line, other slave lasers
may be locked to this master through a so-called beat-note or offset
lock [112, 113]. Here, a phase detector compares the beat-note between
the two lasers with a local oscillator. This offers an agile way of tuning
the frequency of the slave laser, which can be offset by several GHz
from the master. In our lab, we have found this particularly useful for
dispersive optical probing of ultracold samples, where the probe light
needs to be detuned far away from absorption resonances [114]. Prior
to the implementation of our condition monitoring system, we would
manually assess the quality of a beat-note lock using an Agilent E4405A
Spectrum analyser. This is an example of a high-end legacy instrument
with exceptional performance but with communication limited to GPIB.
Using our wireless GPIB interface described in section 5.2, we poll
the amplitude, width and peak frequency of the beat-note between a
master and slave laser as shown in Fig. 5.11, and broadcast the values
to the message queue of our monitoring system. Figure 5.13 shows
two periods of traced data, highlighting two classes of events. In the
red region, the slave laser experienced a mode-hop, resulting in the
complete disappearance of the beat-note within the span monitored by
the spectrum analyser. In contrast to such an obvious event which is fatal
to an atomic experiment, we can also observe more subtle effects: the
orange shaded region shows a decrease in laser stability that arose from
the introduction of an RF source and amplifier near the laser, which we
have attributed to vibrations introduced by a cooling fan.
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Figure 5.13: The amplitude, linewidth,
and centre frequency of the beat-note
between two lasers, which are controlled
such that the centre frequency is fixed at
5 GHz. These observations show two ar-
eas of interest. In the red-shaded region,
the laser has experienced a mode-hop,
and the beat-note jumps out of range of
thedetector. In the orange-shaded region,
an actively cooled RF source/amplifier is
placed near the laser, coupling some vi-
bration to the laser. The measured width
becomes erratic as the beat-note moves
around during a sweep of the spectrum
analyser.
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5.3 Data Management

The setup we describe uses separate tools for real-time analysis, and for
interacting with historical data (i. e., data stored in the InfluxDB database).
Details on the services and their configuration can be found with our
code [102].

Here we explain the user-facing tools that we use.

5.3.1 Visualisation

To visualise the data stored in the InfluxDB database we use Grafana [116]
which offers “drag and drop” construction of monitoring dashboards and
database queries. Grafana is accessed via a web-browser, allowing users
to view the data remotely and from multiple computers simultaneously.
It can also be made publicly and globally accessible via the internet, as
we have done [115].

Grafana provides a number of ways of visualising data as ‘panels’ on
a dashboard. Figure 5.14 shows a simple example using graph and
gauge panels. Grafana includes other panel types including bar gauges,
tables, and heat maps. With these tools, one can create “control panel”
type displays, or even “digital checklists”, where the operating state is
indicated by colour, quickly highlighting anything that is not operating
normally. Grafana supports multiple dashboards, and one can set the
display to automatically change through them to get a live overview
of the system. Grafana also offers a simple way for users to query and
export data, avoiding having to interface with the database directly.

5.3.2 Real-time Analysis

Our real-time analysis operates on data received from the message queue
server directly, so detects if there is a fault with the experiment as soon
as the data comes in. If a fault is detected, we may either wish to avoid
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Figure 5.14: Screenshot of a monitoring dashboard built using Grafana. The top graph shows the temperature of our cooling water in a
storage tank, and coming out of a electromagnet coil. The middle plot shows the temperature of MOSFETs used for controlling current.
The bottom row has several gauge panels, with the green colour indicating normal operating points. The lower plot is the cooling water
supply flow-rate and pressure. Reference [115] provides a link to a live instance of our monitoring system.

[117]: NodeRED Project (2019), NodeRED

wasting time collecting faulty experimental data, or we may try to act to
correct the failure or minimise damage caused by the failure. The last
point is the realm of safety devices (e.g., thermal fuses), and while we do
not recommend displacing hardware interlocks and fail-safes, real-time
analysis opens up interesting ways to augment these. An advantage of
using the monitoring system to perform these tasks is the large amount
of data available. For example, one may use data from multiple sensors
simultaneously, e.g., differential flow rates between source and return
lines can detect a leak.

For real-time analysis we use NodeRED [117] which runs on the data
collection server and provides a web-based graphical and JavaScript
programming environment for reacting to messages from the message
queuing server.

We use NodeRED to perform some preventative actions, such as shutting
off our coolant pump if the system detects a leak or if the coolant tank
is low. We can also disable the power supplies if the electromagnets
being cooled get too warm or if the flow rate drops off. It is worth
again noting that, especially the last two of these, should have dedicated
hardware interlocks to act as a fail-safe. Real-time analysis is not meant
as a replacement for proper safety design, but can take action to avoid
the need to replace thermal fuses. Additionally, it can notify the user that
there has been a fault, and where the fault occurred.

To take preventative actions we must have some devices capable of
effecting control over parts of the experiment. While we have focused on
the monitoring uses of our sensor modules, they are equally capable of
producing a control signal. Typical examples include controlling relays,
as shown in Fig. 5.1, or triggering interlock circuits. Hence, the modules
provide a way to react to changes in the experiment, such as turn off a
pump if a leak is detected.

The above control examples produce digital signals using the GPIO pins.
The ESP32 includes an on-chip digital-to-analog converter to produce
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[118]: Livi and Catani (2021), ‘A new re-
mote monitor and control system based
on SigFox IoT network’

[119]: Barrett et al. (2021), An Environmen-
tal Monitoring Network for Quantum Gas
Experiments and Devices

6: Which is true for the rubidium or
potassium systems at substantial mag-
netic fields.

analog signals, while the ESP8266 does not have an on-chip converter, but
one can be formed with pulse-width modulation and an output filter.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have reported on a condition monitoring system
targeted at the research laboratory. Our platform operates with wireless
sensor modules distributed around the lab and feeding into a message
queuing service along with other data sources. The modules are all based
on WiFi-enabled microcontrollers that interface both with home-built
sensors and with commercial laboratory equipment which are annexed
by the monitoring system. This latter, distinctive feature can lease a new
life to legacy, high-end equipment. The present work provides a vehicle
for detecting acute equipment failures and for providing information
that quickly highlights the point of failure. It also provides a framework
for logging process parameters and operating points of the day-to-day
running of the experiments.

We have considered the specific example of an ultracold atom machine
and used this as a test bed, but our monitoring system is suitable
for a range of similarly complex experimental setups. The system is
easily deployed and detailed instructions are provided to do this [102],
making collecting information about an experiment’s condition a small
investment. The code we developed for this project [102] is open-source,
and uses third-party open-source libraries and tools. We hope that our
work this will stimulate further development of this project.

New art

Since publication of this work, several other works have appeared on
the topic of IoT-based condition monitoring in the research lab. Livi and
Catani [118] produce a monitoring and control system that they pitch as
applicable to research labs, and state that their main difference to our
work is they do not rely on a local area network, which makes it more
robust to local power outages. They use the SigFox network instead of a
local wireless connection, and use third-party servers to host their data
analysis and monitoring. The SigFox network has the advantage of being
designed for both low-power usage, and long-range communications. In
our laboratory, we use mains power for our monitoring devices, and the
deviceswewish tomonitor are concentrated to a couple of adjacent rooms.
Livi’s system certainly has its advantages, especially the convenience
of battery power for temporary or hard-to-reach situations. The other
potential advantages of the SigFox network do not seem relevant to our
use case, however.

Barrett et al. [119] report a system with a very similar architecture to
ours, and explore in more depth the monitoring that might be applicable
to a laser system shared between a number of cold atom laboratories.
They comment on the way in which measured parameters of the final
atomic systems can also be monitored as part of the same data storage
system, and observe that the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz may be close to the
hyperfine splitting of some alkali metals.6 This raises an important
point about monitoring systems interfering with a potentially sensitive
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[120]: Hawkridge et al. (2021), ‘Monitor-
ing on a shoestring: Low cost solutions
for digital manufacturing’

experiment. At one point during the commission of the monitoring
system, we observed some noise being coupled into the magnetic traps
from a switch-mode power supply on one of the sensor notes. This did
not affect the performance of the machine, and was discovered entirely as
a fluke, but highlights that one must take care around sensitive setups.

We also note the review by Hawkridge et al. [120], which does not
specifically focus on the application to the research laboratory, though
the contents is certainly relevant. The review covers a range of available
IoT sensors and hardware, along with some cost-benefits analysis of
the options. They do, however, focus on hardware capable of running
a complete operating system, like Linux, rather than the smaller and
cheaper ESP boards we use.
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Figure 6.1: Topologies of control. A pro-
cess is split into three (feedback) loops
of a sensor and actuator, with varying
styles of controller. Ultracold atom ma-
chines are generally hierarchical, with
a feed-forward “master” control which
follows a given sequence of instructions.
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In the previous two chapters, we have discussed a system for monitoring
the health of the apparatus, with the goal of increased up-time and
maintainability. In this chapter,wewill discuss the control of our ultracold
atom machine, and subsequently how we can utilise a cohesive control
framework to have the apparatus optimise itself.

There are two main forms of control in an ultracold atom machine:
feedback loops, such as laser locks or current servos, and sequential
coordination of the production of cold atoms. While feedback loops
are critical to our work, we will focus on sequential control of the
experiment.

6.1 Control Systems

In general, control systems can be split into different regimes [121], as
shown in Fig. 6.1:

Centralised Control where one controller is in charge of every single
aspect of the process, which provides great coordination over the
system, though introduces a single point of failure.

Distributed Control in which each aspect of the process is controlled
locally, with no knowledge of the surrounding system. Here, a
single aspect of the process may be easily tuned due to its isolation
from everything else, but when everything is integrated together,
strange interactions can arise between control systems.

Hierarchical Control has a structure of control loops. This is perhaps
the dominant structure in a laboratory setting, where, for example,
a laser may be frequency stabilised by its own controller, but the
set point is decided by a centralised control computer.

The industrial setting makes a distinction between the different levels
of hierarchical control from a work cell of machines which should be
controlled in a coordinated manner to area control up to plant control of the
entire operation. In the laboratory setting, we might have a number of
work cells, but almost certainly have a master control system that carries
out an experimental sequence. For our apparatus, this is in fact multiple
pieces of equipment, both commercially available and custom-built.

In a processing plant, the weapon of choice is often the Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC). A large quantity of optimisation has gone into
these devices to make them usable by non-specialists, so that an expert in
the process being controlled, rather than an expert in control systems can
set up the procedure. This is made easier by the existence of standardised
programming techniques, especially graphical ladder diagramswhich are
a representation of old electro-mechanical control setups. Unfortunately,
these systems are not generally designed to provide the sub-microsecond
resolution timing control that we require.
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Figure 6.2: The control hardware for the
Otago ultracold atom machine: a mix
of hierachical and distributed control.
Primarily, two computers coordinate the
system. One computer, PC 1, maintains
the main sequence of events while PC 2
commands the imaging sequence of the
FPGA, and the RF/microwave sequence
of the FlexDDS. PC 2 also collects the
experimental results and performs most
of the analysis.

[122]: SpinCore Technologies (2021),
PulseBlasterUSB
[123]: M-Labs (2021), Artiq
[124]: National Instruments (2021), PXI
Systems
[125]: Perego et al. (2018), ‘A scalable hard-
ware and software control apparatus for
experiments with hybrid quantum sys-
tems’
[126]: Thomas (2020), FPGA-based con-
troller for dispersive probing pulses
[127]: Starkey et al. (2013), ‘A scripted con-
trol system for autonomous hardware-
timed experiments’
[128]: Gaskell et al. (2009), ‘An open-
source, extensible system for laboratory
timing and control’
[129]: Keshet and Ketterle (2013), ‘A dis-
tributed, graphical user interface based,
computer control system for atomic
physics experiments’
[130]: Eyler (2013), ‘Instrumentation for
laser physics and spectroscopy using 32-
bit microcontrollers with an Android
tablet interface’
1: My personal favourite example of con-
trol hackery is the Excel spreadsheet→
Mathematica → LabVIEW pipeline of
Wolf von Klitzing, which allows the se-
quence to be expressed as a spreadsheet.
[76]: Thomas and Kjærgaard (2020), ‘A
digital feedback controller for stabilizing
large electric currents to the ppm level
for Feshbach resonance studies’
[4]: Sawyer et al. (2019), ‘Deterministic
quantum state transfer of atoms in a ran-
dom magnetic field’

In the research lab, the controller landscape is not sowell-defined. There is
a variety of I/Ohardware,much ofwhich is based onfield-programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs), offering exquisite timing control. There are both
commercially available [122–124], and custom implementations [125, 126]
of lab control hardware available. With such systems, exquisite control
and signal reproduction is possible. Especially control over precision
timing with FPGAs attached to a reference clock. Programming these
devices is also highly non-standardised: commercial devices usually
come with an API and the understanding that they don’t know what
you want to do, but they’ll try to let you do it. This has resulted in a
variety control interfaces used in different labs, which can take the form
of programmatic control [127, 128], or custom graphical user interfaces
[129, 130].1

6.1.1 Sequential Control

Our ultracold atom machine operates in a sequence, based primarily on
our understanding of the physics of producing cold atomic clouds—the
major blocks of which have been explained in Chapter 3: MOT, CMOT,
optical pumping, transfer to IP trap, evaporative cooling, dipole trapping
and imaging. To do this, we utilise numerous control systems, in a loose
hierarchy, outlined in Fig. 6.2. At the bottom of the hierarchy, we have
small closed-loop control systems which stabilise laser frequencies to
set-points provided by other controllers, or produce precise magnetic
fields [76]. At the slightly higher level,we can employ closed loop-schemes
to control aspects of the experiment, e.g., state preparation [4], or the
number of ultracold atoms produced [131]. The majority of the time,
however, the overall control of the experiment is open loop: The pictured
PC 1 controlsNational InstrumentsDAQ cardswhich are used to produce
analog and digital signals, with a time resolution of >50 µs.2 This in turn
triggers customised FPGA controllers (which have a timing resolution
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[131]: Thomas et al. (2021), Reducing num-
ber fluctuations in an ultracold atomic sam-
ple using Faraday rotation and iterative feed-
back
2: Formost of the experimental cycle, we
run this system with a time resolution of
1 ms to minimise competing with the op-
erating system for computer resources.

3: This is complicated further by the in-
ability to reset the FlexDDS module via
the Ethernet connection: we cannot clear
commands from a sequence that failed
to trigger all the uploaded commands.

[132]: McConnell (2004), Code Complete

of 10 ns) and programmable frequency sources which produce precisely
timed digital and RF/microwave signals according to a predetermined
sequence from PC 2.

The distributed nature of the different controllers is a result of the
increasing complexity of the Otago ultracold atommachine. The National
Instruments cards and the digital current servos are the only systems
capable of producing analog signals, and the FPGA controllers are used
to increase the number of digital signalswe can control, aswell as increase
the precision with which some stages of the experiment are timed. This
growth has resulted in each controller requiring separate programming,
and the process of doing this had not been standardised.

6.1.2 A Sequence Compiler

The lack of cohesive control is an issuewith the systemdepicted in Fig. 6.2:
each system is designed to be independent and modular, however, at
some point an experiment requires orchestration of several controllers
simultaneously. When this happens, two separate computers, and multi-
ple separate user-interfaces must be coordinated by the user in order to
avoid the programming of each device going out of synchronisation.3 A
solution to this is to add another controller above these in the hierarchy: a
sequence compiler which pushes up-to-date sequences to all the devices
together, and coordinates running the experiment. This is implemented in
the python programming language, with a few key design principles.

Data Locality: data which is related to each other should be grouped
together. Inparticular, having the collecteddata (images, traces from
digitizer, etc.) and the programmed sequence grouped together in
a result folder ensures that all data relevant is available for analysis,
without needing to reference data in multiple systems.

Testability: an experimental sequence can take some time to run and
more time to debug, so it is advantageous to catch errors early.
One technique is to check assumptions by introducing assert

statements [132, Sec 8.2] into the experimental sequence: If you rely
on a magnetic field being turned off before applying a light field,
you can assert that the signal has been turned off previously. If this
is not the case, then the sequence will not compile and the issue is
made clear—before attempting to run an experimental sequence
which will fail.

Express the outcome, not the process: the interface is designed to ex-
press the sequence in terms of what you want to happen, not how.
For example, we can specify that the shutter should open(), not
that the digital signal controlling it needs to go high or low (though
this level of control is possible).

Flexibility in time: before the sequence is compiled, events can be
pushed forwards and backwards in time. This allows for asyn-
chronous sequence blocks to be scheduled in sync: if you want to
send a pulse with an AOM, you can specify that the AOM needs
to be turned off and the shutter opened 5 ms beforehand. This
allows for code locality: the code to manage the shutter and AOM is
with the code for the pulse, rather than separated by several other,
unrelated commands which need to happen during those 5 ms.
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[133]: Head et al. (2020), scikit-
optimize/scikit-optimize

[134]: Wigley et al. (2016), ‘Fast machine-
learning online optimization of ultra-
cold-atom experiments’
[135]: Tranter et al. (2018), ‘Multiparam-
eter optimisation of a magneto-optical
trap using deep learning’
[136]: Barker et al. (2020), ‘Applying ma-
chine learning optimization methods to
the production of a quantum gas’
[137]: Nakamura et al. (2019), ‘Non-
standard trajectories found by machine
learning for evaporative cooling of 87Rb
atoms’
[138]: Mukherjee et al. (2020), ‘Prepara-
tion of ordered states in ultra-cold gases
using Bayesian optimization’
[139]: Henson et al. (2018), ‘Approach-
ing the adiabatic timescale with machine
learning’
4: Using more advanced algorithms per-
haps has some advantages in how flex-
ible they can be, or how attractive they
sound to publishers, but they certainly
can go wrong in unexpected ways [140].
5: As observed by Ref. [135] in pri-
vate correspondence, and termed non-
intuitivewithin the report.

Due to the number of different devices capable of actuating control over
the experiment, this involves producing a number of different styles of
sequence instructions: a text file for the software on PC 1, as well as direct
binary commands uploaded via network, RS232 or USB for the FlexDDS,
custom FPGA controllers and other instruments.

6.2 Online Optimisation

To produce a cloud of atoms both large and cold, we must optimise
a variety of parameters: laser frequencies and powers, magnetic field
strength and geometry, RF frequencies and powers, all of which may
change during an experiment so the timing must also be optimised.
The optimisation procedure is often down to the experimentalist, who
employs some knowledge of the underlying physical process and/or
previously published techniques in an attempt to gain the largest, coldest
cloud they can. With a long experimental cycle, this procedure is time-
consuming, and often frustrating. Along the way, one can easily develop
incorrect models of how we expect the outcome changes with certain
parameters, bias the results towards something we expect to see, or get
confused by noisy measurements. Online optimisation can be much
simpler, and the presentation here reduces finding good experimental
parameters to two steps:

1. Set up the instruments and controllers such that the experimental
sequence can be run from a single function, run_exp. This should
take an array of parameter values to test, and return a value which
represents how well the parameters performed.

2. Run the following code (with appropriate values instead of ellipses),
which uses the open-source scikit-optimize [133] library:

1 from skopt import gp_minimize

2 x_opt = gp_minimize(

3 run_exp, # Function/experiment to Optimize

4 [...], # (min, max) ranges for each parameter

5 x0=[...], # Initial parameters to try

6 n_calls=..., # Number of experimental runs

7 n_random_starts=... # Number of initial random trials

8 )

Over the past half decade, several cold-atom groups have made a push
for the introduction of modern machine optimisation techniques to the
ultracold atomcommunity [134–139], oftenpitched asmachine learning: the
algorithm will learn better parameters though a process of reinforcement
learning. Indeed, they can incorporate standard artificial intelligence
techniques to model the behaviour of the machine.4 These studies vary
wildly in how much flexibility is allowed in the experimental sequence
being optimised: between simply tweaking a few parameters at the
end of the cooling phase, to allowing an almost completely arbitrary
sequence of optical and magnetic fields. There is a trade off here: tuning
the parameters of an existing sequence may restrict the solution to a local
optimum. However, exploring a larger parameter space can take much
longer, and the result can appear to be complete nonsense to the expert
operator, despite perhaps producing a better outcome.5
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Figure 6.3: An overview of the Bayesian
Optimisation process. Initally, the exper-
iment is run with user suppled and ran-
dom parameters to construct a surrogate
process model which can be efficiently
optimised in order to select new parame-
ters to test. When the optimisation loop
is running, the updating of the surrogate
model is the Bayesian step, and the acqui-
sition function is the rule used to select
the parameters for the next trial.

Some groups have tried letting the public try to optimise an ultracold
experiment in the form of an online game [141, 142]. This both provides
a novel way of exploring the parameter space, and encourages the
involvement of citizen scientists. It does however require a particularly
large amount time dedicated to the optimisation.

As hinted at with the earlier code snippet, we will take a relatively simple
route to optimise the experimental outcome by performing Bayesian
optimisation of surrogate Gaussian process models, a process laid out in
Fig. 6.3. There are a number of reasons for picking this system:

I The Bayesian framework allows us to treat the measurement noise
sensibly. Common optimisation techniques like gradient descent
assume that the function they are optimising is error-free.

I We model the outcome of the experiment as a Gaussian process,
from which we can quickly pick sensible parameters to try next.
We can pick parameters based both on the expected performance,
and our uncertainty of how the system will behave at a given point
as computed by the model. Importantly, this lets us avoid running
the experiment many times, as each run is time-expensive. Basic
gradient descent techniques can take large amounts of experiment
time simply to evaluate the local gradient at a single point before
working out where to try next. (And can still go in the wrong
direction, due to noise.)

I The relatively simple choice of a Gaussian process model avoids
the large numbers of hyper-parameters which must be chosen in
more complex models, for example, neural networks, where one
must choose the number of layers, numbers of neurons per layer,
how connected the layers are, the activation function of the layers
of neurons, etc.

This procedure involves repeatedly performing Bayesian regression of
the data to a Gaussian process model, then using this model to pick
the next set of experimental parameters to test. After investigating the
process, we consider a small optimisation example: producing a trapped
cloud of 41K atoms immediately after the MOT stage.
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6: At least when attempted in our lab,
though mileage may vary. It can be very
dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio
over the parameter region explored.

[143]: Frazier (2018),ATutorial on Bayesian
Optimization
[144]: Brochu et al. (2010), ‘A Tutorial on
BayesianOptimization of ExpensiveCost
Functions, with Application to Active
User Modeling and Hierarchical Rein-
forcement Learning’
[145]: Jones et al. (1998), ‘Efficient Global
Optimization of Expensive Black-Box
Functions’

[146]: Rasmussen and Williams (2006),
Gaussian Processes for Machine Learning

6.2.1 Bayesian Optimisation

The optimisation process is usually described in terms of maximising
some function 5 (G), which means finding some parameters Gopt in the
space of possible parameters -, the domain, such that

Gopt ∈ arg max
G∈-
{ 5 (G)} . (6.1)

Finding one of, or indeed the optimal solution Gopt is often non-trivial:
without exhaustively testing every G ∈ - , it is generally impossible to tell
if the solution is just good compared to other G you might have tested, or
if it is indeed optimal. The remedy to this is to simply accept that you
may not find Gopt and that you’ll accept Ggood instead.

Computational science has furnished the world with numerous optimi-
sation algorithms to help find Ggood resulting from how intractable some
seemingly simple computing problems can be. These range from the
obvious hill-climbing methods, to the more physics informed simulated
annealing, or the biologically informed genetic evolution. The issue
with these traditional techniques is an underlying assumption: that the
test solution to a problem can be exactly evaluated. If the problem is
increasing the number of atoms at the end of an experimental sequence,
then 5 (G) = final atom number for some set of experimental parameters
G, then running the machine provides an evaluation of the sequence.
The problem is that an experimental evaluation of the parameters can be
noisy, which causes these traditional algorithms to fail.6 The solution is
to use a statistical model which allows for noise while optimising.

Bayesian optimisation is a sequential strategy for optimisation, that builds
a probabilistic surrogate of the function it is trying to optimise, over
the process outlined in Fig. 6.3. This makes it particularly appropriate
for expensive-to-compute or noisy functions [143, 144], and even offers
reasonable prospects of finding the global optimum [145]. On our ultra-
cold atom machine, where 5 (G) is a measured property of the atomic
cloud, a single set of parameters G takes around two minutes to evaluate,
compared to the microsecond-level evaluation of a model. The key idea
is constructing a surrogate model which is much easier to optimise and
using this to decide which G to try next. We repeatedly use the new
measurements to improve the model sequentially, updating the model
according to Bayes’ theorem.

More specifically, we build the prior probability distribution ?(F) for
the parameters of the surrogate model F, which is formed from our
prior knowledge about 5 , and then we calculate the likelihood function
?( 5 (G)|F, G) of our observations of 5 (G) given G and the model param-
eters. From this, we form the posterior distribution ?(F | 5 (G), G) using
Bayes’ theorem, which, in general terms says [146]

posterior ∝ likelihood × prior⇒ ?(F | 5 (G), G) = ?( 5 (G)|F, G)?(F)
?( 5 (G)|G) .

(6.2)
We can then choose a next trial parameter G=+1 using the model with
parameters given by the posterior distribution, by maximising a criterion
called the acquisition function.

The general algorithm takes the following form.
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Algorithm 1: Basic Bayesian optimisation.
1 Assume a Gaussian process as the prior distribution for 5 (G);
2 Sample 5 (G) at =0 random points;
3 = ←− =0;
4 while = ≤ # do
5 Update posterior distribution %(F | 5 (G), G) on 5 (G) using all its

observations;
6 G= ←− arg max�(%), the maximum of the acquisition function

based on the posterior;
7 Evaluate 5 (G=);
8 = ←− = + 1;
9 Return the G= with the maximum observed 5 (G=);
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Figure 6.4: A Gaussian process (green)
described by (6.8) being fitted to the un-
derlying true process (red) after a num-
ber of observations (red dots). The green
shaded region represents the kernel of
the gaussian process and the red region,
the standarddeviationof thenoise added
to the underlying function.

6.2.2 Gaussian-Process

A Gaussian process regression is a Bayesian approach to modelling
a function. If we start from the function 5 evaluated at a number of
parameter vectors G1 , . . . , G= , which are : dimensional, with real values,
(i. e., G8 ∈ ℝ:), then we assume that these 5 (G8) are drawn from some
probability distribution which we will model with a Gaussian process.

A Gaussian process is completely defined by a mean function �(G) and
co-variance function or kernel K(G, G′) of the real process 5 (G), which are
defined as [146, Sec. 2.2]

�(G) = E [ 5 (G)] , (6.3)
K(G, G′) = E

[ (
5 (G) − �(G)

) (
5 (G′) − �(G′)

) ]
, (6.4)

where E[·] is the expectation operator. The sampling distribution for 5 (G)
is then modelled by the Gaussian distribution N,

5 (G) ∼N(�(G),K(G, G′)). (6.5)

This is demonstrated for an example function in Fig. 6.4, where the
estimated mean and variance of the Gaussian process is shown, given a
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7: More correctly, this is a “square-
exponential” function because it is not
normalised like the Gaussian distribu-
tion.
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Figure 6.5: TheMátern kernel for several
� and the gaussian (square-exponential)
kernel.

8: In alg. 1, we discussedmaximising the
acquisition function, so strictly speaking
the acquisition function is the negative
of the lowest credible bound

number of samples from the underlying, noisy 5 (G) that we are trying to
model.

The kernel function has the property that points closer together tend to
be more correlated. That is, as the separation ‖G − G′‖ decreases,K(G, G′)
increases. We define a norm for the kernel function, ‖·‖ as

‖G − G′‖2 =
∑
8

8(G8 − G′8)
2 , (6.6)

where the weights 8 are a parameters specific to the kernel function.
Specifically, we use a Mátern kernel depicted in Fig. 6.5, which takes the
functional form

K(G, G′) = �2 21−�

Γ(�)
(√

2� | |G − G′ | |
)�
 �

(√
2� | |G − G′ | |

)
. (6.7)

Here Γ is the gamma function, and  � is the modified Bessel function
of the second kind and order �. The parameters �, 8 and �2 are all
parameters of the kernel, forming the vector F in (6.2). As �→∞, this
kernel reduces to the Gaussian7 kernelK(G, G′) = �2 exp(−‖G− G′‖/2).

The mean function can be expressed in terms of the measured data
H = 5 (-) at a vector of points -, the trained kernel function and an
extra diagonal matrix �2 representing the measurement noise [146, Eq.
(2.25)]

�(G) =K(G, -))(K(-, -) + ��2)H (6.8)

where � is the identity matrix, and, as - and H and possibly G are vectors
of data points, the two evaluations of Kare matrices.

6.2.3 Acquisition Functions

The acquisition function, denoted �(%) in alg. 1, is a metric of how
worthwhile it is to sample 5 (G) at aparticular G. Threedifferent acquisition
functions, shown in Fig. 6.6, are implemented in scikit-optimize. For each
optimisation cycle it chooses an acquisition function at random to avoid
a situation where a specific acquisition function is not effective for a
particular problem. The acquisition function chosen can then optimised
by standard numeric techniques (gradient descent) to select the next G to
sample.

Credible Bound

The best-estimate of 5 (G) is given by the mean function. Instead of
searching for the optima of the best estimate, we find the minimum8

of the (lowest) credible bound � − �K, where � mixes the priorities of
sampling where we expect to find the optimum and also sampling in
areas with large uncertainty. If we chose a larger �, then this further
favours exploration of uncertain areas. In the limit �→ 0, this reduces
to minimising the mean function.
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[133]: Head et al. (2020), scikit-
optimize/scikit-optimize

Probability of Improvement

For the likelihood %(H = 5 (G)|F, G) of the current model, we evaluate
the probability of improvement with respect to the current optimal value
Hopt:

E [D( 5 (G)))] where D( 5 (G)) =
{

1 5 (G) > Hopt

0 5 (G) < Hopt
. (6.9)

Maximising this probability provides a sensible set of parameters to test
experimentally.

Expected Improvement

Very similarly to the probability of improvement, the expected im-
provement acquisition function uses the expected magnitude of the
improvement, not the probability:

E [D( 5 (G)))] where D( 5 (G)) =
{
5 (G) − Hopt 5 (G) > Hopt

0 5 (G) < Hopt
. (6.10)

Again, the next set of parameters G is chosen to give the maximum
expected improvement.

6.2.4 Results

The earlier code snippet demonstrates the use of the scikit-optimize [133]
framework in python to perform Bayesian optimisation using the model
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9: Including the
CheckpointSaver callback from
skopt.callbacks is also a good idea, in
the event that the optimising needs to be
terminated early.

Figure 6.7: Fluorescence images of atoms
held in the quadrupole trap immediately
after theMOT stages taken during the op-
timisation (colour-inverted from a black
and white image). Note that the shape
of the cloud can change, as well as the
number of atoms trapped.

10: In 41K the division between lasers for
repumping and cooling is very unclear,
as we cool on both transitions simultane-
ously.A fewdetails on cooling potassium
can be found in Appendix D.

of an underlying Gaussian process.9 We now consider a demonstration
of optimising loading 41K into a quadrupole trap after MOT stages.

In this demonstration, we use a physics informed model similar to our
87Rb MOT: we assume that initially we want to collect as many atoms
as possible in the MOT, so we want maximum laser power at suitable
repump and cooling laser frequencies.10 In the second stage, akin to a
CMOT stage, we allow the laser intensity to be reduced and the laser
frequencies to change. The parameters we optimise, and their labels in
this section are shown in table 6.1. After MOT and CMOT stages, the
atoms are trapped in the quadrupole trap without light fields while the
MOT laser is tuned close to resonance. The quadrupole trap is turned
off, then the MOT beams are then pulsed on and the fluorescence of the
atoms is imaged.

A select few clouds trapped during the optimisation process are shown
in Fig. 6.7. During the procedure, the algorithm inevitably chooses a bad
set of parameters that results in no trapped atoms (or at least very few) at
the end of a cycle. The metric used here is given by integrating a region
of the image to give the total fluoresce, resulting in an approximately
zero value if there are no atoms. When optimising ultracold clouds (after
evaporative cooling), we have found the phase-space density to be a
good metric, however, a nonsense (large) density can be returned when
there are no atoms in the image if the curve-fitting process is not done
carefully.

The scikit-optimize library specialises in minimising a function, while
we want to maximise the fluorescence. Finding the maximum of 5 (G) is
equivalent to finding the minimum of − 5 (G), so this is easily achieved.
We show the progress of the optimisation procedure in Fig. 6.8. We start
the optimisation at a reasonable value and the initial plateau shows
the region of exploration. This doesn’t find any better parameters, but
does build the Gaussian process model. With this data, subsequent
samples quickly find better parameters, and eventually, further attempts
at optimisation do not yield significant improvement. The optimisation
is terminated after 150 runs, which corresponds to about an hour of
machine time.

Table 6.1: Optimisation parameters
MOT Stage CMOT Stage Variable

G0 G4 Cooling laser frequency

G1 G5 Repump laser offset from cooling laser

G2 Cooling laser intensity

G3 Repump laser intensity

6.2.5 Discussion

The optimisation procedure in this example resulted in a factor of ∼ 3
increase in the total fluorescence, which corresponds to a substantial
improvement in the number of atoms in the MOT. Given the best pa-
rameter values discovered, it is feasible that an experimenter would be
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Figure 6.8: The minimum 5 (G) that had
been found so far, over the process of the
optimisation. The function 5 (G) is neg-
atively proportional to the total atomic
fluorescence, so a lower value indicates a
better result. Starting with a good guess
followed by random exploration, the ini-
tial guess remains the best set of param-
eters for ∼ 30 runs. Shortly afterwards,
the model developed from the data leads
to a relatively rapid drop into the mini-
mum (maximum fluorescence), where it
remains relatively stable.

able to find these parameters given time. The major advantage of the ma-
chine optimisation is the reduction in time, especially when optimising
multiple parameters at once.

A pleasant side effect of the model-based optimisation process is the
development of a concrete model of the machine’s performance over the
chosen parameter space, and this is shown in Fig. 6.9. In the figure, the
model is expressed in terms of the partial dependence of the parameters.
For each pair of parameters, the dependence is shown as a heat-map
with lighter colour representing increased fluorescence. The line-plots
show the dependence on each parameter separately, when a lower value
indicates greater fluorescence. Evaluations of the function 5 (G), i. e.,
experimental runs, are shown as black dots, with the parameters of the
best observation represented by the red dots on the heat-maps and a
dashed line on the line-plots. Inspecting the mode, it reveals that the
second “CMOT” stage may not benefit from the intensity reduction.

Over the past 3 chapters, we have armed the ultracold atommachine with
amonitoring system applying principles of condition-basedmaintenance,
and we have now augmented this with a control system permitting
automatic optimisation of the production of cold atoms. In the rest of this
work, we turn to utilising the ultracold atom machine to produce clouds
of 87Rb and collide them near two different resonances, to elucidate the
interplay between resonances.
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Figure 6.9: The dependence of the fluorescence of a captured cloud on the parameters of the experiment. Each heat-map shows the way
the fluorescence varies as a function of the two corresponding parameters, while the plots at the top show the dependence on the single
parameter in isolation. These are derived from the Gaussian process model for the experiment’s response function formed during the
optimisation process. Each black dot represents a measurement, made by running the experiment. The red dots (and red dashed lines)
show the components of the parameter vector for the single best observation of fluorescence. As a consequence of this model, we can
observe that G0, G2, and G3 are optimal near the edge of the explored range: in the case of G0, this suggests we should reconfigure the
laser to allow further tuning in this direction, but in the case of G2 and G3, it suggests that intensity reduction in the second MOT stage
may not be as useful as we might otherwise expect.
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In days gone by, natural philosophers pondered themotion of the celestial
bodies—the earliest example of investigations of classical scattering. At
the time, investigators only had limited access to rudimentary telescopes,
so they focused on nearby objects, such as the planets in our own solar
system. Due to their stationary orbit about the sun, we might consider
these to be stuck in bound-states of the interaction potential, in the same
way atoms bind to form molecules.

An hallmark experiment in particle scattering was the pioneering work
overseen by Ernest Rutherford1 [24], scattering alpha particles off thin
metal foils. The work resulted in the Rutherfordmodel of the atom, which
was a large step towards our current understanding of the atom, bringing
forth the idea of the nucleus with surrounding electrons in a completely
classical model.

In later chapters we will present experiments on low-energy scattering
of atoms, where we explore the interaction between two resonances of
different types. To understand the system, we need a quantum theory
of scattering. Particularly, we need to describe the scattering process in
terms of wavefunctions, connect these to the physical observables, and
study how the resonances arise.

In this chapterwepresent the basics of non-relativistic quantumscattering
theory. This review is not meant as a comprehensive recount of the theory,
but should provide a basis of what is specifically required to perform
and understand our experiments, and give some context to the models
we compare our results with. The book by Taylor [148] covers much
of the mathematical beauty of scattering theory, while the work of
Freidrich [149] is much more concise and concrete. For simplicity, in this
thesis, we will ignore many pathologies that do not appear in atomic
scattering, especially pertaining to how quickly the interaction potential
drops off asymptotically as the particles separate.

We will start by introducing the ( matrix, which is central to describing
scattering and will discuss how it relates to a number of experimental
observables. We will then consider how scattering wavefunctions work
in one channel in the time-independent picture, and how the boundary
conditions relate to the ( matrix. Finally, we will breeze through the
multichannel extension of these results as we discuss what is required
to actually calculate the ( matrix for atomic collisions. Along the way,
we will discuss implications of identical particles, as we are looking to
investigate collisions between indistinguishable bosons.

7.1 A Scattering Experiment

A scattering experiment consists of an incoming particle/wave which
approaches a target. In the classical picture, the key variables for the
collision are the velocity and angularmomentumof the incoming particle,
the latter usually described in terms of the impact parameter, shown
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Figure 7.1: The scattering experiment:
an incoming particle/wave with impact
parameter 1 scatters off some target at
an angle �.

θb

2: The division is complete, as we as-
sume that the scattering interaction does
not depend upon the absolute position.

3: In the experiments we will present,
we arrange the centre of mass to be sta-
tionary in the lab reference frame, i. e.,
X = 0.

as 1 in Fig. 7.1 representing the offset of the incoming projectile from
the collision axis. Of course, the character of the particles and their
interaction, the masses, and in some cases, their relative orientation are
also important.

In both quantum and classical scattering, we are interested in what effect
the interaction has on the outgoing state. For the experiments overseen
by Rutherford, they measured the directions in which an incoming beam
of particles scattered, from which Rutherford inferred the nucleus. In
our atomic experiments, we will observe the angular dependence of the
collision with an image of the outgoing atoms which collide along a
well-defined axis.

Relative motion

Scattering is normally treated in the centre-of-mass reference frame,
which contains only the relative motion of the particles, and separates
the scattering from the motion of the centre of mass.2 The transformation
to the centre-of-mass frame is given, in terms of particle positions r 8 and
masses <8 by

r = r2 − r1 , (7.1)

� =
<1<2
<1 + <2

, (7.2)

where r is the relative position and � the reduced mass. The collision is
then cast in the framework of a particle with mass �, scattering off the
interaction potential between the two particles +(r2 − r1) = +(r). In the
laboratory frame, the corresponding position X and total mass" are,

X =
r2 + r1

2
, (7.3)

" = <1 + <2 , (7.4)

and the evolution of these is not the subject of scattering theory.3

This transformation allows us to treat a situation like the classical picture
in Fig. 7.1, where the scattering is separated into a projectile and a
stationary target. The incoming projectile is described by its kinetic
energy and angular momentum, the latter given by impact parameter 1.
The outgoing trajectory is then described by the outgoing angle �, though
in general, onemay gain or lose kinetic energy in the collision. Aswemove
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Figure 7.2: The total cross-section is anal-
ogous to the size of shadow if we con-
sider light as the incoming wave of a
scattering experiment.

into a quantum treatment of scattering, the outgoing scattering angle
will remain important, as will the angular momentum of the collision
which is defined by the quantum number ℓ . In classical scattering, the
system is often described by a deflection function which maps the impact
parameter to the output direction. In quantum scattering, wewill solve for
the scattering amplitude function, which does a similar job in quantifying
the outgoing wavefunction.

Collision energy

Before we move on, it is worthwhile exploring one more effect of the
coordinate transformation: the transformation of energy.Wewill regularly
refer to the collision energy, which corresponds to the relativemomentum

prel = ¤r� =
p1<2 − p2<1

<1 + <2
, (7.5)

written in terms of the individual particle momenta p8 = ¤r 8<8 . The
collision energy—the kinetic energy in the centre-of-mass frame—is then

� =
?2
rel

2�
. (7.6)

As an instructive example, if we examine the case of two particles with
identical mass, one stationary, and one incoming with momentum ?0

and energy �0 =
?2
0

2< , then the collision energy is

� =
?2
0

8�
=
?2
0

4<
=
�0

2
. (7.7)

While we treat scattering in the centre-of-mass frame as scattering off a
target, the collision energy is not the same as the kinetic energy taking one
cloud as the target and scattering off it. This because different reference
frames do not agree on the total kinetic energy.

One final remark on energy: in this work we shall often refer to energy
in units of kelvin (especially µK). It should be understood that we are
actually specifying �/:B.

7.1.1 Cross-sections

In our experiments, we observe a projected image of the collision after-
math which provides the angular dependence of an atomic collision.
Quantifying the amount of scattering, as well as the direction brings
about the idea of the differential cross-section,

d�
dΩ

=
#(Ω)
�

, (7.8)

where #(Ω) is the outgoing flux into the infinitesimal solid angleΩ, and
� is the incoming particle flux per unit area. To summarise how much
scattering occurs in all directions, we can take the total cross-section by
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4: Especially the ( and ) matrices

integrating the outgoing flux in all directions:

� =

∫
Ω

d�
dΩ

dΩ, (7.9)

which has units of area, demonstrated in Fig. 7.2.

7.2 Quantum Scattering Theory

7.2.1 Time-Dependent Scattering

The introduction of “Time-Dependent” in the title is very suggestive:
when colliding two objects (e.g., throwing a dart at a target), we witness
the collision as time evolves. Time evolution is so fundamental to our
experience of collisions (and everything else in life) that it is somewhat
surprising that here we mention time-dependence explicitly. In classical
scattering, the time evolution of the particle trajectory is the commonway
of solving the problem, whether it be integrating Newton’s equations,
or those of Lagrange or Hamilton. In scattering of cold atoms, however,
the outcome is almost exclusively solved using the time-independent
Schrödinger equation, which we investigate in the proceeding section.

Let us consider first scattering in the time-domain to introduce a few
ideas and operators that we will keep referring back to4. Consider a
state |#〉 at C = 0, an arbitrary time during the collision. We introduce a
pair of time-evolution operators,Ω+, andΩ− that take us forward from
the initial state to C = 0, and backward from the final states to C = 0
respectively. These are theMøller operators:

|#〉 = Ω+ |#in〉 = Ω− |#out〉 . (7.10)

The operator to describe the scattering process should map the input
state to the output state. This process can be written in terms of the
Møller operators

|#out〉 = Ω†−Ω+ |#in〉 , (7.11)

using Ω†−Ω− = 1, as it is a time evolution operator. We now introduce
this operator: the ( matrix, or scattering matrix:

( = Ω†−Ω+ , (7.12)

which satisfies the desired relation

|#out〉 = ( |#in〉 . (7.13)

From here, we can define another useful operator, the ) matrix or
transition matrix, as

) = ( − 1. (7.14)

The role of the ) matrix can be seen by applying it to the incoming state:

) |#in〉 = |#out〉 − |#in〉 , (7.15)

the total change in the state due to the interaction. With this role, the )
matrix will regularly crop up as a natural way of expressing scattering
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5: assuming that the potential decays
faster than the A−1 Coulomb potential.

Figure 7.3: The limiting form of the in-
coming and scattered wavefunction.

properties. We will refer to the ( and ) matrices extensively in the rest
of this work, even dedicating an entire chapter (Chapter 10) to what
happens in the (-matrix when two resonances interact.

7.2.2 Time-Independent Scattering

Now that we have defined a couple of useful scattering operators, we
would like to find a way of calculating them. For this, we move to
the time-independent picture of the system, and look at solving the
time-independent Schrödinger equation,(

− ℏ
2

2�
∇2 ++(r)

)
#(r) = �#(r), (7.16)

where � is the collision energy and #(r) is the scattering wavefunction.

To find a solution to this equation, we need the boundary conditions
for the problem. Firstly, we consider the incoming flux to be a plane
wave in the I direction. We can then reason that the outgoing flux is
proportional to a spherical wave centred on the target. Since we are
asymptotically far away from the target particle, we can ignore any
wavefront distortion though we do not assume that this spherical wave is
isotropic in amplitude.Waves represnting the incoming and outgoing flux
are shown in Fig. 7.3.More concretely, the A →∞ (long-range) asymptotic
solutions are formed by an incoming plane wave, #in ∝ ei:I , and an
outgoing spherical wave with some directionality5—#out = 5 (�, )) ei:A

A .
In total, we have

#
A→∞∼ ei:I + 5 (�, ))e

i:A

A
, (7.17)

where 5 (�, )) is the scattering amplitude, and the wavenumber : is related
to the total energy by

:2 =
2��
ℏ2 . (7.18)

The differential cross-section introduced earlier is then given by the
scattering amplitude

d�
dΩ

=
�� 5 (�, ))��2 , (7.19)

with the total cross-section

� =

∫
d�
dΩ

dΩ =

∫ 2�

0
d)

∫ �

0
sin� d�

�� 5 (�, ))��2 . (7.20)

It should be reassuring that the asymptotic scattering state we use is
indeed valid from the perspective of time-dependent scattering. The
proof of this is beyond the scope of this work, but can be found in the
works of Taylor [148].

The remaining step is calculating the scattering wavefunction, which is
simply a solution of the Schrödinger equation, (7.16). This may sound
simple, but most analytical techniques can only give perturbative an-
swers (e.g., Lippmann-Swinger equations), or solutions in special cases
(e.g., zero-energy of a simple potential). For scattering, we will apply
two techniques: brute-force numeric calculations in section 7.3.2, and
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6: These functions are described by
Equation (2.9).

7: This is not true for a multichannel sys-
tem, where the internal structure of the
atoms can couple ℓ , <ℓ . This will, how-
ever, turn out to be true in the presented
experiments.

8: Often expressed in terms of spherical
Bessel functions—see section C.1

quantum defect theory in Chapter 8. Before we reach either of these
techniques, we will decompose the wavefunctions over the spherical
harmonics to separate out the radial and angular scattering problems, as
for the earlier example of the hydrogen atom. We will also look at the
effect that the scattering of indistinguishable particles has on 5 (�, )).

7.2.3 Spherically symmetric potentials

If the interaction between the two particles is spherically symmetric, i. e.,
only depends upon A = |r |, then (7.16) is invariant under rotation and
can be reduced by separation of variables as we did in section 2.1. The
angular components reduce to spherical harmonics6 .<ℓ

ℓ
, giving rise to

angular momentum quantum numbers, ℓ , <ℓ . We can then separate the
wavefunction # into

#(r) =
∞∑
ℓ=0

ℓ∑
<ℓ=−ℓ

D
<ℓ
ℓ
(A)
A

.
<ℓ
ℓ
, (7.21)

where Dℓ (A)/A is the radial wavefunction. We are left with the radial
Schrödinger equation for Dℓ ,(

ℏ2

2�
d2

dA2 −
ℓ (ℓ + 1))

A2 −+(A) + :2
)
Dℓ = 0. (7.22)

The incoming plane wave has <ℓ = 0 and a spherically symmetric
potential does not couple7 between different ℓ or <ℓ , so we restrict
ourselves to <ℓ = 0 and drop the superscript from D

<ℓ
ℓ

. Expanding the
wavefunction over the basis of spherical harmonics is known as the
partial-wave expansion, and each ℓ is a partial wave. The partial waves
ℓ = 0, 1, 2, . . . are labelled with the same letters as the term symbols,
B, ?, 3, . . .. The experiments in this work are dominated by the ℓ = 0
and ℓ = 2, B-wave and 3-wave components. We have now expanded the
total scattering wavefunction over a basis of eigenfunctions of angular
momentum.

While our potential was rotationally invariant, the same cannot be said
for our boundary conditions, due to the plane wave and the directionality
of 5 (�, )). To calculate the scattering behaviour of a system, we need the
boundary conditions for the radial wavefunctions. We shall now examine
the asymptotic form of the radial wavefunction of a given partial wave,
and find how they relate to (7.17).

Scattering Asymptotes

If we consider the free-particle radial Schrödinger equation, i. e., (7.22)
with +(A) = 0, then the Riccati-Bessel functions8 of dimensionless quan-
tity :A span the space of solutions. We use the two solutions

D−ℓ (:A) = �̂ℓ (:A) (7.23a)

D+ℓ (:A) = −.̂ℓ (:A), (7.23b)
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where �̂ is the Riccati-Bessel function of the first kind, and .̂ the second.
At long range, these functions become sinusoidal,

D−ℓ (:A)
:A→∞∼ sin

(
:A − ℓ�

2

)
, (7.24a)

D+ℓ (:A)
:A→∞∼ cos

(
:A − ℓ�

2

)
. (7.24b)

These two solutions are called the regular solution D−, and the irregular
solution D+. These are so named because D− → 0 as A → 0, while D+
does not, resulting in a singularity in # due to the factor of 1/A in (7.21).

If we now let+(A) be non-zero, but assume it falls off faster than A−2, then
we can assume the centrifugal 1/A2 term dominates at long range, so the
asymptotic wavefunction can be written in terms of these solutions,

Dℓ (A) A→∞∼ �D−ℓ (:A) + �D
+
ℓ (:A). (7.25)

Ignoring the overall scale of the wavefunction, this can be written

Dℓ (A) A→∞∼ D−ℓ (:A) +
�

�
D+ℓ (:A), (7.26)

A→∞∼ D−ℓ (:A) +  D
+
ℓ (:A), (7.27)

where  describes the mixing of the regular and irregular components.
We can rearrange further to yield the long-range form

Dℓ (A) A→∞∼ sin
(
:A − ℓ�

2
+ �ℓ

)
. (7.28)

The parameter �ℓ is the scattering phase shift for the partial wave, and is
given by tan �ℓ =  . It contains all the information about the long-range
behaviour of the wavefunction.

Let us now consider how the phase shift relates to the boundary condi-
tions of the time-independent scattering picture. The incoming scattering
wave does not possess the spherical symmetry of the potential, so we
must start from the partial-waves expansion of the plane wave,

ei:I =
∞∑
ℓ=0
(2ℓ + 1)iℓ 9ℓ (:A)%ℓ (cos�), (7.29)

= 2
∞∑
ℓ=0

√
�(2ℓ + 1)iℓ 9ℓ (:A).0

ℓ (�, )). (7.30)

Here, 9ℓ is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind and order ℓ . We
also take the partial-waves expansion of the outgoing spherical waves

5 (�, ))e
i:A

A
=

∞∑
ℓ=0

ℓ∑
<ℓ=−ℓ

5ℓ.
<ℓ
ℓ
(�, ))e

i:A

A
, (7.31)
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9: Using [150, Eq (10.52.3)]

9ℓ (I)
I→∞≈ 1

I
sin

(
I − ℓ�

2

)
. (7.34)

10: This is sometimes called the ' ma-
trix, though this is different again from
the '-matrix theory for scattering calcu-
lations [151].

and again restrict to <ℓ = 0. We are left with,

5 (�) =
∞∑
ℓ=0

5ℓ.
0
ℓ (�), (7.32)

=
∑
ℓ

5ℓ

√
2ℓ + 1

4�
%ℓ (cos�) (7.33)

and the coefficients 5ℓ are the partial wave scattering amplitudes. If we take
the sum of (7.31) and (7.30) we get the asymptotic wavefunction over the
partial waves9 [149, Eq. (2.48)]

Dℓ (A) A→∞∼ iℓ
[√

�(2ℓ + 1)
:

sin
(
:A − ℓ�

2

)
+ 5ℓei(:A−ℓ�/2)

]
, (7.35)

which can be massaged into the form of (7.28),

Dℓ (A) A→∞∼
√
�(2ℓ + 1)

2:
8ℓei�ℓ sin

(
:A − ℓ�

2
+ �ℓ

)
, (7.36)

where

cot �ℓ =

√
�(2ℓ + 1)

2: 5ℓ
+ i. (7.37)

We can now extract the partial-wave scattering amplitude from the phase
shift,

5ℓ =

√
2ℓ + 1
i:

(
e2i�ℓ − 1

)
. (7.38)

Using the asymptotic behaviour now yields our first concrete expression
for the ( matrix. We can rewrite (7.36) as

Dℓ (A) A→∞∼
√
�(2ℓ + 1)

:
i2ℓ+1 [

e−i:A − (−1)ℓe2i�ℓ e+i:A ] . (7.39)

Inspecting the two components,we see that one is the formof an incoming
spherical wave |#in〉 ∝ e−i:A , and the other is an outgoing spherical wave
|#out〉 ∝ e+i:A , noting that Dℓ ∼ |#in〉 − e28�ℓ |#out〉. The factor picked up
by the outgoing state is the ℓ component of the ( matrix,

(ℓ = e28�ℓ . (7.40)

We can now re-express the partial-wave amplitude, (7.38) as

5ℓ =

√
�(2ℓ + 1)

i:
((ℓ − 1) , or (7.41a)

5ℓ =

√
�(2ℓ + 1)

i:
)ℓ . (7.41b)

We can also obtain the ( matrix from the  matrix or reactance matrix10
which we quietly defined in (7.27):

( =
1 + i 
1 − i 

. (7.42)

The  matrix will reappear in the coupled-channels calculations, and
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[152]: Fano and Rao (1986), Atomic Colli-
sions and Spectra

also in our investigation of quantum defect theory (QDT), due to its role
of mixing the regular and irregular solutions.

In (7.36) we have observed that the outgoing wavefunction can be
considered to be identical to the free-particle wavefunction D−

ℓ
with an

additional phase-shift. As (7.40) shows, the phase-shift provides a full
description of the interaction, and solving scattering problems can then
be reduced to finding the phase shift [152].

Normalisation of the scattering wavefunction

It isworth remarkingon thenormalisationof the scatteringwavefunctions:
they do not have a finite extent, so the integral of |D(A)/A |2 over all space
would diverge. Instead, we energy normalise the wavefunction, requiring

Dℓ (A) A→∞∼
√

2�
�ℏ:

sin
(
:A − ℓ �

2
+ �ℓ

)
, (7.43)

which in turn constrains that the wavefunctions at different energies have
the orthogonality relation

〈Dℓ (�, A)| Dℓ (�′, A)〉 =
∫

D∗ℓ (�, A)Dℓ (�
′, A) dA = �(� − �′). (7.44)

In practise, one can drop the terms which are constant to a given system,
leaving only the amplitude factor :−1/2 in (7.43), which ensures the
correct energy scaling of the asymptotic wavefunction.

Cross-sections

Over the partial-waves expansion, the differential cross-section is

d�
dΩ

= | 5 (�)|2 (7.45)

=

����� ∞∑
ℓ=0

5ℓ.
0
ℓ (�)

�����2 (7.46)

=
1
:2

∑
ℓ ,ℓ ′

ei(�ℓ−�ℓ′ )
√
(2ℓ + 1)(2ℓ ′ + 1) sin �ℓ sin �ℓ ′.ℓ (�).ℓ ′(�), (7.47)

which we can then integrate over all anglesΩ to find the total scattering
cross-section. The spherical harmonics are orthonormal, leaving

� =
∑
ℓ

�ℓ (7.48)

where,

�ℓ =
4�(2ℓ + 1)

:2 sin2 �ℓ (7.49a)

=
4�(2ℓ + 1)

:2 |(ℓ − 1|2 (7.49b)

=
4�(2ℓ + 1)

:2 |)ℓ |2 (7.49c)
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11: Implicitly, what we are saying is that
the wavefunction is independent of : at
short-range, as the effect of the potential
is so much larger. (This principle will un-
derpin our discussion of quantum defect
theory in Chapter 8.) We then addition-
ally remove the potential so that we can
find an analytic form for the wavefunc-
tion in a region where : doesn’t matter.
[153]: Landau and Lifshitz (1981), Quan-
tum Mechanics: Non-relativistic Theory

Near-threshold Scattering

We look to review the scattering behaviour as we approach threshold,
i. e., the scattering behaviour at low energy as : → 0. This is critical to
the low-energy collisions we will observe experimentally, where the de
Broglie wavelength ∼ 1/: can be larger than the range of the potential.

If 1/: is much greater than 0—the range of the potential +(A) and
+(A) � :2 for A ≤ 0, then we can look at the intersection of two regions
and their effect on the Schrödinger equation (7.22):

I At short-range (A ≤ 0) the :2 term can be neglected due to the
strength of the potential +(A).

I As we move out to longer-range (A � 0), the potential can be
neglected.

In the intermediate region 0 � A � 1/:, we can join these two assump-
tions11 [153, §132], and the Schrödinger equation simplifies to(

ℏ2

2�
d2

dA2 −
ℓ (ℓ + 1))

A2

)
Dℓ = 0, (7.50)

which has the general solution

Dℓ = 21A
ℓ+1 + 22

Aℓ
. (7.51)

This locally valid solutionmust connect to the scattering solution. Outside
of the interaction potential, the solutions D−(A), D+(A) are valid. In the
region of 0 < A < 1/: where we can connect to (7.51), the product
:A → 0 as : → 0, and we can use the small argument expansion of the
Riccati-Bessel functions [150, Sect. 10.52],

D−(:A) :A→0∼ (:A)ℓ+1

(2ℓ + 1)!! , (7.52a)

D+(:A) :A→0∼ (2ℓ − 1)!!
(:A)ℓ

. (7.52b)

If wewrite ourwavefunction in terms of these expansions, we can connect
to the local solution in (7.51),

Dℓ (A) :A→0∼ �D−ℓ (:A) + �D
+
ℓ (:A) (7.53)

= �
(:A)ℓ+1

(2ℓ + 1)!! + �
(2ℓ − 1)!!
(:A)ℓ

(7.54)

= 21A
ℓ+1 + 22

Aℓ
. (7.55)

Matching the terms gives

� = 21
(2ℓ + 1)!!
:ℓ+1 , (7.56)

� = 22
:ℓ

(2ℓ − 1)!! , (7.57)
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12: As we will soon see, B-wave interac-
tions are forbidden for indistinguishable
fermions, which means that they stop
scattering at low temperatures.

[157]: Hepp (1965), ‘On the connection
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tum field theory’
[158]: Iagolnitzer (1993), Scattering in
Quantum Field Theories: The Axiomatic and
Constructive Approaches

Figure 7.4: The process of two possible
collisions. From the initial position (dark)
and final position (light), one cannot tell
which process actually occurs.

and translating these into the scattering phase tan �ℓ = �/� for the
long-range wavefunction form of (7.28) as A →∞ yields

tan �ℓ =
22:

2ℓ+1

21(2ℓ + 1)!!(2ℓ − 1)!! , (7.58)

with the important result threshold behaviour,

tan �ℓ
:→0∝ :2ℓ+1. (7.59)

This result is referred to as theWigner threshold law [154, 155], and implies
that near threshold, higher ℓ partial waves are suppressed as consequence
of the growing centrifugal barrier ℓ (ℓ + 1)/A2. In particular, this means
that we will only need the first few partial waves to explain our scattering
experiments. Taking into account the real atomic potentials, one finds
that there are other factors that need to be considered [156], though the
result that we can ignore higher ℓ remains.

In the low temperature limit, scattering is limited to B-wave.12 The B-wave
interactions are usually described by the so-called scattering length

0 = − lim
:→0+

tan �0(:)
:

. (7.60)

The scattering length gives the radius of a hard sphere potential that has
identical B-wave scattering:

lim
:→0

d�
dΩ

= 02 , (7.61)

lim
:→0

� = 4�02. (7.62)

If the potential is entirely repulsive, then 0 is strictly positive. In the more
common case of potential with attractive and repulsive regions, then the
scattering length can be either positive or negative.

7.2.4 Indistinguishable Particles

Up to this point, we have not considered much about the state of the
particle, only it’s wavefunction. We now consider the constraints that
quantum mechanics puts on collisions between particles, where we
cannot distinguish between them. The experiments in this work are
entirely between identical particles, so these considerations are critical
to the phenomena we observe. In particular, we will see that certain
partial-waves are suppressed or enhanced. One could use quantum field
theory methods [157, 158] when constructing the scattering theory, but
having presented a simpler description of scattering here, we shall simply
correct for the appropriate symmetrization.

Figure 7.4 shows the issue at the core of this section: in a classical sense,
if you cannot discern which outgoing particle corresponds to which
incoming particle, then you don’t know which collision process occurred.
In a quantum sense, this means that both processes occur. Primarily,
the scattering outcome must be identical when you swap the particles
around. In our centre-of-mass frame, this is equivalent to swapping the
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[159]: Feynman et al. (1993), The Feynman
Lectures on Physics: Quantum Mechanics

13: This is simply what we refer to else-
where by 5 , defined in (7.17)

sign of the radial coordinate, and constrains a symmetry on the scattering
amplitude

| 5 (�, ))|2 = | 5 (� − �, ) + �)|2 , (7.63)

as the resulting cross-section must be symmetric. This is true even if the
particles are distinguishable, but the detection method does not tell the
difference [159, Sect. 3.4]. If the particles are indeed indistinguishable,
then the wavefunction itself must posses the symmetry, requiring,

5 (�, )) = ± 5 (� − �, ) + �). (7.64)

In this work, we deal with identical atoms, which are additionally
prepared in the same internal state, making them completely indistin-
guishable, and symmetrising their internal spin state.

Bosons

Indistinguishable bosons, such as our spin-polarised 87Rb, must have a
symmetrised wavefunction and subsequently a symmetrised scattering
amplitude. In terms of the un-symmetrised distinguishable scattering
amplitude13 5dist:

5 (�, )) = 1√
2

[
5dist(�, )) + 5dist(� − �, ) + �)

]
. (7.65)

When we take the partial-waves expansion, the Legendre polynomials
have the property that

%ℓ (cos(� − �) = (−1)ℓ%ℓ (cos�), (7.66)

which means that the odd-ℓ components cancel out, and the even-ℓ
components add together:

5 (�) = 2
∑
ℓ even

5ℓ , dist%ℓ (cos�). (7.67)

Overall, this results in an enhancement in the partial-wave cross section
by a factor of 2 for even ℓ . The scattering cross section is then given by

� =
4�6(2ℓ + 1)

:2 |(ℓ , dist − 1|2 (7.68)

where 6 is a symmetrisation factor reading, for indistinguishable bosons,

6 =

{
2 even ℓ
0 odd

. (7.69)

Fermions

For fermions, the overall state must be anti-symmetric under particle
exchange. For indistinguishable fermions, e.g., spin polarised 40K, this
means that the scattering amplitude must be anti-symmetric.

5 (�, )) = 1√
2

[
5dist(�, )) − 5dist(� − �, ) + �)

]
. (7.70)
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14: At low energies, this has an inter-
esting effect: ?-wave collisions are sup-
pressed by theWigner threshold law and
if B-wave collisions are forbidden by anti-
symmetrization, no collisions happen [5,
160]. This leads to difficulties cooling in-
distinguishable Fermions.

15: Here, we use Dirac notation to single
out the internal state, and make it clear
that it is not a function of position.

In the partial wave situation, this causes exactly the opposite situation: the
even-ℓ components cancel out, and only the odd-ℓ component survives. 14
The elastic scattering cross section is

�ℓ =
4�6(2ℓ + 1)

:2 |1 − (ℓ |2 (7.71a)

=
4�6(2ℓ + 1)

:2 sin2 �ℓ (7.71b)

where 6 is,

6 =


1 distinguishable particles
2 indistinguishable Fermions, odd ℓ
2 indistinguishable Bosons, even ℓ
0 otherwise

. (7.72)

7.3 Multiple Channels

7.3.1 Channels

The scattering Hamiltonian for a structure-less particle as we have
considered so far is

�̂ = − ℏ
2

2�
∇2 ++(r), (7.73)

which only includes the kinetic energy and the interaction potential. This
describes particles which do not have internal states and is not true for
real atoms which require the addition of an internal Hamiltonian �̂int.
Additionally, atoms in different pairs of internal states can (and do) have
different inter-atomic potentials. Each pair of internal states defines a
channel.

We can now consider the total scattering wavefunction, which is a vector
over the internal states of both particles, |�〉

	(r , �) =
∑
9

# 9(r)
���9〉 , (7.74)

where |�8〉 are the non-spatial parts of the wavefunction which corre-
spond to the internal states.15 We expand over eigenstates of the internal
Hamiltonian:

�̂int |�8〉 = �8 |�8〉 . (7.75)

The states |�8〉 which describes a pair of the atomic internal states, defines
the 8-th channel of the scattering process. The wavefunctions #8(r) are
then the channel wavefunctions.

The energy �8 is the threshold for the channel, and the collision energy �
is measured with respect to threshold of the entrance channel in which the
internal state of the particles is prepared before collision. The collision
energy is then simply the kinetic energy in the centre-of-mass frame. We
can say a channel 8 is open if �8 ≤ �, and closed if �8 > �. These labels
state if the channel is asymptotically accessible at the given energy.

Previously, our boundary condition (7.17) assumed that kinetic energy,
and thus : was conserved. In the multichannel system, the outgoing
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16: The reduction here is in spatial di-
mensions, certainly not in the number of
indices.

wavefunctionwill instead have amomentum corresponding to the energy
in the outgoing channel, giving the boundary condition for scattering
with entrance channel 8,

	(r) A→∞∼ ei:8 I |�8〉 +
∑

9 is open
58 , 9(�, ))

ei: 9 A

A

���9〉 . (7.76)

The wavenumber in each channel is given by

: 9 =
1
ℏ

√
2�(� − � 9). (7.77)

7.3.2 Coupled-Channels Equations

In this section, we formulate the coupled-channels equations, the appro-
priate formalism for dealing with the wavefunctions of a multichannel
system. Fromprecisemodels of the inter-atomic potential andwith knowl-
edge of the internal structure of each atom, we can perform accurate
calculations of the expected scattering behaviour, simply by integrating
the coupled-channels equations numerically.

Substituting (7.74) into our Schrödinger equation renders[
− ℏ

2

2�
∇̂2 + �̂int + +̂(r)

]
	(r) = �	(r), (7.78)

where our inter-atomic potential +̂(r), now acts with the potential
specific to the given channels. This can be cast into a canonical form of
the coupled-channels equations,[

− ℏ
2

2�
∇2 +

∑
9

+8 9# 9(r)
]
#8(r) = (� − �8)#8(r), (7.79)

by converting the potential operator +̂ into a matrix, +8 9 with elements
+8 9 = 〈�8 | +̂

���9〉, and applying (7.75). As the |�8〉 are purely internal
states, the +8 9 are still operators over the radial coordinate r .

7.3.3 Partial-waves Expansion

The coupled-channels equations presented still span a domain in three
dimensions. We once again decompose the problem over the spherical
harmonics .<ℓ

ℓ
, separating the scattering into partial waves according to

#8(r) =
∞∑
ℓ=0

ℓ∑
<ℓ=−ℓ

D8 ,ℓ ,<ℓ (A)
A

.
<ℓ
ℓ
(�, )). (7.80)

Note that we can no longer assume that we will have <ℓ = 0, as the
internal Hamiltonian can generate coupling between the different partial
waves.We then reduce16 (7.79) to the radial-coupled channels equations

ℏ2

2�

[
− d2

dA2 +
ℓ (ℓ + 1)
A2

]
D8 ,ℓ ,<ℓ +

∑
9 ,ℓ ′ ,<′

ℓ

+
9 ,ℓ ′ ,<′

ℓ

8 ,ℓ ,<ℓ
D9 ,ℓ ′ ,<′

ℓ
(A) = �D8 ,ℓ ,<ℓ , (7.81)
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r
Figure 7.5: Three solutions to the
Schrödinger equation, differing by less
than 0.05% as they propagate into the
classically forbidden region (right of
dashed line). A minute mismatch from
the ideal exponentially decaying solution
leads to a small component of the expo-
nentially increasing solution. This even-
tually takes over and the wavefunction
diverges. In a system with coupled chan-
nels, a diverging wavefunction causes all
coupled wavefunctions to also diverge,
and they lose their linear independence.

where the matrix of radial potentials is given by

+
9 ,ℓ ′ ,<ℓ′
8 ,ℓ ,<ℓ

(A) =
〈
�8 , .

<ℓ
ℓ

�� +̂(A) ����9 , .<′ℓℓ ′

〉
. (7.82)

Note that we take the inner product only over the internal atomic states
and angular coordinates, leaving a matrix element which is a function of
the radial coordinate.

We make one further step to cast this as a matrix equation with the form:[
d2

dA2 +] (A)
]
u = 0, (7.83)

where] (A) now encapsulates the centrifugal term, the channel energies,
and the interaction matrix, which can be expanded in terms of

,
9 ,ℓ ′ ,<′

ℓ

8 ,ℓ ,<ℓ
(A) = 2�

ℏ2

(
�
9 ,ℓ ′ ,<′

ℓ

8 ,ℓ ,<ℓ

[
(� − �8) −

ℓ (ℓ + 1)
2�A2

]
−+ 9 ,ℓ ′ ,<′

ℓ

8 ,ℓ ,<ℓ
(A)

)
. (7.84)

Amplitudes and Cross-sections

In the multichannel case, the boundary conditions couple the entrance
channel 8 to the other open channels,

# 9(r) A→∞∼ ei:8 I�8 , 9 + 58 , 9(�, ))
ei: 9 A

A
. (7.85)

Note that the scattering amplitudemaps between channels, each of which
will be separately expanded over partial waves.

The differential cross-section for scattering from channels 8 to 9 in terms
of the multichannel scattering amplitude is [149, Eq. (3.11)]

d�8→9

dΩ
=
: 9

:8

�� 58 , 9(�, ))��2 . (7.86)

We can find the elastic cross-section

�el =

∫
| 58 ,8(�, ))|2 dΩ, (7.87)

which again gives rise to expressions in (7.49a) and similar. The inelastic
cross-section is given by the cross section to other channels,

�inel =
∑

9≠8 , 9 open

: 9

:8

∫
| 58 , 9(�, ))|2 dΩ. (7.88)

7.3.4 Numeric Propagation

In order to solve the Scrödinger equation for a given potential, one turns
to numerical methods. The code we use for our calculations is primarily
the work of Ryan Thomas, and can be found on GitHub [161].

For a given set of boundary conditions, (7.81) can be numerically inte-
grated to ascertain the scattering wavefunctions. Namely, we require that

#(A) → 0 as A → 0, (7.89)
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r
Figure 7.6: Two solutions D (blue) of
the Schrödinger equation and the log-
derivative (orange) independently prop-
agated into the classically forbidden re-
gion. The two D differ only by numeric
noise, but diverge in different directions.
The log-derivative instead reduces to a
constant which is stable to propagate.
Conversely, the log-derivative has poles
in the classically allowed region where
D(A) → 0.

17: This is equivalent to using the JWKB
approximation we will discuss in sec-
tion 8.1

Figure 7.7: The splitting of the points
0, 1, 2, over which & integrates. The
propagator Y will be applied twice to
bridge this region.

due to the strongly repulsive short-range interaction, and we additionally
need to choose a derivative at A → 0. The wavefunction could be inte-
grated using standard numeric techniques, e.g., Runge-Kutta methods,
or a technique that specialises in solving differential equations in this
form [162]. However, as demonstrated in Fig. 7.5, propagating wavefunc-
tions in the classically forbidden region is unstable. This can destroy the
linear independence of solutions at the start of integration, inside the
forbidden region at short-range [163].

A solution is to instead propagate the log-derivative, y(A) = du
dA (A)/u(A)

of the wavefunction, as put forward by Johnson [164], where the problem
at hand, (7.83) can be expressed as the matrix Riccati equation

d
dA

y(A) +] (A) + y2(A) = 0. (7.90)

Note that (7.90), which we now look to solve, is only a first-order differen-
tial equation. By no-longer directly solving for the wavefunction, we now
only need one boundary condition: that the wavefunction be regular as
A → 0.

The reason that the log-derivative solves the issues in classically forbid-
den regions is depicted in Fig. 7.6. In these regions, the log-derivative
remains constant, where D is a superposition of exponential functions
that inevitably diverge. Instead, a new problem is introduced: in the clas-
sically allowed region, the log-derivative has poles as D → 0, or written
as a matrix when det |u | → 0. These singularities prohibit using some
standard numerical integration techniques, so we employ the method by
Manolopoulos [163].

This method separates the problem into two parts:

I a propagator Ȳ, generated by the technique of invariant imbedding,
integrates with only the diagonal elements of] , and

I a modified Simpson’s rule, &, integrates the remaining terms of
] .

The effects of both of these operators combined, gives a single propagator
Y.

Spatially, we propagate y over a region from Amin, which is within the
repulsive core of the potential, to Amax, which is outside of the range of the
potential. Specifically, we start at Amin = 0.1Å with y(Amin) as a diagonal
matrix of the modulus of the local wavenumber in each channel17:

y88(Amin) =
√
+88(Amin) + �8 − �. (7.91)

Following Ref. [163], we split the region into small sections [0, 1]. The
sector is then split into half-sectors [0, 2], [2, 1], of width ℎ, given by

2 =
1 + 0

2
, ℎ =

1 − 0
2

. (7.92)

The trio 0, 2, 1 are the points over which we use Simpson’s rule, while
the propagator Y operates over a single interval [A1 , A2], and is applied
twice over the interval [0, 1], as is shown in Fig. 7.7. We now move to
define these two propagators, starting with Y.
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To calculate y at A2 given the value at A1, we define the half-sector
propagator Y in terms of the blocks Y8 to be determined over the interval
[A1 , A2], by [

u′(A1)
u′(A2)

]
=

[
Y1(A1 , A2) Y2(A1 , A2)
Y3(A1 , A2) Y4(A1 , A2)

] [
−u(A1)
u(A2)

]
. (7.93)

This provides a boundary value problem for each block. Equation (7.93)
can be re-arranged to form a recursive relation for the log-derivative
matrix

y(A2) = Y4(A1 , A2) − Y3(A1 , A2) [y(A1) + Y1(A1 , A2)]−1 Y2(A1 , A2), (7.94)

which allows us to propagate y, providing we find the blocks of Y.

To find a form for Y, we first look to find Ȳ, the propagator of the simpler
homogeneous equation

�′′(A) −] ref(A)�(A) = 0 (7.95)

To make an analytic form possible, we choose,ref(A) to be constant over
the sector [0, 1], and to be diagonal. Here, we use the piece-wise constant
reference

,ref(A)8 9 = �8 9?
2
9 = �8 9,8 9(2), (7.96)

which defines ? 9 as the square-roots of the diagonals of the interaction
matrix ] evaluated at the mid-point 2 of [0, 1]. The corresponding
blocks of the propagator Ȳ for this system are given analytically by

Ȳ1(A1 , A2)8 9 = Ȳ4(A1 , A2)8 9 = �8 9

{
|? 9 | coth |? 9 |ℎ, ?2

8
≥ 0

|? 9 | cot |? 9 |ℎ, ?2
9
≤ 0

(7.97a)

Ȳ2(A1 , A2)8 9 = Ȳ3(A1 , A2)8 9 = �8 9

{
|? 9 | csch |? 9 |ℎ, ?2

8
≥ 0

|? 9 | csc |? 9 |ℎ, ?2
9
≤ 0

. (7.97b)

Meanwhile, we turn to the remainder of the full coupled-channels
problem, (7.90) by calculating the residual coupling matrix,

]C(A) =] (A) −] ref (7.98)

and then take the quadrature over the interval [0, 1] with a modified
Simpson’s rule and the quadrature contributions,

&(0) = ℎ

3
]C(0) (7.99a)

&(2) = 4
ℎ

[
1 − ℎ

2

6
]C(2)

]−1

− 4
ℎ

1 (7.99b)

&(1) = ℎ

3
]C(1). (7.99c)
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18: See (7.27)

Finally, we can combine Ȳ and & to get the propagator for (7.90):

Y1(A1 , A2) = Ȳ1(A1 , A2) +&(A1) (7.100a)

Y2(A1 , A2) = Ȳ2(A1 , A2) (7.100b)

Y3(A1 , A2) = Ȳ3(A1 , A2) (7.100c)

Y4(A1 , A2) = Ȳ4(A1 , A2) +&(A2). (7.100d)

The solution at 1 can then be found from the solution at 0 by the double
application of (7.94) via the mid-point 2, as shown in Fig. 7.7. Strictly
speaking, what we compute at 2 is not y(2), as the weighting of the
Simpson’s rule does not give the correct value there.

The size of the sectors should be much smaller than the local de Broglie
wavelength �8 = 1/

√
2�(,8(A) − �) in order to get an accurate wavefunc-

tion. We propagate in blocks of sectors such that the sector size is less
than 1/20 of the minimum wavelength in the block.

The integration terminates at the long range value Amax. Here, we find the
open-channel  matrix,  oo, which describes the regular and irregular
components18 of the open channel wavefunction uo,

 oo =
,[P , uo]
,[_ , uo]

, (7.101)

where we match the functions using the Wronskian

, [ 5 , 6] = det
[
5 6

5 ′ 6′

]
= 5 6′ − 6 5 ′. (7.102)

Expanding, and cancelling a factor of u from the fraction, we can express
this in terms of the log-derivative as,

 oo =

dP
dA (Amax) − yo(Amax)P(Amax)
d_
dA (Amax) − yo(Amax)_ (Amax)

. (7.103)

Here, yo contains only components with open channels, and _ and P are
diagonal matrices of Riccatti-Bessel functions given by

�8 9(A) = �8 9 :
−1/2
9

�̂ℓ 9 (: 9A), (7.104a)

.8 9(A) = �8 9 :
−1/2
9

.̂ℓ 9 (: 9A). (7.104b)

The scattering (-matrix can be recovered from the open-channel  matrix,
as in (7.42),

Y = (1 + iQoo) (1 − iQoo)−1 , (7.105)

which again defines the phase-shift of collisions in a particular channel
by

(
8 ,ℓ ,<ℓ
8 ,ℓ ,<ℓ

= e82�8 ,ℓ ,<ℓ , (7.106)

and the scattering cross-section can be found using (7.49a).

In order to actually perform these calculations, there are a number of
practical considerations involved. To reduce the dimension of the problem,
it is important to note that for cold collisions, we only need small values
of ℓ according the Wigner threshold law discussed previously. In fact,
the interplay of resonances explored in the following chapters can be
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[165]: Thornley and Hutson (1994),
‘Bound-state wave functions from cou-
pled channel calculations using log-
derivative propagators: Application to
spectroscopic intensities in Ar–HF’

completely described by solving only for the 3-wave (ℓ = 2) channel,
as both resonances reside in this channel. We do, however, include
dipole-dipole interactions to first order, which couple partial waves with
ℓ ′ = ℓ ± 2, and predicting the total scattering behaviour requires the
calculation of the B-wave (ℓ = 0) component, which is also present.

We additionally note that our experiment is restricted entirely to<ℓ = 0 as
the magnetic field is along the collision axis and this symmetry conserves
<ℓ in the internal Hamiltonian.

Recovering the wavefunction

The log-derivative technique is a stable and efficient tool for calculating
scattering properties, but does not directly produce the scattering wave-
function. One can, however, recover the wavefunction from the boundary
conditions and back-propagate to short range.

The long-range radial wavefunction can be recovered directly from the (
matrix and the Riccati-Bessel functions. For closed channels, the long-
range is trivially zero, while for open channels, we use the multichannel
form of the boundary conditions (7.36):

D0,ℓ ,<ℓ
A→∞∼

∑
1,ℓ ′ ,<′

ℓ

−
√

�(2ℓ ′ + 1)
:0

8ℓ
′−1�<ℓ ,0

×
(
�
1,ℓ ′ ,<′

ℓ

0,ℓ ,<ℓ
e−i(:0 A−ℓ�/2) − (1,ℓ

′ ,<′
ℓ

0,ℓ ,<ℓ
e+i(:1 A−ℓ�/2)

)
. (7.107)

When deriving this equation, we used the long-range expansion of the
Riccati-Bessel functions, which were then mixed to form outgoing and
incoming waves. As we stop propagation at a finite distance, we elect not
to use the asymptotic form of the Riccati-Bessel functions and instead
define the mixture

ℎ±ℓ ′(:A) = D
+
ℓ (:A) ± iD−ℓ (:A), (7.108)

which can be called Riccatti-Hankel functions [148], and obtain the
boundary condition,

D0,ℓ ,<ℓ
A→∞∼

∑
1,ℓ ′ ,<′

ℓ

−
√

�(2ℓ ′ + 1)
:0

8ℓ
′−1�0,<ℓ

×
(
�
1,ℓ ′ ,<′

ℓ

0,ℓ ,<ℓ
ℎ−ℓ ′(:0A) − (

1,ℓ ′ ,<′
ℓ

0,ℓ ,<ℓ
ℎ+ℓ ′(:1A)

)
. (7.109)

To find the short-range wavefunction, we back-propagate from this
boundary condition. This can be done efficiently by storing propagation
operators from the log-derivative calculations according to the procedure
of Ref. [165]. For each sector [A8 , A2] above, we can derive from (7.93) a
propagation equation for u(A) instead of y(A):

u(A1) = [y(A1) + Y1(A1 , A2)]−1 Y2(A1 , A2)u(A2). (7.110)

One can recognise the term [y(A1) + Y1(A1 , A2)]−1 Y2(A1 , A2) from (7.94),
so we need only to save this component which we already calculate at
each step during the log-derivative propagation process.
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r
Figure 7.8: Three wavefunctions at en-
ergies close to a bound-state energy,
demonstrating the exponential growth
if the energy does not match.

[166]: Marston and Balint-Kurti (1989),
‘The Fourier grid Hamiltonian method
for bound state eigenvalues and eigen-
functions’
[167]: Dulieu and Julienne (1995), ‘Cou-
pled channel bound states calculations
for alkali dimers using the Fourier grid
method’
[168]: Tiesinga et al. (1998), ‘Photoasso-
ciative spectroscopy of highly excited
vibrational levels of alkali-metal dimers:
Green-function approach for eigenvalue
solvers’
[169]: Hutson (1994), ‘Coupled channel
methods for solving the bound-state
Schrödinger equation’

19: This is equivalent to one state starting
in each channel, which is also equivalent
to saying that we span the space of initial
derivatives

Bound-State Calculations

So farwehave taken� > 0, i. e., we have a solution to the coupled-channels
equations in the scattering continuum. We also would like to know of
the existence of bound states below threshold: as they reach threshold,
they become a quasi-bound state and cause a scattering resonance.

There are several techniques for finding the bound-states of a given
potential. These include diagonalising a grid representation of the Hamil-
tonian [166, 167], or iterative Green’s function techniques [168]. As we
already use log-derivative propagation to find scattering states, we follow
Ref. [169], and apply the same technique to bound states.

A bound-state solution must be square integrable. If we try to propagate
a wavefunction at an arbitrary energy below threshold using the previ-
ously discussed log-derivative technique, we will likely end up with a
non-physical, exponentially increasing wavefunction in the long-range
classically forbidden region (as demonstrated in Fig. 7.8). The boundary
condition that the wavefunction will decay in the forbidden regions is
only satisfied at the energies where bound states exists.

Conversely, if we integrate the coupled-channels equations and get a
square-integrable solution, i. e., satisfies the decaying boundary condi-
tions, we have found the energy of a bound state. This naively leads
to a procedure of finding a bound state by checking if the long-range
wavefunction does actually decay. The problem with this strategy is the
sensitivity to numerical error as we enter the forbidden region: an expo-
nentially increasing component, whilst initially very small, will take over
at long range, even at energies arbitrarily close to the true bound-state
energy. The solution is to integrate into the classically allowed region
from both the long and short range simultaneously, and then check if the
two partial solutions match in the classically allowed region. This ensures
the correct exponentially decaying boundary conditions at both ends. If
the log-derivative solutions match, then the energy we have selected has
a bound-state.

More concretely, let y− be the log-derivative matrix propagated from
short range, and y+ the equivalent propagated from long range. We will
examine how theymatch at Amid, within the classically allowed region. As
we propagate not just a single vector solution, but a matrix of solutions,
(which is initially diagonal19), when we match the two log-derivatives,
each vector solution will give a component of the true solution, scaled by
the wavefunction vector at the matching point. This gives the matching
condition [

y+(Amid) − y−(Amid)
]
u(Amid) = 0. (7.111)

This only admits anon-trivial solution if thedeterminant
��y+(Amid) − y−(Amid)

��
is zero, which would demonstrate the existence of a bound state. We can
thusfind thebound-state energies by searching for zeros of

��y+(Amid) − y−(Amid)
��

as a function of energy. The wavefunction itself can be found by finding
u(Amid), which is the eigenvector of

[
y+(Amid) − y−(Amid)

]
with an eigen-

value of 0, and then propagating thewavefunction from the log-derivative
as described previously.
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20: For comparison, see the atomic term
symbols in (2.14).

[170]: Hollas (2004),Modern spectroscopy

[171]: Dzyaloshinskii et al. (1961), ‘Gen-
eral Theory of van der Waal’s Forces’
[172]: Eisenschitz and London (1930),
‘Über das Verhältnis der van der Waalss-
chen Kräfte zu den homöopolaren
Bindungskräften’
[173]: London (1937), ‘The general theory
of molecular forces’
21: This is certainly not true in our
coupled-channels calculations, but is
true for our later QDT investigation in
Chapter 8.
[174]: Mitroy and Bromley (2003),
‘Semiempirical calculation of van der
Waals coefficients for alkali-metal and
alkaline-earth-metal atoms’
[175]: Casimir and Polder (1948), ‘The
Influence of Retardation on the London-
van der Waals Forces’
[176]: Marinescu and You (1999),
‘Casimir-Polder long-range interaction
potentials between alkali-metal atoms’
[177]: Strauss et al. (2010), ‘Hyperfine,
rotational, and vibrational structure of
the 03Σ+D state of 87Rb2’
[178]: Falke et al. (2008), ‘Potas-
sium ground-state scattering parameters
and Born-Oppenheimer potentials from
molecular spectroscopy’
[179]: Pashov et al. (2007), ‘Coupling of
the -1Σ+ and 03Σ+ states of KRb’

7.3.5 Interatomic Potentials

Interatomic potentials which provide accurate predictions of scattering
behaviour are available for most combinations of alkali metals. The
potentials are labelled by the molecular term symbol20 corresponding to
the electronic pair state:

2(+1Λ±
Ω,(6/D) , (7.112)

where ( is the total electronic spin (with resulting 2( + 1 multiplicity),
Λ is the electronic orbital angular momentum (about the molecular
axis), represented by Σ,Π,Δ,Φ, . . . for Λ = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . akin to the
B, ?, 3, 5 , . . . series.Ω is the total angularmoment along the inter-nuclear
axis. These quantum numbers are enough to specify the electronic state
in an atom, but molecules additionally require one (two) symmetries
for homo-nuclear (hetero-nuclear) diatoms. The labels 6 and D specify
that the wavefunction is symmetric or anti-symmetric respectively when
inverted about the molecular axis (corresponding to the German for even,
gerade and odd, ungerade), and are only specified for homo-nuclear cases.
The ± is the symmetry of the wavefunction about a plane containing the
inter-nuclear axis, which is only sensibly defined for the Λ = Σ states,
however this notation is sometimes used to discriminate between doubly
degenerate states [170, sect. 7.2.2].

Themolecular potentials we pay attention to are the singlet and triplet po-
tentials, -1Σ+6 and 03Σ+D respectively. The - represents the ground state,
and the 0 represents the first excited state with a different multiplicity to
the ground state.

Physical Models

The van der Waals force [171] or London dispersion force [172, 173] is
perhaps themost well-known atomic interaction, considered in chemistry
as theweakest formof bond. This is a long-range forcewith the long-range
potential

+(A) A→∞∼ −�6

A6 −
�8

A8 −
�10

A10 . (7.113)

Often the �6 coefficient is sufficient to describe long-range interaction21

and these coefficients have beenmeasuredor calculated for a largenumber
of atomic interactions, so are widely available in the literature, e.g., [174].
We discuss the van der Waals potential in detail in section 8.2.3.

The next correction to this dispersion is provided by Casimir and
Polder [175] who showed that the effect of electrodynamic retardation on
the van der Waals force yields a 1/A7 asymptotic behaviour rather than
the 1/A6. Conveniently for our work, corrections due to this effect have
been calculated for interactions between alkali-metal atoms [176].

Measurement-Based Models

Coupled channels calculations rely on an accurate model to provide
accurate predictions. We rely on state-of-the-art potentials produced by
the group of Eberhard Tiemann for rubidium [177], potassium [178] and
the interaction between them [179], which then need to be corrected
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Figure 7.9: Model potentials for the in-
teraction between two rubidium atoms,
with a number of scales shown for com-
parison.
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Figure 7.10: Characteristic Fano profiles
for a number of @ parameters.

[22]: Fano (1961), ‘Effects of Configura-
tion Interaction on Intensities and Phase
Shifts’
[180]: Beutler (1935), ‘Über Absorption-
sserien von Argon, Krypton und Xenon
zu Termen zwischen den beiden Ion-
isierungsgrenzen 2%

2/0
3 und 2%

2/0
1 ’

for the Casimir-Polder effect [176]. These models combine a variety of
spectroscopic measurements to map out the bound-state structure of
the molecular potential. A many-parameter model for the potential is
then optimised to match the data. As a testament to the quality of these
potentials, our coupled-channels calculations based on these potentials
provide excellent agreement with our measurements of Feshbach reso-
nance properties. Tiemann’s -1Σ+6 and 03Σ+D potentials for rubidium are
shown in Fig. 7.9, using a combined total of 61 parameters.

7.4 Collision Resonances

Resonances are interesting phenomena to find in any area of physics:
suddenly something different happens. A pendulummight swing wildly,
a bridge might oscillate itself to pieces, or atomic scattering can be
massively magnified or suppressed. The observations of resonances and
their interaction is central to the remainder of this thesis.

Scattering resonances arise due to the coupling between a (quasi-)bound
state of the system, and the continuum of unbound scattering states. Ugo
Fano provided a seminal work describingwhat a resonance looks like due
to this coupling [22], when investigating the spectroscopic line-shapes
observed by Hans G. Beulter [180]. The characteristic profile given by

�(&) ∝ (@ + &)
2

1 + &2 (7.114)

is known as a Fano profile, or a Beutler-Fano profile and shown in Fig. 7.10.
Here, & is the parameter in which the resonance occurs (usually collision
energy or magnetic field), normalised by the width of the resonance, and
@ is called the shape parameter.

The Fano profile can also be cast in the form

�(&) ∝ sin2
[
�bg − arctan

(
1
&

)]
, (7.115)

which expresses that resonances correspond to a rapid change of � in
the scattering phase shift, on top of a background phase-shift �bg. The
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[182]: Feshbach (1958), ‘Unified theory of
nuclear reactions’
[26]: Chin et al. (2010), ‘Feshbach reso-
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role of the shape parameter @ is encapsulated in �bg, as @ = − cot(�bg).
The generation different Fano profiles from different background phases
is shown in Fig. 7.11.

In scattering, we cast resonances into two distinct flavours, the shape
resonance and the Feshbach resonance. In chapters 9 and 10, we shall
study the interaction between one resonance of each type.

7.4.1 Shape Resonances

Shape resonances are associated with quasi-bound states that exist due to
the shape of the potential. In this work, we will focus exclusively on the
production of such states by the introduction of the centrifugal barrier in
the potential, as found in states with non-zero angular momentum due
to the presence of the ℓ (ℓ + 1)/A2 term, though the presence of (virtual)
bound states near threshold for ℓ = 0 can also be called shape resonances.
In the ℓ > 0 situation, the centrifugal barrier may host a state above
threshold that would be classically bound but can tunnel through the
barrier. One can consider that two atoms get temporarily stuck together
inside the barrier, which enhances the scattering interaction and gives
rise to the resonance.

As shape resonances are due to the shape of the potential these tend to be
located at fixed energies. In special cases however, they are tunable: Yao
et al. [181] observe the tuning of a shape resonance with magnetic field,
as the shape of the potential changes due to the mixing of the singlet and
triplet potentials in a given channel.

7.4.2 Feshbach Resonances

Feshbach, or Fano-Feshbach resonances, named after Herman Fesh-
bach [182], arise due to coupling to a bound state in another (closed)
channel. In the presence of inter-channel couplings this is no longer a true
bound state: it becomes quasi-bound. During a collision, this resonance
can be interpreted as the short-lived creation of a molecule in this state.

One of the key aspects of the Feshbach resonance is its tunability. The
channels can be split by electric or magnetic fields, which provides a
way of bring a Feshbach resonance to a particular collision energy. We
utilise magnetic Feshbach resonances in our experiments, and indeed
there is a long history of doing so in atomic physics [26]. Their utility to
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[183]: Moerdĳk et al. (1995), ‘Resonances
in ultracold collisions of 6Li, 7Li, and
23Na’

[66]: Horvath et al. (2017), ‘Above-
threshold scattering about a Feshbach
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many experiments is the ability to tune the near-threshold interactions
by tuning the scattering length. In vicinity of a Feshbach resonance, the
scattering length varies with the magnetic field � like [183]

0(�) = 0bg
(
1 − Δ

� − �0

)
, (7.116)

for the Feshbach resonance width Δ and position �0 on top of the
background scattering length 0bg.

7.5 Colliding Clouds, Not Atoms

In the collision between clouds of atoms, as we perform experimentally,
there are a number of differences to the situations we have considered
above:

I the clouds have a finite temperature, and hence there are a range
of collision energies present,

I the range of momenta of the atoms in the cloud mean that not all
collisions happen on the same axis, and

I the clouds can be dense, and consequentially, atoms may scatter
multiple times, blurring any partial-wave shapes present.

In the experiments presented here, these effects are only minor and we
do not have large discrepancies from the predictions of coupled-channels
calculations.

In our cold, dilute clouds, the physics is dominated by two-body interac-
tions, which makes the coupled-channels calculation a good prediction
for each collision. Additionally, attempting to include an entire gas of
particles into this formalism would drastically increase the complexity.
Instead, we separate the quantum pair-wise collisions from the classical
effects of the cloud.

7.5.1 Thermal Averaging

Tomore accurately describe the collision of cloudswith finite temperature,
one can average the cross-section calculated by coupled channelsmethods
weighted by the thermal momentum distribution present in the collision.
We start by considering the momentum distribution of the clouds in the
reference frame where one cloud is the target, and the other the projectile,
approaching with energy �coll. Both clouds are considered to be at the
temperature ), and the collision energy is given by

� =
(pt − pp)2

4<
, (7.117)

with the corresponding momentum distributions given by [66]

5target(pt) =
1

(2�<:�))3/2
exp

[
−

p2
t

2<:�)

]
, (7.118)

5projectile(pp) =
1

(2�<:�))3/2
exp

[
−
(pp − ?coll ẑ)2

2<:�)

]
, (7.119)
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22: See (7.7)

23: The difference is a statement that the
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square of the means.

[64]: Thomas (2017), ‘Cold Collisions of
Ultracold Atoms’
[184]: Wade (2012), ‘Direct Simulation
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where ?coll =
√

4<�coll is the momentum associated with a collision of
energy �. The mean collision energy22 is then

〈�〉 = 1
4<

〈���pp − pt

���2〉 (7.120)

=
1

4<

(〈
p2
projectile

〉
+

〈
p2
target

〉)
(7.121)

≈ �coll +
3:�)

2
, (7.122)

where in the last approximation, we have assumed that �coll � :�), and
consequentially ?coll �

√
<:�). Note that we have not reclaimed our

desired collision energy: the mean collision momentum is ?coll, but the
mean energy is not �, though the difference is minimal for cold clouds.23
In energy, the variance is given by

var(�) =
〈
�2〉 − 〈�〉2 (7.123)

≈ 3
2
(:�))2 + 2�:�). (7.124)

The energy spread of the collider is then

�� =
√

var(�) (7.125)

≈
√

2�:�). (7.126)

This describes the curse of temperature: at low energies, the thermal
broadening is an appreciable fraction of the collision energy, and at
high-energies, the absolute thermal broadening can wash out any narrow
features. Unsurprisingly, starting with colder clouds is always better.

7.5.2 Alternatives

Averaging the scattering cross section over the range of thermal energies
present can only take into account the momentum spread along the
direction of the collision. It does not treat the range of directions in
the momentum, or the occurrence of multiple scattering. The next step
to include these effects is a full particle simulation. The clouds in our
collisions have much lower density than the gasses or liquids usually
studied in fluid dynamics, so when we need to include these effects, we
employ a style of rarefied gas simulations known as Direct-Simulation
Monte Carlo. This technique, pioneered by Bird, can accurately extend
the coupled-channels calculations to scattering situations where thermal
averaging is not sufficient [64, 184].

7.6 Summary

In the rest of this text, wewill continue discussing scattering in the partial-
waves expansion. For low energy collisions we only need to consider the
few lowest partial waves, and indeed, the rest of this work will consider
almost exclusively 3-wave scattering, as this is where the resonances
we examine are. The B-wave scattering is still apparent as a background
signal, however.
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We have seen that the (, ), and  matrices and the scattering phase shift
are all ways of totally describing the scattering behaviour. We will focus
primarily on the ( matrix and the phase-shift in the following chapters.
Phase shifts will underpin our discussion of quantum defect theory in
Chapter 8, and we have seen that the addition of a resonance phase
provides a simple explanation of how a scattering resonance changes the
scattering behaviour. Later in Chapter 10, we will study the poles of the
( matrix which give rise to the resonance phase, and explore how they
behave over the interaction between two scattering resonances.

Our discussion of coupled-channels calculations showed how we can cal-
culate the ( matrix, by integrating the log-derivative of the wavefunction
from short range to long range. This relies on a good model potential.
In our examination of quantum defect theory, we will see how we can
explain the scattering behaviour with a much simpler potential and a
few pieces of experimental data.
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Quantum defect theory (QDT) provides an alternative to the coupled-
channels calculations we discussed in the last chapter, which doesn’t
rely on a complex model for the inter-atomic potential. It achieves this
by separating the near threshold effects in the long-range potential and
encapsulating the complex short-range behaviourwith a single parameter
for each channel. We can make this separation between ranges because
they operate at vastly different energy scales: at long range, the cold
collisions we consider are less than 1 mK above threshold, but at short
range, the potential well is thousands of Kelvin deep. We then treat the
effect of the short range behaviour (encapsulated by a phase-shift) as
being independent of energy. The technique is amenable to simplifications
allowing the physics of cold collisions to be described by a few analytic
parameters [185–187].

The origins of quantum defect theory lie in investigations of atomic
spectra, where pure Coulomb potential of the hydrogen nucleus gives
the (non-relativistic) energy of a state

�= =
−�44

2ℏ2
1
=2 , (8.1)

where = is the principle quantum number and � ≈ <4 is the reduced
mass of the nucleus/electron system. A transition between states with
quantum numbers = and =0 will be excited by light with a wavenumber
of

�= − �=0

ℎ2
=

�44

4�ℏ32

(
1
=0
− 1
=

)
. (8.2)

A form of this expressionwas given as an empiricalmodel by Balmer [188]
and this was a triumph for early spectroscopy. Rydberg followed [189]
with a similar formula for the spectra of alkali atoms, which required
replacing = with (= − @0)where @0 is the quantum defect, initially thought
to be a constant but turned out to be a slowly varying function of the
wavenumber. Some time later, spurred by the development of quantum
mechanics, Hartree [190] related the quantum defect and optical spectra
to the solutions of the Schrödinger equation for the Coulomb potential,
calculated by connecting two separate long- and short-range solutions.
Seaton [191, 192] later developed a more complete QDT for the Coulomb
potential. QDT was later applied to more general scattering byMies [193],
and Greene, Fano and Rau [194], and specialised to the inter-atomic van
der Waals potential by Gao [195, 196].

In the quantum defect theory of atomic collisions, we will parameterise
the scattering behaviour by a short-range phase-shift, which takes the
role of the quantum defect, and connect reference functions with this
short-range phase shift to long-range reference functionswhichmatch the
scattering phase-shift. The key point is that the short-range phase-shift
can be taken to be independent of energy, while the long-range scattering
phase-shift does vary, especially near a resonance.

We will do this by taking the wavefunction given at short range by the
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Table 8.1: The approximate correspondence of different schools of QDT notation. We shall use the notation by Mies et al. in this work.
Expanded from [193].

Parameter Mies Seaton Fano Gao

Reference function (long-range) 5 , 6 B, 2 5 ,−6 5 , 6

Reference function (short-range) 5̂ , 6̂ 5 , ℎ 5 0 ,−60 5 0 , 60

Amplitude parameter �−1 �−1/2 or �−1/2 /66 or /−1
5 5

Irregular solution shift tan� . or R G −/ 5 6/
−1
5 5

Closed channel phase � �� �

QDT phase-shift � �−1

Scattering phase shift � � �

Short-range  matrix .(�) −� (B>)  0

1: Originally QDT was not presented in
the JWKB framework though the idea
of connection, as we will see in JWKB,
underpinned QDT and was shown to be
equivalent [194].
[194]: Greene et al. (1982), ‘General form
of the quantum-defect theory. II’

[197]: Ghatak and Lokanathan (2004),
‘The JWKB Approximation’

2: Often just called WKB, after the appli-
cations of Jefferys’ method [198], applied
to quantum mechanics by Wentzel [199],
Kramers [200], and Brillouin [201]

JWKB approximation, and comparing it to the well-known, long-range
solution to the Schrödinger equation. The difference will give rise to
QDT parameters �−1 and tan� (in the open channel) which describe the
effects of being close to threshold, as we find in cold collisions.

We present here an exploration of QDT starting from JWKB approxima-
tions, as the breakdown the approximation is intimately related to the
QDT parameters we use to describe our scattering.1 In terms of notation,
the scattering QDT theory was introduced by Frederick Mies [193] and
Greene, Rau, and Fano [194]. We follow the notation set out by Mies [193],
who additionally provides a mapping to the notation of other authors,
which is extended in table 8.1.

8.1 JWKB Approximation

Here, we study an approximate method which gives a direct solution
to the Schrödinger equation in 1D. Following Ref [197], we consider the
equation

d2

dG2#(G) + :
2(G)#(G) = 0, (8.3)

where we define
:2(G) = 2�

ℏ2 [� −+(G)]. (8.4)

We are going to examine a prospective solution of the form

#(G) = 4 8D(G) , (8.5)

to generate a JWKB solution, as named after Jefferys, Wentzel, Kramers
and Brillouin.2 Substituting this into (8.3), we find

8
d2D

dG2 −
(
dD
dG

)2

+ :2 = 0. (8.6)

To proceed to find D(G), we make one assumption which constrains the
validity of this approach: that the second derivative of D(G) is small and
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Figure 8.1: Exact solution and numeri-
cally integrated JWKB solution for the
= = 5 state of a harmonic oscillator.

can be ignored. In this limit,

−
(
dD
dG

)2

+ :2 = 0, (8.7)

which has the solution

D(G) = ±
∫ G

0

:(G′) dG′, (8.8)

where the value of 0 we pick only defines the overall phase of #.

If we now substitute the integral form of D(G) (8.8) back into (8.6), we see
that this requires

:2 ± 8 d:
dG

= :2. (8.9)

The tactic of dropping the second derivative of D is thus only valid if (8.9)
is approximately true, i. e., : is slowly varying:����d:dG

���� � ��:2�� . (8.10)

We add the absolute value signs to :2 because :2 < 0 in classically
forbidden regions, where the potential is greater than the wavefunction
energy.

To improve the estimate of the wavefunction we allow the amplitude to
vary by some function �(G). By substituting #(G) = �(G) exp[iD(G)] into
(8.3) and once again assuming : to vary slowly, we find

�(G) = �√
|:(G)|

, (8.11)

where C is a constant, and we again put an absolute value sign on :(G)
to account for the fact it can be imaginary.

We can now form the general solution from the superposition of both
signs of D, and split into two forms, depending on the sign of :2.

ΨJWKB =
�1√
:(G)

exp
[
i
∫ G

0

:(G′) dG′
]
+ �2√

:(G)
exp

[
−i

∫ G

0

:(G′) dG′
]
,

(8.12)
for :2 > 0, and defining �2 = −:2, we have

ΨJWKB =
�1√
�(G)

exp
[∫ G

0

�(G′) dG′
]
+ �2√

�(G)
exp

[
−

∫ G

0

�(G′) dG′
]
,

(8.13)

for :2 < 0. There is a very natural reason to split this up into two regimes:
not only does this represent that the wavefunction of a particle oscillates
in allowed regions and decays in forbidden regions, but when moving
between the two, :2(G) passes through 0. Near this point, (8.10) is no
longer satisfied, and the slowly varying : approximation breaks down.
In order to fix this pathology, one connects the two separate regions. As
shown in Fig. 8.1, even with connection, the solution is only valid away
from the boundary points.
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Figure 8.2: Regions of the JWKB approx-
imation

8.1.1 Connection Formulae

At a classical turning point, G = 0, we have :2(0) = 0. The JWKB solutions
we have provided so far are valid away from this point. The question is
now how are the JWKB wavefunctions to each side related.

The appropriate way to connect a solution from a classically-allowed
region where :2 > 0, to a classically forbidden region where :2 < 0 is by
using the boundary conditions

2√
:(G)

sin
[∫ 0

G

:(G) dG + �
4

]
→ 2√

�(G)
exp

[
−

∫ G

0

�(G) dG
]
, (8.14a)

2√
:(G)

cos
[∫ 0

G

:(G) dG + �
4

]
→ 2√

�(G)
exp

[
+

∫ G

0

�(G) dG
]
. (8.14b)

This situation is shown in Fig. 8.2, and the point 0 = 0 is the classical
turning point. For connecting a classically forbidden to allowed region,
i. e., if :2 is negative for G < 0, and positive for G > 0, then the two regions
can be connected by the same formula, with the limits of the integrals
reversed.

8.2 Single Channel QDT

We now move to take advantage of the different scales in length and
energy present in cold atomic collisions, as demonstrated in Fig. 8.3. The
solid blue line shows the triplet interaction potential between two 87Rb
atoms, while the dashed line shows the van der Waals potential. At short
range, the potential is deep and thus JWKB is valid. Figure 8.3c shows that
in this region, the shape of the wavefunction doesn’t change at different
energies, though the amplitude does. The shape is well-described by
the JWKB approximation. At long range, we examine cold collisions
at energies close to threshold. In this region : is small, JWKB breaks
down, and the threshold effects manifest. Figure 8.3d highlights that
the definitive feature of the wavefunction at long range is the scattering
phase shift �, and wavenumber :.

QDT introduces two pairs of reference functions associated with a
channel’s long-range reference potential. One pair 5̂8 , 6̂8 is defined by a
short-range boundary condition, and the other 58 , 68 is defined at long
range, where we can connect to our scattering boundary conditions.

If we momentarily consider the multi-channel scattering behaviour,
we can see the utility in these functions. Suppose that inter-channel
interaction happens within some inter-atomic distance A0. In this case,
the scattering wavefunction 7 at distance A > A0 can be written in terms
of diagonal matrices of the 5̂ and 6̂ reference functions:

7(A > A0) ∼ f̂ + ĝ_ , (8.15)

where . is effectively a short-range version of the  matrix appearing in
(7.42). With the choice of the JWKB form of 5̂ and 6̂ we will soon define,
the . matrix does not contain any dependence on the presence of the
threshold, and as such, can be considered constant about threshold.
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Figure 8.3: The different length and energy scales of the scattering problem in the ℓ = 2 entrance channel. (a) A realistic model potential
for the short-range, + , specifically the triplet potential of the entrance channel studied here. In this region, the long-range van der Waals
potential + lr approximation breaks down. (b) At threshold and over a wider range of separation, we show two scattering wavefunctions
derived from coupled-channels calculations, offset vertically by their collision energies. The van der Waals radius � is labelled, indicating
the length scale of + lr. (c) At short range, the shape of the wavefunction is independent of energy apart from variations of the amplitude.
The increase in amplitude demonstrated at 300 µK is associated with the nearby shape resonance. (d) A scattering wavefunction D at
long range along with the free-particle wavefunction Dfree. The difference between the two is given by the scattering phase-shift �, which
encapsulates the scattering interaction.

8.2.1 Open Channel Reference Functions

In one channel, we start with the pair of reference functions 5̂ and
6̂, which are solutions to the Schrödinger equations defined by the
short-range boundary condition,

5̂ (A) = 1√
:(A)

sin
(∫ A

0

dA′:(A′) + )
)
, (8.16a)

6̂(A) = 1√
:(A)

cos
(∫ A

0

dA′:(A′) + )
)
, (8.16b)

at A → A0 where both A0 and 0 are points where JWKB is valid, and the
local wavenumber is : =

√
2�(� −*(A))/ℏ as before. At this point, we

are free to choose ), the QDT phase. At this short-range position, these
reference functions depend only very weakly on energy, since |+(A)| is
much greater than the collision energy. Example reference functions and
the JWKB boundary conditions are depicted in Fig. 8.4.

For the open-channel, we can define a pair of long-range reference
functions

5 (A) A→∞∼ 1√
:

[
cos ��̂!(:A) − sin �.̂!(:A)

]
(8.17a)

6(A) A→∞∼ 1√
:

[
− sin ��̂!(:A) − cos �.̂!(:A)

]
, (8.17b)
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Figure 8.4: The functions 5̂ and 6̂ in-
tegrated out from the boundary condi-
tion (8.16a) and (8.16b) starting at A =
0.1'vdW in a van der Waals potential,
along with the JWKB functions that de-
fine the boundary conditions. The JWKB
approximation becomes invalid as we
move further out towards A → 'vdW.
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akin to those shown in Fig. 8.5. Equivalently (and perhaps more clearly),
we can give the boundary condition as sinusoids in the long-range limit
of these Riccati-Bessel functions

5 (A) A→∞∼ 1√
:

sin (:A + �ℓ/2 + �) , (8.18a)

6(A) A→∞∼ 1√
:

cos (:A + �ℓ/2 + �) . (8.18b)

In both of these forms, � is another phase we are free to choose. The
connection between both pairs of reference functions with boundary
conditions at short and long-range defines the QDT parameters in the
(open) channel: � and tan�:[

5

6

]
=

[
�−1 0

� tan� �

] [
5̂

6̂

]
. (8.19)

Connecting these functions imposes a relationship between ) and �,
though we are free to pick that � = �, the channel’s physical scattering
length. The choice of � simplifies things: it means that 5 alone is our
scattering wavefunction, and that in turn means that the . matrix from
(8.15) will only have off-diagonal terms. It also implies that 5̂ and 5

differ by only a scaling factor, while 6̂ and 6 also differ by a phase, as
demonstrated in Fig. 8.6.

The two innocuous parameters, � and tan� we have just introduced
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Figure 8.6: The reference functions 5̂ , 6̂,
5 and 6. Note that the shapes are similar,
and that 5 and 5̂ differ only in amplitude
(by �−1), and that 6̂ and 6 differ both in
amplitude and phase.

3: This cannot be said about most pa-
rameters in scattering theory, which may
vary wildly close to a resonance.

are significant results of QDT. They completely encapsulate the effect
of scattering near threshold, and are smooth functions of energy which
makes them amenable to interpolation.3 They also have simple mean-
ings: �−1 scales the wavefunction at short-range, so �−2 describes the
probability of penetrating to short-range, which is of particular interest
for ℓ > 0 where there is a barrier to get to short range. The phase � is
the phase lag between 6 and 6̂ which accumulates due to the different
kinetic energies at short range (∼1000 K), and long range (∼1 mK). With
our choice of normalisation, these parameters have limiting values of
� → 1 and tan�→ 0 for energies well above threshold, where the JWKB
approximation becomes valid everywhere, so 5̂ = 5 and 6̂ = 6. These
parameters are shown for a range of ) in Fig. 8.7.

So far, everythingwe have said is true for all open channels independently,
so they each have their own )8 , �8 , 6̂8 , 5̂8 , 58 , 68 , �8 and �8 . In this work,
we will only study a single partial-wave of a system with a single open
channel, and the coupled-channels can be modelled as a single closed
channel, so we will avoid adding channel subscripts without ambiguity.
In our discussion of multichannel QDT, we will simply use diagonal
matrices of these parameters.

8.2.2 Closed Channels

In the previous section, we only defined a long-range solution for open
channels. In terms of collision resonances, this would only allow us to
describe a shape resonance. To incorporate a Feshbach resonance requires
the presence of a closed channel, where the long-range behaviour is
obviously not of the form of 5 and 6 given previously. Instead, we
can connect the short-range 5̂ and 6̂ to an exponential decay into the
classically forbidden region, encapsulated by the QDT phase parameter
�, and a scaling N:

N(�)
[
cos �(�) 5̂ (�) − sin �(�)6̂(�)

]
A→∞∼ 4−�'

2
√
�
. (8.20)

We are here using �2 = −:2, as in the decaying functions of JWKB. This
highlights the similarities between � and �, and N(�) and �−1(�).

In this work, we do not attempt to directly calculate the QDT parameters
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4: See Fig. 7.9, which demonstrates that
deep region of thepotential iswellwithin
'vdW.

5: This is especially true for ℓ = 0. For
the ℓ = 2 rubidium system we exam-
ine experimentally, a shape resonance is
positioned at ∼ 4�vdW.

for the closed channel. We will simply assume that such parameters
exists in order to examine the interaction between the open and closed
channel.

8.2.3 The van der Waals Potential

QDT relies on a reference potential in each channel, which is only
constrained to reproduce the asymptotic behaviour in each channel, i. e.,
it must be correct in the long-range limit. In atomic scattering, we can
quickly specialise to the van derWaals potential, including the centrifugal
term of strength ℓ :

*(A) = �∞ + ℏ
2ℓ (ℓ + 1)

2�A2 − �6

A6 , (8.21)

where, �∞ is the channel threshold and �6 = 4691 a.u. for Rb2 [202].

The van der Waals radius is given from the reduced mass � and �6
potential coefficient by

'vdW =

(
2��6

ℏ2

)1/4
, (8.22)

and is simply a characteristic length scale of the potential, outside of
which the potential quickly becomes negligible. It thus provides a good
division between the short-range A � 'vdW and long range A � 'vdW.
For the Rb2 system, 'vdW = 87.37Å.4 The corresponding energy scale is

�vdW =
ℏ2

2�'2
vdW

, (8.23)

and for � � �vdW the threshold effects become small.5 For our Rb2, we
have �vdW = 73.1 µK.

For the 1/A6 potential, we know analytically a pair of solutions to
Schrödinger equation: the regular solution D− and irregular solution D+
given by,

D−(') =
√
'�(2ℓ+1)/4

(
1

2'2

)
(8.24a)

∼
{

2�−1/2'3/2 cos
(

1
2'2 − 2ℓ+1

8 � − 1
4�

)
, for '→ 0

'−ℓ , for '→∞
(8.24b)

D+(') = −
√
'.(2ℓ+1)/4

(
1

2'2

)
(8.24c)

∼
{

2�−1/2'3/2 sin
(

1
2'2 − 2ℓ+1

8 � − 1
4�

)
, for '→ 0

−'ℓ+1 , for '→∞
(8.24d)

where ' = A/'vdW and � and . are the Bessel functions of the first and
second kinds respectively [150, Sec. 10.7].
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van der Waals potential, calculated for
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6: This process is outlined here, though
further details and derivations can be
found in Appendix B.

8.3 Multichannel QDT

We have already mentioned that the QDT parameters in each channel
can be found separately. In our treatment of multiple channels, we
will use corresponding matrices of these parameters, which should be
understood to have the values for each channel along the diagonal.
Following Ref. [203], we partition the channels of the system into the
groups of open and closed, building the . matrix:

_ =

[
_OO _OC
_CO _CC

]
, (8.25)

where the _ matrix couples the reference functions to give the scattering
wavefunction at long-range,

7 = f (A) + g(A)_ . (8.26)

In this case, f and g are diagonal matrices of the reference functions in
each channel, which are mixed by the _ matrix due to coupling to other
channels.

To extract the scattering properties, we can extract the ( matrix from _
using the asymptotic forms of the reference function in each channel.6 In
the open channels, these are energy normalised, and can be related to
the JWKB solutions by the QDT parameters for each channel.

We then collapse the effect of the closed channels onto the open channels
by [203, Eq. (21)]

_̄ = _OO − _OC [tan . + _CC]−1 _CO , (8.27)

which is an #O × #O matrix, which encapsulates the coupling to closed
channels through the matrix of corresponding tan �. Unlike _ , _̄ can
vary rapidly as a function of energy and field (closed channel detuning),
as it contains the resonance behaviour. From _ , we build an effective  
matrix,

Q̄ = �−1
[
_̄
−1 − tan�

]−1
I−1 , (8.28)

to finally form the ( matrix:

( = 4 i/ (
1 + iQ̄

) (
1 − iQ̄

)−1
4 i/ . (8.29)

Here, the additional diagonal phase matrix 4 i� is added to the  matrix
form of (7.42), which accounts for matching to the solutions 5 and 6 at
long-range which already include the scattering phase shift �.

8.3.1 Multichannel Resonances

Scattering resonances in the open channel, e.g. shape resonances, are
contained in the behaviour of the single channel QDT parameters. Fesh-
bach resonances, which occur due to the presence of closed channels, are
not.
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[204]: Mies et al. (2000), ‘Manipulation of
Feshbach resonances in ultracold atomic
collisions using time-dependent mag-
netic fields’

7: Primarily, using the identity

arctan I = − 8
2

log
(

1 + 8I
1 − 8I

)
(8.34)

The total scattering phase-shift in the presence of a resonance is �bg+ �res,
where

�res(�) = − arctan

[
1
2Γ�(�)

� − �res − ��(�)

]
. (8.30)

Here we have the familiar notation for the position �res and width Γ of
the resonance, adding the energy shift of the resonance ��. The next
step is finding the resonance parameters Γ� , �� and �res in terms of QDT
parameters in a two channel model.

Two Channels

We consider the two channel case, as our scattering experiments only
have one open channel, and multiple closed channels can be treated as
one without loss of generality for a single isolated resonance [204]. With
our earlier choice of �8 as the scattering phase shift in each channel, the
coupling matrix . is purely off-diagonal,

. =

[
0 H

H 0

]
. (8.31)

With this choice of ., (8.27) and (8.28) provide

.̄ =
H2

− tan �
, (8.32)

 ̄ =
�−2H2

− tan � − H2 tan�
. (8.33)

Taking the logarithm of both sides of (8.29) for this  ̄ and simplify7, we
obtain an expression for the phase-shift.

� = � + arctan(') (8.35)

= � + arctan
(

�−2H2

− tan � − H2 tan�

)
. (8.36)

If we take a linear expansion of tan � about a resonance centred at �� ,
i. e., tan � ≈ %�

%� (� − ��), then with a little manipulation, we arrive at

� = � + arctan

(
%�
%� H

2�−2

�� − � − %�
%� H

2 tan�

)
. (8.37)

Here we define
Γ̄ = 2

%�

%�
H2 , (8.38)

which describes properties of the coupling at threshold, and gives a final
form of

� = � + arctan

(
1
2 Γ̄�

−2

�� − � − 1
2 Γ̄H

2 tan�

)
. (8.39)

We can contrast this with a canonical form of the phase shift for an energy
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8: We note that several works have a
different sign for �� (e. g. [26]). Our result
is in correspondence with others [186,
205].

[195]: Gao (1998), ‘Quantum-defect the-
ory of atomic collisions and molecular
vibration spectra’
[206]: Ruzic et al. (2013), ‘Quantum de-
fect theory for high-partial-wave cold
collisions’

resonance,

� = � − arctan

(
1
2Γ

� − �� − ��

)
, (8.40)

finding that in terms of QDT parameters, the resonance width Γ and
energy shift �� are given by 8

Γ = Γ̄�−2 , (8.41)

�� = −1
2
Γ̄ tan�. (8.42)

8.3.2 Resonances in Magnetic Field

We first make the assumption that the position of the (uncoupled)
resonance in energy moves linearly with the magnetic field:

�C = ��(� − ��), (8.43)

where �� is the resonance field at threshold.

In our experiment, we observe the resonance in magnetic field at a fixed
energy. We can observe how the scattering behaviour evolves in field by
substituting into (8.30):

�res = − arctan

[
1
2Γ�

� − ��(� − �C) − ��

]
= − arctan

[
1
2Γ�

−��( ���� − �C + ��)

]
= + arctan

[
1
2Γ�

� − �res

]
(8.44)

Here, we differentiate between the width in energy Γ�, and in magnetic
field Γ� = Γ�/��. We also define Γ̄� = Γ̄/��, so in terms of the QDT
parameters, we have

Γ� = Γ̄��
−2 (8.45)

�res = �C +
�

��
+ Γ̄�

2
tan�. (8.46)

By this stage, we have observed that the behaviour of a closed-channel
resonance can be completely described by a few simple parameters. This
conclusion comes from very few assumptions: the largest being that there
is a suitable bound state in the closed channel (i. e., tan � has a zero).
Translating to magnetic field, we have a complete description for the
width and position of the resonance, aswewill measure experimentally.

8.4 Calculation of QDT parameters

In order to analyse experimental collisions in the framework of QDT,
we need to find the QDT parameters (�−2(�), �bg(�), tan�(�)) for the
atomic system. This can be done analytically [195], or numerically [206].
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Figure 8.8: Regions of the inter-atomic
potential relevant to our calculation (not
to scale). JWKB is valid at short range,
and the boundary condition for 5̂ and
6̂ is defined here. The potential at short
range is complex and requires a detailed
model At long range, the potential is well
described by the van derWaals potential,
and the 5 and 6 boundary conditions
are prescribed here. The directions and
order in which we propagate reference
solutions is shown, with the regions in
which the boundary conditions are de-
fined.

9: The QDT solver was written in collab-
oration with James Croft.
[203]: Croft et al. (2011), ‘Multichannel
quantum defect theory for cold molecu-
lar collisions’
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r/RvdW

Figure 8.9: The two zero-energy solu-
tions (8.24) as they go into the centrifugal
barrier, shown for ℓ = 2 as the dashed
green line. In the classically forbidden re-
gion, D− is pure exponential decay, while
D+ is exponentially increasing.

10: See Fig. 8.9 compared to Fig. 8.10
where the 5̂ and 6̂ lose their linear inde-
pendence as the exponentially increasing
behaviour takes over. This is discussed
in Ref [206]

We use the following numeric process. We rely on calculations of QDT
parameters by numerically propagating the reference functions in the
long-range potential.9 The procedure uses boundary conditions from
Croft et al. [203], and implements the numerically robust strategy from
Ruzic et al. [206].

To start the 5̂ boundary condition we approximate the WKB phase in the
short range reference function, (8.16a), by using the short-range liming
phase of the zero-energy analytic van der Waals solutions D+ and D− in
(8.24), ∫ A

0

dA′:8(A′) ≈
1
2

(
A

'vdW

)−2

− �
4
− �

8
(2ℓ + 1). (8.47)

Thismakes the value of ) independent of the short-range position A0 used
in the computation. It additionally helps with stability of the numeric
propagation, as one solution is perfectly exponentially decreasing in the
forbidden region10—the centrifugal barrier for ℓ > 0. Approximating the
phase as independent of energy is justified by noting that the reference
functions are defined at short range where both the collision energy and
the centrifugal term are small compared to the depth of the potential, in
the same sense that we justify ) as independent of energy. As such 5̂

and 6̂ are assumed to be constant over the range of collision energies of
interest.

We integrate 5̂ from the boundary condition (8.16a) with the JWKB phase
from (8.47) out to long range, using the numeric integration algorithm
set out by Noumerov [162]. The function 5 is then given by energy
normalising the integrated 5̂ at long-range by matching to the boundary
condition (8.17a). The required scaling factor is the parameter �−1 and
the matching also gives � corresponding to ) = 0. This in turn defines 6
by (8.17b), which we integrated from long range back towards the short-
range starting point. Finally, we obtain tan� and �−2 at the short-range
starting point from 5 and 6 using the relations [203]
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Figure 8.10: Prospective 5̂ and 6̂ refer-
ence functions propagating into the clas-
sically forbidden region. Note that the
two solutions both end up exponentially
growing, and start to lose their linear
independence.
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lar collisions’
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molecular collisions’

�−2 = 5 2: + 5 ′2

:
, (8.48a)

cot� =
:(� − D)
:2 + �D , (8.48b)

where � = 5 ′/ 5 and D = 6′/6 are the log-derivatives. We compute the
derivatives required from the calculated functions using a four-point
finite difference, which matches Noumerov integration as a four-point
method.

After calculating a set of QDT parameters �, tan� and � at ) = 0, we
obtain a set of QDT parameters which is characteristic of the potential, but
do not match the scattering problem.We need to rotate the wavefunctions
5 , 6 through )̄ to the new reference 5̄ , 6̄ such that long-range phase
�̄ matches the physical scattering phase of the system under study.
This matching of �̄ defines the system’s QDT phase )̄. The appropriate
rotation is given by [

5̄

6̄

]
=

[
cos )̄ − sin )̄
sin )̄ cos )̄

] [
5

6

]
(8.49)

Fortunately, we can transform the QDT parameters according to this
rotation analytically by [207–209]

�̄ = arctan
[
�2 sin �(cos )̄ + tan� sin )̄) − cos � sin )̄

�2 cos �(cos )̄ + tan� sin )̄) + sin � sin )̄

]
, (8.50a)

tan �̄ = −
2�4 tan� cos 2)̄ +

[
1 + �4(tan2 � − 1)

]
sin 2)̄

2
{
�4 cos2 )̄ + sin )̄

[
sin )̄ + �4 tan�(2 cos )̄ + tan� sin )̄)

]} ,
(8.50b)

�̄ =

[
sin � sin )̄

�
+ � cos �(cos )̄ + tan� sin )̄)

]
×

√√√
1 +

[
cos � sin )̄ − �2 sin �(cos )̄ + tan� sin )̄)

]2[
sin � sin )̄ + �2 cos �(cos )̄ + tan� sin )̄)

]2 , (8.50c)

�̄ = � − )̄. (8.50d)

In practice, we find )̄ by fitting the resulting �̄ to our measurements of
the background scattering phase-shift, which we measure over a range
of energies. In theory, only one measurement is required, and for B-wave
scattering, )̄ can be extracted from simply the scattering length.
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Collision resonances are ubiquitous in atomic and particle physics, where
they arise due to coupling between the scattering continuum and a
bound-state of the system, and manifest as suppression or enhancement
of the collision interaction. In ultracold atomic physics, such resonances
have two major applications: they are a means of making precision
measurements of atomic properties, and they are an indispensable tool
for manipulating the interactions between atoms. The latter has been
demonstrated in a number of hallmark quantum atomic experiments,
including solitons [16], the BEC-BCS crossover [17, 18], and quantum
droplets [19].

The interaction between collision resonances is a subject of renewed
interest with the recent push to ultracold molecular experiments. It is
now possible to create ultracold samples of molecules and atoms where
the density of states is high enough that overlapping resonances is the
norm rather than the exception [210–212]. Jachymski et al. [185] have
studied the theory of overlapping Feshbach resonances in detail. Here,
we examine the case of interacting shape and Feshbach resonances.

In section 7.4, we laid out the basis of both Feshbach resonances and shape
resonances. Briefly, a quasi-bound state in an open channel potential
gives rise to a shape resonance. Figure 9.1 shows example potentials
for the entrance channel (blue) which, with the addition of angular
momentum (orange), contains a barrier in front of the potential well.
Colliding atoms can tunnel through the barrier, where a quasi-bound
state may be present.

A Feshbach resonance arises from the coupling to a bound state in a
closed channel. Such a closed channel, which is energetically inaccessible
when the particles are separated, is demonstrated in red in Fig. 9.1. Due
to the deep well in its potential, the closed channel shown is classically
accessible at short-range during a collision. If a bound state is present

Figure 9.1: Representative interaction
potentials. The B-wave channel is shown
in blue, and the addition of the 3-wave
angularmomentumgives rise to the solid
orange potential, with a barrier hosting
a quasi-bound state (dashed). In this ex-
ample, the centrifugal barrier is highly
exaggerated to be visible, as the bottom
of the well is nearly 6000 K below thresh-
old, while the height of the 3-wave bar-
rier is only around 400 µK. We also show
the potential of a closed channel poten-
tial in red, also with 3-wave character
and hosting a bound state (dashed). The
relative position of the closed channel
can be tuned with a magnetic field, and
the bound state associated with the Fesh-
bach resonance can be pulled through
the shape resonance. In the experiments
here, the bound-state rises from below
threshold as the magnetic field increases.
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in this region, the colliding atoms can temporarily bind in this state,
enhancing their interaction which results in a Feshbach resonance. In the
case of a magnetic Feshbach resonance, the different magnetic moments
of the entrance and closed channels allows us to manipulate the position
of the Feshbach resonance in energy.

With experiments on dissociating Feshbach molecules, Voltz et al. [213]
have previously encountered a situation with a Feshbach resonance
and a shape resonance simultaneously in play. In their experiment,
pairs of ultracold rubidium atoms were magnetically associated into
molecules via aFeshbach resonance. Subsequently, by jumpinganexternal
magnetic field, the bound state of the Feshbach molecules would be
transposed to a quasi-bound state far above threshold. The quasi-bound
molecules could then decay into free atomic pairs via B-wave and 3-wave
channels. The existence of a collisional shape resonance in the 3-wave
channel made a clear spatial imprint on the halo of outgoing atoms for
magnetic field jumps resulting in dissociation at energies near the shape
resonance. Dürr et al. [214] interpreted this using the formalism of half
collisions. Our experiments are full collisions and allow more tuning
of the interplay between a shape resonance and a Feshbach resonance.
In the current chapter, we present experimental observations of the
interaction, supplemented by coupled-channels calculations. We move
to characterise the behaviour in terms of multi-channel quantum defect
theory (QDT) developed in the previous chapter. We find that QDT
affords an excellent description of our data and provides a vehicle for the
physical interpretation thereof. Finally, we observe the ubiquity of the
Fano resonance and the underlying physics by relating the observations
to the interaction between the two classical resonances in a model of two
coupled pendula.

9.1 Experimental Process

While we have outlined the apparatus in Chapter 3, we now elucidate
the collision sequence for this specific experiment.

9.1.1 Atomic System

We collide atoms of Rb which are both in the |�, <�〉 = |1, 1〉 state,
which is the ground hyperfine state. This |1, 1〉 + |1, 1〉 entrance channel
has a plethora of Feshbach resonances, previously mapped out by loss
spectroscopy [215]. In the current study, we inspect the behaviour of a
3-wave Feshbach resonancewith themolecular state of the closed channel
designated by (�1 = 2, �2 = 2)E′ = −5, " = 2, where " = <�1 + <�2

and E′ is the vibrational quantum number counting from the (�1 =

2, �2 = 2) threshold. This resonance, which is predominantly comprised
of components from the |2, 0〉 + |2, 2〉 and |2, 1〉 + |2, 1〉 channels, can be
found near 930 G. The |1, 1〉 + |1, 1〉 channel also hosts a 3-wave shape
resonance near 300 µK [216, 217]. In our study, we can focus entirely
on 3-wave and B-wave scattering. At low energy, these low-ℓ partial
waves dominate, as other partial waves are strongly suppressed as a
consequence of threshold laws [154–156]. Furthermore, ?-wave scattering
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Figure 9.2: 3-wave scattering in our optical collider. (a) 3-wave angular emission pattern which dominates the distribution of elastically
scattered atoms in the collider experiment. (b) Optical collider procedure. Atomic clouds confined by laser beams are steered to collide in
free space while subject to a magnetic field. The resulting 3-wave dominated scattering halo is detected using absorption imaging. Figure
courtesy of Niels Kjærgaard
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is absent as contributions with odd-ℓ character are forbidden in colliding
indistinguishable bosons.

The Feshbach resonance we employ was predicted by Marte et al. [215] to
be located at 930.9 G with a theoretical zero-energy width of� 0.1 mG.
They experimentally observed it at �0 = 930.02 G using loss spec-
troscopy. Subsequent observations place this resonance at 930.89 G in
photo-association experiments [218]. Our own loss spectroscopy mea-
surements (described in Appendix A) observe zero-energy resonance at
929.921(3)G.

9.1.2 Procedure

Our collider is composed of a system of steerable optical dipole traps,
formed by pairs of crossed, red-detuned laser beams [219], as shown in
Fig. 9.2b. A horizontal guide beam defines the axis of the collision, while
a vertical beam can be translated by a pair of acousto-optic deflectors,
capable of producing multiple time-averaged traps by toggling the
frequency drive to the deflectors. We start each collision experiment
with a single crossed dipole trap loaded with a cloud of Rb atoms in the
|2, 2〉 state, which we have previously collected in a magneto-optical trap,
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and then evaporatively-cooled in an Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic trap. The
dipole trap then splits into two traps which are dragged apart by 500 µm
along the horizontal beam resulting in two clouds of approximately
equal size. The clouds are transferred into the |1, 1〉 state by microwave
adiabatic rapid passage [4] with the Zeeman states split by a small bias
field. We then lower the power of the horizontal guide beam to allow
the atoms to cool further by evaporation, finally attaining temperatures
of ∼800 nK. For the higher energy collisions, we separate the clouds up
to a distance of 2 mm allowing room for the run-up to the collision. We
tune the position of the Feshbach resonance by applying a magnetic field
with a pair of Helmholtz coils carrying a precisely controlled current [76],
before accelerating the clouds towards each other by steering the vertical
dipole beams. As the clouds reach the collision energy, at a separation of
120 µm, the dipole beams turn off and the clouds collide in the absence
of trapping.

9.1.3 Detection

Image Analysis

After the clouds separate post-collision, we apply a pulse of resonant
light to form an absorption image of the clouds. Figure 9.3 shows such an
image exhibiting a clear 3-wave character [217], with the atomdistribution
projected onto a plane. We integrate the acquired absorption image in
the direction orthogonal to the collision (i. e., vertically) and the resulting
integral carries a spatial imprint of shapes associated with the B and 3
partial waves, and the unscattered thermal clouds. By fitting these shapes
to the integrated image, we discern the scattered fraction S.

We derive the scattering shapes, shown at the bottom of Fig. 9.3, starting
with the probability density &(�, )) of a particle being scattered in the
direction defined by �, ), we simply take the differential cross-section,
normalised by the total cross-section,

&(�, )) = 1
�

d�
dΩ(�, )) . (9.1)

For the B-wave and 3-wave components we consider, from (7.45) and
(7.48), this is given by

&B,3(�) =
��)0 + )2

5
2 (3 cos� − 1)

��2
4� (|)0 |2 + 5|)2 |2)

, (9.2)

=

[
sin2 �0 +

25
4

sin2 �2(3 cos2 �) + 1)2

+ 5 sin �0 sin �2 cos(�0 − �2)(3 cos2 � − 1)
]

×
[
4�(sin2 �0 + 5 sin2 �2)

]−1 (9.3)

In the second form, we rewrite the probability in terms of the real phase
shifts, rather than the complex)matrix elements. This ismore convenient
for standard curve-fitting techniques.
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Figure 9.3: An absorption image after
a collision simultaneously close to both
the shape and Feshbach resonance. The
scattering here is strongly anisotropic,
with predominantly forward scattering.
There is a small about of scattering or-
thogonal to the collision axis, which is a
signature of 3-wave scattering. The rel-
ative phases of the partial waves in the
pictured collision suppress this orthog-
onal scattering when compared to pure
3-wave. Below the absorption image is
the integrated column density (blue), to
which our model is fitted in order to ex-
tract the parameters of the collision. The
lower plot also shows the unscattered
fractions and the partial-wave shapes
present.

The distribution & above describes the angular distribution we expect.
We now need to examine the radial distribution. Given that we allow
the atoms to expand for a fixed period after the collision, the radial
distribution arises from the final momentum distribution of the atoms
for each cloud, with the distance travelled by a particle of momentum ?

is given by

A(?) = ?CTOF

<
. (9.4)

In the lab reference frame, our experiment is symmetric, so to generate
the form of the halo, we need only consider one cloud. In the lab frame,
we accelerate the cloud to have an average momentum of ?0 =

√
2<�,

giving rise to the momentum distribution along the collision axis,

%(?) = 1√
2�<:B)

exp
[
−(? − ?0)2

2<:B)

]
. (9.5)

As the collisions here are elastic, the momentum is conserved so this is
also valid after the collision.
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We have already assumed that the momentum along the non-collision
axes is unimportant. In combining the radial and angular distributions,
if we make the approximations:

I that the initial position distribution is singular (a point), and
I that the )/( matrix is locally independent of momentum,

then the final distribution of atoms can be written as the product of the
momentum distribution and the spatial distribution

%(r) = %
(
? =

<A

CTOF

)
&

( AI
A

)
(9.6)

Here we have the collision distribution is decided by relative momentum,
but the distance in the lab frame is half that, and we substitute cos� = I

A .
We finally integrate over the coordinates orthogonal to I, the collision
axis to retrieve

%(I) =
√

2�
A0�

∫ ∞

|I |
exp

[
−(A − A0)2

2�2

]
&

( I
A

)
dA, (9.7)

wherewehave labelled thewidth as � = CTOF
√
:B)/<, and A0 = ?0</CTOF

is the radius associated with ?0.

For the unscattered clouds, where the scattering distribution is given
by &(cos�) = �(| cos� | − 1) or equivalently, &(I/A) = �(|I/A | − 1), we
recover the distribution of two Gaussian clouds

%un-scatt(I) =
1√

2��2

[
exp

(
−(I − I0)2

2�2

)
+ exp

(
−(I + I0)2

2�2

)]
. (9.8)

The B-wave component when integrated can be expressed in terms of the
complementary error function

%B(I) =
1

4A0

[
erfc

(
|I | − A0

2�

)
− erfc

(
|I | + A0

2�

)]
, (9.9)

where erfc(G) = (2/
√
�)

∫ ∞
G
4−0

2 d0.

For the combined B and 3 distribution, we perform this integral numeri-
cally during the curve fitting process, and extract the proportion of atoms
which are scattered, #scatt = #B + #3, and those that are not, #un-scatt
from the magnitude of the fitted distributions. The overall scaling of the
atom number is unimportant, as we take the scattered fraction S,

S=
#scatt

#scatt + #un-scatt
(9.10)

Cross-section

The cross-section is related to the scattered fraction by [5]

S=
�

1 + � , (9.11)
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Figure 9.4: The  parameter of the col-
lision as a function of the energy as ex-
tracted from fitting the Beutler Fano res-
onance profile with a fitted model from
(9.15).

where � = �B + �3 is the sum of the B and 3 partial-wave cross-sections,
and  is a geometry-dependent parameterwhich is left as a free parameter
when fitting the cross-section.

While the parameter  is extracted from our scatteringmeasurements, for
two identical Gaussian clouds  can be modelled by [5, Supplementary]

 =
#0

8�FGFH
, (9.12)

where #0 is the initial number of atoms, and F8 are the widths of the
clouds perpendicular to the collision direction: along the G and H axes.
We release the clouds before the collision at the fixed separation of
3sep = 120 µm, which means that the time of flight the clouds experience
before the collision is a function of energy. Indeed, as discussed in 3.5,
the cloud width goes like

F2
8 (C) = F

2
8 (0) + Ē8

2C2. (9.13)

The velocity here is perpendicular to the collision, so dependant only on
the temperature of the cloud. The energy then defines the time, as

C =
3sep

EI
= 3sep

√
<

2�
. (9.14)

Assuming the perpendicular widths are equal, FG = FH = F0, with the

perpendicular velocities given by E =
√

:B)
< , we have

 =
#0

8�
(
F2

0 +
3sep:B)

2�

) . (9.15)

We extract  for each measured energy, as a parameter from fitting
the resonance profile shortly described. These measurements from the
experimental data are shown in Fig. 9.4 and follow the trend laid out by
(9.15). Our lowest-energy estimate of  is particularly uncertain as lack
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1: See (7.68), and note that we have ex-
panded :2 here.

[220]: Miroshnichenko et al. (2010), ‘Fano
resonances in nanoscale structures’

of 3-wave scattering at low energy and the narrow resonance allow the
resonance fit to be confused by the background B-wave scattering.

Resonance Profile

For a particular partial wave ℓ , the corresponding partial cross-section
is1

�ℓ =
4�ℏ2(2ℓ + 1)

��
sin2 (

�ℓ
)
, (9.16)

where �ℓ is the corresponding scattering phase shift and the particles
have collision energy � and reduced mass �. As we are colliding iden-
tical bosons, (9.16) includes an additional factor of 2 compared to the
distinguishable particle case and is only valid for even ℓ . As the magnetic
resonance exists in the 3-wave channel, we take the B-wave phase-shift �B ,
and consequently �B to be constant in magnetic field and only a function
of energy. Close to a magnetic resonance, the 3-wave phase-shift �3 can
be modelled by the Beutler-Fano profile, which describes the scattering
phase as a function of both magnetic field �, and collision energy �,

�3(�, �) = �bg(�) + tan−1
(

Γ(�)/2
� − �res(�)

)
. (9.17)

With this resonancemodel, we extract the 3-wave background phase shift
�bg(�), along with the width Γ(�), and position �res(�) of the Feshbach
resonance for slices of the scattering behaviour taken by sweeping the
magnetic field at constant energy.

For comparison, one can further reduce the Beutler-Fano model above to
the common form of the Fano profile [220],

� =
4�ℏ2(2ℓ + 1)
<�(1 + @2)

(@ + &)2
1 + &2 , (9.18)

where @ is the so-called shapeparameter and & is the scaled, dimensionless
parameter in which the resonance occurs. In our case, the required
mapping to this form is given by @ = cot(�bg) and & = 2(� − �res)/Γ,
the inverse of the argument in (9.17). Select Fano profiles measured at
a number of different energies can be seen in Fig. 9.6, corresponding
to different regimes of the @ parameter. A sign change of @ flips the
curve, while the limiting cases provide a symmetric dip at @ = 0, and a
Lorentzian profile at |@ | → ∞.
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Figure 9.5: Examples of Fano profiles
of differing shape parameters @ as en-
countered in our experiments. Points
shows themeasured scattered fraction as
a function of magnetic field for four dif-
ferent collision energies�. The solid lines
are curve fits based on the Beutler-Fano
model of (9.16). The fitted parameters
�res and Γ� [cf. (9.17)] are indicated as
a dashed line and and a shaded area,
respectively.
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Figure 9.6: The collected experimental data (blue dots) with their Beutler-Fano fits (orange) on a surface of predictions from a
coupled-channels model.

9.2 Results

Our observations are summarised in Fig. 9.6, which shows the all the
measurement and the Fano profiles fitted to these, over a surface of
values predicted by coupled-channels calculations. Four selected sets of
measurements at constant energy are shown on the right, with the fitted
Fano profiles.

Figure 9.7 shows the observed behaviour of the Feshbach resonance along
with resonance parameters derived from coupled-channels calculations,
demonstrating the energy dependence of the Feshbach parameters in the
region of the shape resonance. The interplay between the two resonances
brings out a number of interesting phenomena for us to review.

In Fig. 9.7a, we see the 3-wave background phase shift in the open
channel to transition through the value �/2 at the shape resonance. Here,
the Fano profile undergoes a @-reversal which flips the shape of the Fano
profiles shown in Fig. 9.6. The background phase changes by a total value
of less than 3�/4 in this experiment, while isolated resonance normally
accrues a total phase change of � asymptotically—a general feature of
resonances in both quantum and classical systems. The discrepancy
can be explained by considering that the shape resonance is not a pure,
isolated Breit-Wigner resonance: not only are there other resonances in
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2: A result of threshold effects. See the
discussion of near-threshold scattering
in section 7.2.3.

[215]: Marte et al. (2002), ‘Feshbach Res-
onances in Rubidium 87: Precision Mea-
surement and Analysis’

[5]: Thomas et al. (2018), ‘Observation of
bound state self-interaction in a nano-eV
atom collider’
[221]: Ahmed-Braun et al. (2021), ‘Prob-
ing open- and closed-channel ?-wave
resonances’

the channel, but the background phase-shift of a channel would normally
evolve like �bg ∝ −�5/2 near threshold.2

As shown in Fig. 9.7b, the Fano profile develops a substantial width
over the shape resonance, broadening by orders of magnitude from the
width near zero-energy. The Feshbach resonance we inspect is considered
narrow [215], and the zero-energy width is limited by the weak B to
3-wave coupling, as 3-wave collisions are suppressed by the threshold
laws discussed in section 10.

Figure 9.7c displays the magnetic field at which the Feshbach resonance
is positioned, where we observe an oscillatory ‘kink’ in the trajectory,
shifting by a substantial fraction of the width of the resonance. Feshbach
resonances usually move smoothly in energy, their position driven by
the difference in magnetic moment between the two channels, which
is approximately constant here. Such non-trivial shifts in Feshbach
resonances have been observed previously: for example, we have found a
non-monotone trajectory of a Feshbach resonance due to interaction with
a virtual state [5], and Denise et al. [221] predict a trajectory deviating
from linear due to the influence of a ?-wave shape resonance.

We also see that the experimental data deviates from the parameters
predicted by coupled-channels calculations for the ideal two-particle case.
In particular, the extreme values of the width and kink are not met. In
Fig. 9.7, we also provide predictions of the resonance parameters derived
from a thermal average of the calculated cross-section for a temperature of
1 µK. These match the experimentally observed behaviour well without
any fitting parameters.
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Figure 9.7: The properties of the Fesh-
bach resonance as measured at a number
of collision energies: (a) the background
phase shift and corresponding @ param-
eters, (b) the width of the resonance,
and (c) the position of the resonance in
magnetic field. Included are theoretical
calculations produced by our coupled
channel model, and their thermal out-
line (as outlined in section 7.5.1).
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9.3 QDT Analysis

In section 8.3.2, we observed that the width and position of a Feshbach
resonance was given in terms of the QDT parameters by

Γ(�) = �−2(�)Γ̄� , (9.19)

�res(�) = �0 +
�

��
+ Γ̄�

2
tan�, (9.20)

We calculate the QDT parameters as described in section 8.4, finding
the open channel QDT phase ) ≈ 0.590� by fitting � to all the observed
background phase shifts, which provides the �2 and tan� shown in
Fig. 9.8. Additionally, we obtain estimates of Γ̄ = 96 µK, �� = 184 µK G−1,
and �� = 928.7 G by fitting the observed resonance position to (9.20).
Subsequently, we plot the resonance parameters derived from the QDT
parameters in Fig. 9.9. If we compare these resonance parameters with
those in Fig. 9.7, we see that the QDT produces a better fit to the
experimental data than the coupled-channels calculations until thermal
averaging is included. Comparing the phases of the two plots, we see
that the thermal effect on the phase, from which we derive ), is minimal.
Consequently, �� and Γ̄ likely incorporates the effects of colliding thermal
clouds and are therefore less likely to be accurate estimates of the true
two-body parameters.

If we consider how the QDTmodel relates to our observed width, we can
see from Equation (9.19) that the width scaling of the Feshbach resonance
is entirely due to the �−2 parameter. The �−2 parameter encapsulates
enhancement or suppression of the wavefunction tunnelling to short-
range in the open-channel. The width of a resonance is constrained by
the strength of the coupling to the associated (quasi-)bound state. In the
case of the Feshbach resonance, this can be written as

Γ ∝ 1
2
〈# |+

��)〉
, (9.21)

where # is the scattering wavefunction, and ) is the bound-state wave-
function. As the bound-state is entirely at short-range, the increased
amplitude of #(A) at short-range scales up the inner-product in (9.21).
These wavefunctions and the scaling are demonstrated in Fig. 9.10, which
is derived from coupled-channels calculations.

In the QDT picture, we can frame the resonance position kink in terms of
the other QDT parameter, tan�. Equation (9.20) describes the position of
the Feshbach resonance. The first two terms describe the linear tuning
in field due to the different magnetic moments of the two channels. The
final term gives the shift due to the open channel,

�� = − Γ̄�
2

tan�. (9.22)

The calculated tan� for this system shown in Fig. 9.8 explains the non-
monotone resonance trajectory. As tan� is non-zero at threshold, it
suggests that the zero-energy position of the Feshbach resonance is
already significantly shifted by the coupling to the open channel, that is,
by the presence of the shape resonance.
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Figure 9.8: The QDT parameters we cal-
culate for our system, which describe the
threshold effects of the 3-wave entrance
channel. �2 describes the amplitude of
the wavefunction at short-range, with
a peak at the shape resonance, and re-
duces to zero at threshold (� → 0) as
the 3-wave centrifugal barrier becomes
harder to penetrate. tan� describes the
short-range phase.

[187]: Raoult and Mies (2004), ‘Feshbach
resonance in atomic binary collisions in
the Wigner threshold law regime’

The kink shown in Fig. 9.9c is sufficiently large that, a glance, one would
expect to encounter the Feshbach resonance three times when scanning
in energy at certain fixed magnetic fields. Figure 9.11 paints the picture
of the scattering phase, and its sine-squared which is proportional to
the cross-section, showing that over the kink where one would find a
‘second encounter’ of the resonance, the position magnetic field can be
seen to deviate from the regions of strong scattering (sin2 �→ 1). In the
next chapter, we show that in this region the strong scattering is from
two resonances that are partially of both Feshbach and shape resonance
character, as the quasi-bound states associated with the two resonances
undergo an avoided crossing. We highlight here in the winding of the
scattering phase, that the position of the resonance in magnetic field is
separated from the position of the resonances in energy. In effect, the Fano
profile we observe during this separation arises in the temporary absence
of a nearby quasi-bound state. As Raoult and Mies [187] observe, one
cannot always assign ameaningful energy width to a Feshbach resonance
due to the energy shift. Here, this is because the Feshbach resonance
splits in energy and is no longer well-defined. In Chapter 10, we will
show that this occurs as the Feshbach and shape characters of the energy
resonances mix, as the states undergo an avoided crossing. In magnetic
field however, the Fano profile is always singular and well-defined: the
width of the resonance is clear.
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Figure 9.9: The properties of the Fesh-
bach resonance as measured at a number
of collision energies: a) the background
phase shift and corresponding @ parame-
ters, b) the width of the resonance, and c)
the magnetic field of the resonance. We
include predictions from the multichan-
nel quantum defect theory model.
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Figure 9.10: The interplay between the
bound-state (orange) wavefunction and
the scattering states (blue) as generated
by coupled-channels calculations. The
enhancement of the feshbach resonance
by the shape resonance occurs due to
the increased amplitude of the scattering
wavefunction in the region of overlap for
collision energies near the shape reso-
nance.

a)

b)
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Figure 9.11: The scattering phase pro-
duced by QDT calculations in both col-
lision energy and magnetic field. The
upper panel shows sin2 �, which is pro-
portional to the scattering cross section,
but removes the 1/� dependence. The
lower pane shows the scattering phase
shift. On both panels, the position of
the Fano resonance in magnetic field is
shown in red, both from the model (line)
and the measurements (dots). On the
lower panel, the resonance positions in
energy (the maximum changes in phase)
are shown as solid orange lines, while
the non-interacting resonance positions
are shown dashed. In the top panel the
resonance positions are highlighted by
the extreme suppression and enhance-
ment.
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[222]: Schwarz et al. (2015), ‘Fano
resonances in scattering: an alternative
perspective’
[223]: Heiss and Wunner (2014), ‘Fano-
Feshbach resonances in two-channel
scattering around exceptional points’
[224]: Joe et al. (2006), ‘Classical analogy
of Fano resonances’
[225]: Souza et al. (2015),
‘Electromagnetically-induced-
transparency-related phenomena
and their mechanical analogs’

Figure 9.12: A schematic for the simple
classical system described by (9.23): a
pendulum with resonant frequency $1
which is driven at frequency $, weakly
coupled to a second pendulum with res-
onant frequency $2.

9.4 Coupled Pendula

So far, we have discussed how we can apply coupled-channels and
QDT models to the data, both of which stem from attempts to directly
solve the Schrödinger equation for the scattering process. However, the
Fano profiles seen in our magnetic field sweeps are pervasive in physics,
arising in systems both classical and quantum in nature.We now turn to a
classical model known to produce Fano profiles [222–225] to complement
the quantum models. We examine a system of two pendula with natural
frequencies $8 which are weakly damped with rates �8 and weakly
coupled by a spring of constant �. The pendulum system is shown in
Fig. 9.12 and governed by the equation

¥x +
[
�1 0
0 �2

]
¤x +

[
$2

1 �
� $2

2

]
x =

[
�4 i$C

0

]
, (9.23)

where x = (G1 , G2)T is the state vector of the system, and the first
pendulum is driven by a force �4 i$C . The steady state amplitudes 01 , 02
and phases �1 , �2 of (9.23) can be solved analytically [223], and we define
the scaling by fixing $1 = � = 1.

The analogy between the pendula and the atomic scattering is highlighted
in comparing the two panels of Fig. 9.13, which shows the scattering cross
section in energy, and the amplitude of the first pendulum as a function
of the drive frequency $. The similarity between the amplitude of the
first pendulum and the cross section becomes clear, as does the role of
the drive frequency as the collision energy. In Fig. 9.13, the Fano profile
can be seen about the resonance of the second pendulum $2 on top of the
profile of the first pendulum resonance $1, analogous to the Feshbach
resonance imposed on top of the shape resonance profile. This division of
resonances associates the first pendulum with the open channel, and the
second pendulum with the closed atomic channel. This classical model
provides us with a way of easily manipulating the strength/width of the
resonances �1, �2, as well as the coupling � between channels (pendula),
all of which are not free-parameters in our collision experiment.

Previous explorations of the dual classical resonator system tend to fix the
positions of the resonances $1 and $2, then probe the system by varying
the frequency/energy of incoming stimulus, $—effectively measuring
the cross section as a function of energy at a constant field. In order to
match the experimental procedure with the pendulum, one must fix the

Table 9.1: Parameter mapping between the classical coupled resonators and the interacting scattering resonances.

Classical model Collsion Experiment
Drive frequency $ Collision Energy �

Amplitude of driven pendulum 01 Scattering cross-section �

Natural frequency of driven pendulum $1 = 1 Uncoupled shape-resonance position ∼300 µK
Natural freuqnecy of coupled pendulum $2 Uncoupled Feshbach-resonance position �res in (8.30)

Damping of driven pendulum �1 Width of the shape resonance
Damping of coupled pendulum �2 Width of the Feshbach resonance Γ� in (8.30)

Coupling strength � Inter-channel coupling Γ̄
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Figure 9.13: Upper: The atomic scatter-
ing cross-section at a fixedmagnetic field,
showing two resonances, resulting from
the interaction of the shape and Fesh-
bach resonances. Lower: The amplitude
of the first pendulum’s motion 01 as a
function of drive frequency,which shows
the standard resonance structure at $1,
and a Fano resonance at $2.
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Figure 9.14: The amplitude and phase
of the first pendulum when it is isolated
from the second.

3: This is the effect demonstrated in
Fig. 7.11
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Figure 9.15: Phases of the first and sec-
ond pendulum, in the case of $2 > $1.
The phase of the first pendulum �1 goes
through � over its resonance, $1 = 1,
then experiences a jolt at $2 = 1.5 due
to the second resonance. However, with
respect to �1, the phase of the second
pendulum, �2 simply goes through � at
$2.

[226]: Gallinet (2018), ‘Model of Coupled
Oscillators for Fano Resonances’

drive frequency and vary the position of the second resonance, $2. This
produces Fano profiles isolated from the resonance profile of the open
channel, all of which exhibit the same @-reversal, broadening, and kink
we see in the atomic collisions.

The @-reversal comes from the phase of the first pendulum �1 (shown
in Fig. 9.14), which goes through a shift of � around $1. Being a simple
damped, driven pendulum, the second pendulum itself can be treated as
an isolatedpendulumwith thedriving force given by thefirst pendulum—
it goes through its own resonance shift of � with respect to the first
pendulum, as shown in Fig. 9.15. The @-parameter describes whether
the addition of the second pendulum will constructively or destructively
interfere with the drive force.3

The Fano profile again broadens over the increase in amplitude in the
first resonance. In atomic scattering, we have observed broadening linked
to the wavefunction amplitude at short-range, both predicted by coupled-
channels calculations and by the QDT �−2. The pendula system makes
this obvious: the peak of the first pendulum increases the drive to the
second pendulum, which in turn results in a stronger effect on the first
pendulum.

The origins of the kink are perhaps more subtle, though we can observe
this in the Fano profiles produced by the classical system. The shift of the
observed resonance from the natural frequency of the second pendulum
is given by [226]

�$2($) = �2 $2
1 − $2��$2

1 + 2i�1$ − $2
��2 . (9.24)

The shift is proportional to �2, the coupling between the resonanceswhich
is analogous to the Γ̄ parameter from multichannel QDT. Enhancement
of the resonance shift with � is shown in Fig. 9.16. The direct analogue of
tan� is, in effect, the rest of the expression in (9.24). Indeed, our QDT
exploration tells us that the shifting of the Feshbach resonance arises
due to the open channel, which is what we observe in (9.24). After fixing
$1 = 1, we only have the damping rate �1 as a free parameter. As a
demonstration, Fig. 9.17 shows the kink in resonance position observed
by the pendula system for a range of �1, and the kink becomes a very
sharp effect at small damping rates. An interesting comparison to this
shift can be seen in the energy picture, where we have observed the two
resonances to undergo an avoided crossing. In this case, however, the
avoidance of the crossing additionally depended on the width of the
closed-channel resonance [2].

We can make the comparison to the framework of QDT more complete.
Figure 9.18 shows the properties of the classical resonator system and
the QDT analogues. All of these are properties of the open channel—the
first pendulum. The amplitude factors, �−2 and 01 have a similar form,
and both cause broadening of the Fano resonance. Note, however, the
limiting behaviour: �−2 goes to zero at threshold due to the difficulty of
tunnelling through the centrifugal barrier for ℓ = 2, while the pendulum
has a finite amplitude. The reverse is true in the high-energy limit, where
�−2 → 1 and 01 → 0. The form of phase shifts match, but as previously
noted, the atomic resonance phase does not fully go through � in this
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Figure 9.18: The properties of the pen-
dula system (blue) and their correspond-
ing QDT parameters (orange). The un-
coupled pendulum amplitude is paired
with �−2, the uncoupled pendulum
phase is paired with the open channel
scattering phase �, and the shift ((9.24))
is paired with tan�.
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Figure 9.16: Effect of � on the shift of
the Fano profile, demonstrating shift in-
creasing in magnitude and width with
increasing �.
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Figure 9.17: Effect of �1 on the shift
of the Fano profile. The shift increases
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localised without substantially broaden-
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instance. Additionally, we show tan� and the shift from (9.24), showing
a similarity in shape.

9.5 Conclusion

While collision resonances are often studied in isolation, in this work
we have examined the effect of one resonance on another in ultracold
atomic collisions, which has provided a very clean demonstration of
the interaction. By manipulating the collision energy and magnetic field
for collisions of 87Rb atoms near a shape resonance and a Feshbach
resonance, a non-trivial interplay arises. Focusing on the effect on the
Feshbach resonance, we find a @-reversal of the Fano scattering profile,
strong broadening, and an oscillatory kink in the Feshbach resonance
trajectory as it moves over the Shape resonance.

We explored this interaction in terms of a quantum defect model for
whichwe observe an excellent match tomeasurements, and demonstrates
that these are primarily open-channel effects, related to the short-range
enhancement and phase rotation of the scattering wave-function.

Additionally, we show that this same behaviour arises in classical coupled
resonators, using a model of coupled, damped pendula. This showed a
number of qualitative similarities to the results from QDT.
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In quantummechanics, the collision between two particles is captured by
a scattering matrix which describes the transfer from an initial entrance
state to a final outgoing state, as introduced in Chapter 7. Analyticity of
the elements of this (matrix enables their continuation onto the complex
energy plane and opens up a powerful and widely used framework in
scattering theory, where bound states and scattering resonances for a
physical system are ascribed to (-matrix poles.

The locations of (-matrix poles are determined by the interactionpotential
of the system Hamiltonian. In the Gedankenexperiment of gradually
changing the potential parameters of the system, the complex energy
poles will begin to move, and in their ensuing flow, two approaching
poles will interact. This interaction has been investigated theoretically, for
example, in the cases of various potential wells [30, 227–231], or coupled
two-state systems [27, 29, 232–234]. In the latter instance, it was shown
that inter-channel coupling may give rise to avoided crossings of poles
similarly to the Landau-Zener avoided crossing for coupled discrete states
of a bound system. An actual observation of this intriguing interaction
between scattering poles in a collision experiment has, however, been
elusive.

In Chapter 9, we experimentally investigated atomic scatteringwhen both
a shape resonance and a Feshbach resonancewere atwork simultaneously.
Re-examining the same system here in the light of the analytic ( matrix,
we observe the signature of an avoided crossing between the two (-
matrix poles corresponding to the resonances. In these experiments
with rubidium atoms colliding at energies in the nano-eV range, one
pole originates from a 3-wave shape resonance and the other from a
3-wave magnetic Feshbach resonance. Our system is well described
by a two-channel picture and illuminates with remarkable clarity the
interplay between the two archetypal types of resonances found in
atomic scattering: shape and Feshbach resonances, which we described
in section 7.4. Because both resonances have a 3-wave character, the
interplay dramatically affects the scattering cross section at the nominal
position of the shape resonance while scattering at threshold remains
B-wave and largely unaffected.

In this chapter, we first look at analyticity on the complex plane to
understand how we can extend the ( matrix, which we observe and
calculate at positive, real energies1, to the complex plane. We then employ
a Padé approximant to perform the extension. Finally, we make the move
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Im z

Re z

dz

d f(z)

Figure 10.1: The complex derivative de-
scribes the complex number bywhichdI,
an (infinitesimally) small disk, is scaled.
This means that the disk dI can only be
amplified and twisted in phase for the
derivative to be well-defined.

dx

x

d f(x)

Figure 10.2: The derivative of a real func-
tion can be easily recognised in terms of
the “rise” of a function as it “runs” along,
giving the colloquial definition of “rise
over run”.

2: Or interchangeably, holomorphic
[235]: Needham (1997), Visual Complex
Analysis

[236]: Pólya and Szegö (1972), Problems
and Theorems in Analysis I

3: Functions, which are analytic ev-
erywhere and are identical along an
Ångstrom line are subsequently identi-
cal over the known universe. There is
no limit here. Doing this process nu-
merically is, however, intangible, as any
rounding error is massively amplified.

into complex energy and observe the interaction as an avoided crossing
between two poles.

10.1 Analytic Continuation

Before we venture away from the physical case of colliding with positive
real kinetic energies, let us revisit a simple idea from complex analysis
which we will rely on moving forward: that of analytic functions.

A complex-valued function 5 (I), defined over a region of the complex
plane is said to be analytic2 if its complex derivative is well-defined. More
rigorously, the function 5 (I) over the region ' is analytic over this region
if, for all I0 in ', the limit

5 ′(I0) = lim
I→I0

5 (I) − 5 (I0)
I − I0

, (10.1)

is well-defined. This is akin to the definition of the real derivative, but all
quantities involved are complex and I approaches I0 from all directions.
The complex derivative requires that a small region dI only be amplified
and/or twisted and cannot be skewed in a particular direction. This leads
to a picture of the complex derivative as an “ampli-twist” [235], shown
in Fig. 10.1.

The complex derivative is a much stronger constraint than that of the
real derivative we are generally more familiar with in Fig. 10.2. It can
equivalently be expressed as a constraint between the real and imaginary
derivatives: If we set I = G + iH, and let 5 = D + iE, then the existence
of the complex derivative requires the Cauchy-Riemann equations be
satisfied:

%D

%G
=

%E

%H
, (10.2a)

%D

%H
= −%E

%G
. (10.2b)

These state that when treating the real and imaginary components of
the function as a vector, the resulting field is irrotational (has zero curl)
and solenoidal (has zero divergence) [236, Sec. 3.2.3]. It is such a strong
constraint, that it leads us to a uniqueness theorem .

If two functions over a region are analytic, and the functions
are identical along a curve inside this region, then the two
functions are identical everywhere.

This theorem is surprisingly powerful—there is no restriction on how
small the curve can be with respect to the domain.3

Additionally, we do not require the two functions to be analytic over the
same region, just that the curve lies in the overlap. But, they must still be
identical everywhere. If we have an analytic function only defined on a
small region, then we can find another function which matches, it but is
analytic on a new or larger area, e.g., the whole complex plane. In this
way, we continue the original function onto a larger region, a process
known as analytic continuation.
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4: It turns out that the range of conver-
gence is limited to a disk bounded by the
existence of poles in 5 (G) at G = ±i.

f(z)

g(z)

Figure 10.3: If two analytic functions are
equal along a curve (e. g., a line segment),
then they are equal everywhere.

[237]: Baker and Graves-Morris (1996),
Padé Approximants
[238]: Kukulin et al. (1989), Theory of Res-
onances
[239]: Press et al. (2007), Numerical
Recipes: The Art of Scientific Computing

The next question might be: If the two functions are the same, then how
are they defined over different regions? The answer here often comes
down to representation. Consider the function

5 (G) = 1
1 + G2 , (10.3)

which is well-defined for all real numbers. Consider the Taylor expansion
about zero, which is

6(G) =
∞∑
9=0
(−1)9G29 . (10.4)

Both of these expressions represent the same function, but the series 6(G)
only converges for −1 < G < 1.4

In our case, we can calculate the components of the (-matrix at a series
of points along the real line (i. e., discrete samples of a curve). We then
seek another representation which is defined on a larger region of the
complex plane—the Padé Approximant.

10.2 Padé Approximants

The PadéApproximant [237] is a powerful tool for approximating analytic
functions, closely related to the Taylor and Lorentz expansions of a
function. This is useful both in the study of resonances [238], and
in the efficient approximation of special functions [239]. In the latter
reference, the authors note that compared to power series techniques,
“Padé approximants can give you genuinely new information about your
function’s values”—a surprising result, which is exactly what we exhibit
in this chapter.

The Padé approximant 5 [#,"](I) of the function 5 over the complex
variable I, is defined by

5 [#,"](I) = %(I)
&(I) , (10.5)

where %(I) and &(I) are polynomials of degree # , and" respectively,
given by

%(I) =
#∑
8=0

08I
8 , &(I) =

"∑
8=0

18I
8 . (10.6)

For the purposes of making the polynomials unique, we use the conven-
tion that 10 = 1.

This form makes the Padé approximant ideal for revealing the poles.
Unlike a Taylor polynomial, the region in which the Padé approximant
converges is not restricted by the presence of poles. This can be seen in
the examples of Fig. 10.4.

There are a number of methods of finding the Padé approximant for a
given function. In our case for analytic continuation of coupled-channels
calculations, we start from numeric calculations of 5 (I) for a set of points
I8 , which lie along the positive real line. We wish to find %, & such that

5 [#,"](I8) =
%(I8)
&(I8)

= 5 (I8), (10.7)
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Figure 10.4: The a) Lorentzian and b)
sine functions expressed as both Padé
approximants and Taylor expansions. a)
The Lorentzian curve can be expressed
exactly by a Padé approximant of order
[1, 2], while various orders of Taylor ex-
pansion taken about G = 0 are shown, up
to order 20, but diverges from the func-
tion outside the range (−1, 1) due to the
poles at G = ±i. b) The sine function is
shownwith a Padé approximant of order
[5, 6] and a Taylor expansion of order 12.
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5: The process is detailed in Ref. [238]
performs a linear least-squares fit.

6: As with all numeric problems, there
are some trade-offs to be made here. In-
creasing the number of degrees of free-
dom in the approximant can result in
over fitting: spurious poles that have lit-
tle contribution to the scattering and are
simply part of the background phase
shift. Additionally, there is a question of
scale: the Padé approximant is only use-
ful for a limited region of the complex
plane, outside of which we find more
spurious poles. Interestingly, our contin-
uations have never produced the poles
below threshold, and we include these
with bound-state calculations. Indeed,
between the measured calculated values
of ( and these bound-states, there is a
branch point at � = 0.
[148]: Taylor (2006), Scattering theory: the
quantum theory of nonrelativistic collisions
[240]: Eden et al. (1966), ‘The analytic
(-Matrix’
[241]: McVoy (1967), ‘Nuclear resonance
reactions and (-matrix analyticity’

or
&(I8) 5 (I8) − %(I8) = 0. (10.8)

Additionally, we have many more computed points than we would like
to add degrees of freedom to our approximant, resulting in an over-
constrained problem. We resolve this in a least squares sense, i. e., we
minimise the sum of squared residuals,

� =
∑
8

|&(I8) 5 (I8) − %(I8)|2 , (10.9)

to optimise the coefficients of the polynomials. The resulting linear
least-squares problem can be solved using standard techniques.5

Solving the linear system above with the ( and ) matrices generated
from coupled-channels calculations, we are able to produce a Padé
approximant which continues the calculations from the real line, into
the complex plane, by invoking the analyticity of these functions. In
particular, we are able to see the position of the poles of the ( matrix, as
predicted theoretically. 6

10.3 Analytic Scattering Operators

The analytic properties of the ( matrix have been studied in detail [148],
and there is even a book named after the idea [240]. In particular, we
will see how poles arise in the ( matrix, and how they relate to bound
states and resonances. These poles are situated at non-physical complex
energies, and as pointed out by McVoy [241],

. . . [(-matrix poles] have often been viewed as mathematical
oddities, only tenuously connected with physical reality.

Later in this chapter, we will present how our physical observations
manifest from the interaction of (-matrix poles in the complex plane,
underpinned by the framework presented here.
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[242]: Jost (1947), ‘Über die falschen Null-
stellen der Eigenwerte der (-Matrix’
7: using Taylor’s sign conventions [148]

8: Specifically, the Riccati-Hankel func-
tions from (7.109)

9: The Wronskian is defined by

, [ 5 , 6] = det
[
5 6

5 ′ 6′

]
= 5 6′ − 6 5 ′

(10.12)

10: It turns out choosing to have Fℓ zero
at :̄ rather than−:̄ avoids issues at A → 0
as well.

10.3.1 Jost Functions

We move to introduce the Jost functions [242]7, which provide an ana-
lytic way of expressing the incoming and outgoing components of the
asymptotic scattering wavefunction. This allows us to build our analytic
( matrix and see how the poles arise at (quasi-)bound states.

Solving the radial Schrödinger equation (7.22), we used boundary condi-
tions that allowed us to solve for the scattering wavefunctions Dℓ . If we
instead define solutions )ℓ (±:, A)with the boundary conditions

)±ℓ (:, A)
A→∞∼ 4±i:A−ℓ�/2 , (10.10)

we recover the Jost solutions )ℓ , which are uniquely defined for the
upper (lower) half :-plane for the −: (+:) solution. Note that these are,
in effect, the incoming and outgoing wave solutions8, which leads to the
ability to express a normal scattering wavefunction Dℓ (:, A) in terms of
these solutions:

Dℓ (:, A) ∼
i
2

[
Fℓ (:))−ℓ (:, A) −Fℓ (−:))+ℓ (:, A)

]
. (10.11)

Here, we introduce the Jost functions Fℓ (±:), which can be found from
the scattering wavefunction using the Wronskian9 [148, Eq. (12.17)]

Fℓ (±:) =
1
:
,

[
)ℓ (∓:, A), Dℓ (A)

]
. (10.13)

As this extracts the component of the Jost solution in the scattering
wavefunction Dℓ , the solutions given by the boundary conditions in
(10.10) which are incoming and outgoing waves, it should come as
no surprise that the ( matrix, which expresses the mapping between
the incoming and outgoing waves, can be written as a fraction of Jost
functions:

(ℓ (:) =
Fℓ (−:)
Fℓ (:)

. (10.14)

The physical potentials we encounter are sufficiently “reasonable” [148,
Sec. 12-c] that the Jost functions Fℓ are analytic in the complex plane
(except perhaps part of the negative imaginary : axis), which renders
the ( matrix similarly analytic.

Bound-states and Resonances

Let us consider a complex wavenumber : above the real line, which
results in an exponentially increasing and decaying amplitude to the
terms of the asymptotic wavefunction

Dℓ (:, A) ∼
i
2

[
Fℓ (:)4−i:̄A −Fℓ (−:)4 i:̄A

]
. (10.15)

If :̄ is where a bound-state might exist, (10.15) necessarily has an ex-
ponentially decreasing asymptote. At this point, we have Fℓ (:̄) = 0, to
avoid also having an exponentially increasing term.10 Since the tail must
be purely decreasing in the classically forbidden region, we also must
have :̄ be imaginary. We can conclude that Fℓ has zeros on the positive
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Figure 10.5: The positions and move-
ment of the poles of the ( matrix viewed
in both energy and momentum. This tra-
jectory represents two possible cases: a
Feshbach resonance in a closed channel
moving above threshold due to a mag-
netic field, or a shape resonance arising
as the potential is weakened for ℓ > 0.
In the ℓ = 0 case, the “resonance” pole
stays on the imaginary : axis as the po-
tential weakens, moving to Im : < 0. In
the energy domain, this corresponds to
reaching the origin, then moving back
down the negative real energy axis on a
different Riemann sheet.

imaginary axis which correspond to bound-states of the potential. By
(10.14), wemust have corresponding poles in the ((:)matrix at the bound
states.

To examine the case of a resonance, we now look at the possibility of a
zero in the Jost function off the imaginary line at the position :̄ = :r − i:i,
where :i > 0. A zero of the Jost function implies once again that the
physical wavefunction is proportional to the solution )+

ℓ
, which is regular

at A → 0. Back on the real : line, the scattering phase is given by

�ℓ (:) = − arg Fℓ (:). (10.16)

If we expand the argument of Fℓ about :̄ to first order,

Fℓ (:) ≈ F′ℓ (:̄)(: − :̄), (10.17)

then we extract an expression for the phase

�ℓ (:) = − arg F′ℓ (:̄) − arg(: − :̄). (10.18)

Notice that the first term is constant, while the second will vary as we
move : along the real line. This allows us to split the phase-shift into
two terms: the background phase shift, and the suggestively named
resonance phase shift �res = − arg(: − :̄). The resonance phase-shift
will accumulate � over traversing the real line, and will change at its
maximum rate near : = :r, giving rise to a scattering resonance with a
Fano profile. This gives an alternative perspective to our brief discussion
of resonances in section 7.4.

10.3.2 Topology of the (Matrix

We have seen how zeros of the Jost functions relate to bound states, and to
resonances, and that these zeros give rise to poles in the scattering matrix.
We now examine the form of the ( matrix that arises from these Jost
functions. Figure 10.5 demonstrates the two classes of poles associated
to the Jost zeros we have discussed: bound states and resonances. Addi-
tionally, the figure shows the line on which these poles are found as a
bound-state moves above threshold and becomes a resonance associated
with a quasi-bound state, which can be due to either the presence of a
closed channel (a Feshbach resonance) or behind the centrifugal barrier
in an ℓ > 0 channel (a shape resonance).
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Figure 10.6: The analytic ( matrix,
demonstrating the branch cuts along the
real energy axis, starting at the threshold
energy of each channel, �8 for = channels.
In the figure, the branch cuts are shown
below the axis for clarity. The physical
sheet is also shown, and arrows demon-
strate how the physical scattering region
(the real energy line) is accessed from
the physical sheet.

[243]: Eden and Taylor (1964), ‘Poles and
Shadow Poles in the Many-Channel (
Matrix’

[244]: Burke (2011), R-Matrix Theory of
Atomic Collisions

So far, we have discussed the ( matrix as a function of momentum, a
theoretical construct that allows us to separate a collision into an incoming
and outgoing component. The ( matrix we observe experimentally is a
function of collision energy. The relationship between the two introduces
room for sign ambiguities, as in each channel

:8 = ±
√

2�(� − �8). (10.19)

These signs can be chosen 2= different ways for = channels, resulting in
2= possible values for the energy ( matrix for a given energy. To handle
this, we create 2= Riemann sheets in energy, each with a branch cut from
the threshold energy �8 along the real energy axis as Re�→∞. We call
the sheet satisfying the condition,

Im :8 > 0 for all 8 ∈ 1, . . . , =, (10.20)

the physical sheet % and the physical scattering region is the positive real
energy axis, along the upper edge of the branch cuts as accessed from
the physical sheet. The manner of the branch cuts and physical regions
are demonstrated in Fig. 10.6.

Perhaps the most notable aspect is that the real energy axis is a branch
cut—a most strange occurrence given that this is where real collision
happen. Additionally, we obtain a new branch cut at each threshold. This
arises because as we pass each threshold, dimensionality of the ( matrix
increases by 1: its size is defined by the number of open channels.

The unphysical sheets can be labelled*< for the sheet reached directly
from the physical sheet % by crossing the branch cut in the energy range
�< < � < �<+1 [243], which is equivalent to Im :8 < 0 for 8 ≤ < and
Im :8 > 0 for 8 > < + 1. Other unphysical sheets can be reached using
more complex paths, so that all sheets are accessible: each crossing of the
branch cuts performs the mapping [244]

:8 → :∗8 where �8 ≤ �
:8 → −:∗8 where �8 > �. (10.21)

Zigzagging around the channel thresholds allows access to all sign-
combinations of Im :8 .

Considering each channel in isolation, the bound-states of the channel
exist along the positive imaginary momentum axis, which maps to the
negative real energy line. Coupling between the channels gives rise to the
offset in the vertical direction: a bound state is at a negative real energy
in a closed channel, but the Feshbach resonance appears as an unstable
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[31]: Badalyan et al. (1982), ‘Resonances in
coupled channels in nuclear and particle
physics’

Figure 10.7: The Riemann sheets of a
single channel ( matrix, which have a
branch cut along the real energy line and
a branch point at � = 0. The blue curve
shows how to move from a complex en-
ergy on the green upper (e. g., physical)
sheet to the same complex energy on the
purple lower (e. g., unphysical) sheet, by
moving around behind the branch point,
then downwards (positive to negative
imaginary energy) through the branch
cut.

[31]: Badalyan et al. (1982), ‘Resonances
in coupled channels in nuclear and par-
ticle physics’
[245]: Peierls (1959), ‘Complex Eigenval-
ues in Scattering Theory’

11: See also the Supplementary Video of
Ref [2].

bound state [31] below the positive real line in the open channel. Bound
states of the closed channel < + 1 give rise to a pole at the location

�? = �A −
i
2
Γ, (10.22)

on*< , where both �A and Γ ≥ 0 are real. The unitarity of the ( matrix
means that there is a corresponding simple zero on the physical sheet at

�∗? = �A +
i
2
Γ. (10.23)

Additionally, there can be other shadow poles [243] on other sheets more
distanced from the physical scattering region.

In the following experiment, we examine a system with only one open
channel, resulting in only two Riemann sheets. The resulting configura-
tion is shown in Fig. 10.7, where the momentum ( matrix is effectively
folded over to match positive and negative real : along the real energy
axis, � ∝ :2.

10.4 The Dance of the Avoided Crossing

10.4.1 Rubidium at 930 G

We now turn to the rubidium system we studied in Chapter 9, with a
new framework in which to interpret the behaviour of the resonances.
Figures 10.8a–c presents a scenario where a shape resonance and a
magnetic Feshbach resonance are simultaneously in play. The shape
resonance is associatedwith open-channel scattering-statewave functions
(blue) and manifests as an amplitude increase (dark blue) behind the
centrifugal barrier at a particular energy [see Fig. 10.8b] The Feshbach
resonance on the other hand, relates to a bound state with awave function
(orange) which decays rapidly with atomic separation. In Fig. 10.8b this
state is depicted to lie below the open channel threshold at � = 0. For
a magnetic Feshbach resonance as we explore here, the closed channel
hosting the bound state, has a different magnetic moment to the open
channel state. In this two-channel setting, Fig. 10.8c shows the poles on U1
which is also called the L(−+) Riemann sheet [31, 245] of the analytically
continued (-matrix. If coupling between the channels is introduced, a
bound state in the closed channel with � > 0 becomes an “unstable
bound state” [31] that can decay into the open channel by a change in
spin state. By adjusting an external magnetic field, the offset between
the open and closed channels can be varied as indicated by the arrows
in Fig. 10.8b. As the bound state moves to a positive energy, coupling
to the open channel makes it unstable and it becomes the origin of a
collisional resonance while its corresponding (-matrix pole moves off
the real energy axis in Fig. 10.8c.

Using the coupled-channels calculations of this system, in Fig. 10.9a,
we plot the trajectory of the poles as they move in the complex plane
with an increasing magnetic field11 The position of a pole, I = � − i

2�,
provides the energy � and width � of a resonance experienced along
the real energy line. The pole following the blue curve is initially the
source of the shape resonance, while the pole following the orange curve,
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Figure 10.8: Scenario for atomic scattering with two (-matrix poles simultaneously in play. (a) Relevant atomic-basis potentials for
cold 3-wave collisions between two 87Rb atoms in the |� = 1, <� = 1〉 hyperfine state. The difference between the |2, 0〉 + |2, 2〉 and
|2, 1〉 + |2, 1〉 potentials is not discernible for the window shown. The energy scale also renders the ℓ = 2 centrifugal barriers invisible, but
the red diamond shows the classical turning point inside the barrier for the |1, 1〉 + |1, 1〉 channel at threshold (dashed line). (b) Scattering
state wave functions in the |1, 1〉 + |1, 1〉 entrance channel [blue, with dark blue highlighting a 3-wave shape resonance (SR)]. For an
external magnetic field � = 927.5 G a bound state (BS) resides below threshold of the open channel: the orange wave function shows
its |2, 0〉 + |2, 2〉 component; the other significant component (not shown), |2, 1〉 + |2, 1〉, is very similar. Upon increasing the external
magnetic field, the position of the bound state moves up in energy as indicated by the arrow. It eventually crosses the |1, 1〉 + |1, 1〉
threshold to become a quasi-bound state corresponding to a Feshbach resonance in this channel. (c) The bound state and the shape
resonance correspond to (-matrix poles on the complex energy plane and the magnetic field will tune their relative positions. Figure
courtesy of Niels Kjærgaard
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a)

b) Figure 10.9: The trajectory of the poles
in an increasing magnetic field. a) The
position of two poles associated with the
two resonances present as the magnetic
fields are increased. The dots are spaced
in intervals of 2 G. Inset above a) is the
scattering profile observed at fixed ener-
gies during the sweep of magnetic field.
The trajectory in b) reveals the avoided
crossing in the real energy of the poles
as the magnetic field is swept.
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[29]: Rotter (2001), ‘Dynamics of quan-
tum systems’

[155]: Wigner (1948), ‘On the Behavior of
Cross Sections Near Thresholds’

initially residing well below threshold, is associated with the bound state
in the closed channel, that is, the budding Feshbach resonance. As we
increase the magnetic field, both poles move to higher (real) energies, and
eventually the orange pole takes over the position of the shape resonance,
while the blue pole continues tuning as the Feshbach resonance. In the
intermediate region where the two resonances interact, the role of each
pole is not clearly defined.

Inset above the pole trajectories in Fig. 10.9a, we show the magnetic
resonance as witnessed at three fixed energies—our collected data—and
can observe which poles contribute to the form of the resonance. In
particular, we observe that at energies well below the nominal position
of the shape resonance (∼300 µK), the movement and presence of the
orange pole is responsible for the profile in magnetic field. At energies
above 300 µK, it is the blue pole moving past that makes an imprint on
the scattered fraction. Close to 300 µK, both poles are involved, with
their interference resulting in a dip profile. Here, the poles swap roles
and avoid crossing in the complex energy plane, akin to the well-known
Landau-Zener avoided crossing [29]. The avoided crossing is captured in
Fig. 10.9b which shows the real energy of the poles during a magnetic
field sweep. The two poles never coincide at the same real energy.

10.4.2 Shape Resonance Shift

A striking effect of the avoided crossing in our experiment is a movement
of the 300 µK shape resonance feature, which happens even before the
“orange pole” in Fig. 10.9 crosses the open channel threshold. Figure 10.10
shows how the shape resonance moves, nearly doubling in energy as
� changes from 925 G to 929 G. This arises through strong coupling
from atomic pairs in the 3-wave entrance channel to the closed channel
molecular bound state—the origin of the Feshbach resonance—which
has 3-wave character. Interestingly, while the effect is dramatic at higher
energies, the scattering behaviour at threshold is not affected. This is
a consequence of Wigner’s threshold law [155] for partial-waves with
ℓ > 0, which is ultimately a statement of restricted tunnelling to the
inner potential region as the centrifugal barriers become wide at low
energies. Meanwhile, for our system the coupling of the entrance B-
wave channel and the 3-wave bound state is small, so that the B-wave
scattering at threshold is not significantly affected by the presence of
the closed channel bound state. Finally, Fig. 10.10 also shows how the
shape resonance eventually re-emerges at its nominal position when the
magnetic field is further increased.
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Figure 10.10: The departure and revival
of the shape resonance as the feshbach
resonance approaches, then takes over
at the original position of the shape reso-
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10.5 The Dances of the Two Channel Model

We can model the crossing with a two-channel coupled model described
by the Hamiltonian [28, 29]

� =

[
�1(�) $
$ �2(�)

]
, (10.24)

with inter-channel coupling$ and bare energies �=(�) = �=(�)− i
2�= .We

assume that these uncoupled energies coincide in their real component at
� = �0. The Hamiltonian in (10.24) differs from that of a closed two-level
system by introducing an imaginary component to the diagonal elements,
representing a decay into the continuum and making the matrix non-
Hermitian. The eigenvalues of this system, and hence the poles of the
coupled (-matrix, are

E± =
�1 + �2

2
± 1

2
√
(�1 − �2)2 + 4$2. (10.25)

As previously established [28], the character of the avoided crossing
can be classified into three cases, as summarised in table 10.1, by the
argument of the square-root in (10.25) at � = �0 evaluating

I. to zero (|�1 − �2 | = 4|$ |),
II. positive (|�1 − �2 | > 4|$ |), or
III. negative (|�1 − �2 | < 4|$ |).

When $ = |�1 − �2 |/4 (case I.), the two states and the corresponding
poles will coalesce exactly (E+ = E−) at a so-called exceptional point [246,
247] on the complex plane for � = �0. Unlike a closed two-level system,
this case of a “pole collision” [241] displays crossing for a non-zero
coupling. For case II., the two poles will coincide only in real energy,
i. e. Re[E+(�0)] = Re[E−(�0)], with one pole moving in front of the other.
Finally, in case III. the poles will avoid crossing in real energy, but they
will coincide in imaginary energy at �0 where they represent two equally
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Table 10.1: Classifications of the coupled two-channel model.

Case I II III
(&1 − &2)2 + 4$2 Positive Zero Negative
Coupling Strength $ < 1

4 |�1 − �2 | $ = 1
4 |�1 − �2 | $ > 1

4 |�1 − �2 |

Crossing
Real Energy Poles Coincide Imaginary Energy

Re E+(�0) = Re E−(�0) E+(�0) = E−(�0) Im E+(�0) = Im E−(�0)
Pole trajectories given by
(10.25) assuming �1 ∝ �
and �2, �1, and �2 con-
stant.

Re E

Im
E
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wide resonances. In the flow of poles, one appears to displace the other—
this is exactly the strongly coupled situation established in our collision
experiment.

10.5.1 Rubidium at 632 G

Our results shown in Figs. 9.6, and 10.10 are distinctly different from
those obtained in the theoretical predictions by Dürr et al. [214], who
also considered cold collisions of |1, 1〉 rubidium atoms, but studied
a Feshbach resonance near 632 G. This resonance is related to the ℓ =
2 molecular state with quantum numbers (�1 = 2, �2 = 2)E′ = −5,
" = 4, where " = <�1 + <�2 and E′ is the vibrational state number
from the channel threshold [215]. In particular, they described that
when combining this Feshbach resonance with the shape resonance, one
observes a narrow Fano profile performing a @-reversal as it moves across
a stationary shape resonance feature, as we show in Fig. 10.11.

Figure 10.12 shows the pole trajectories provided by our own coupled-
channels calculations for the resonance in question, and show a stark
contrast to Fig. 10.9, with the shape resonance barely moving. Examining
table 10.1 shows this to be a class II. crossing, where the poles coincide
only in the real part of their energies.

10.6 Discussion

We have studied the interplay between two strongly interacting complex
(-matrix poles that both reside above the open channel threshold and
made use of a shape resonance and a tunable Feshbach resonance for
this purpose [see Fig. 10.8(d)].

In a previous work [5], we explored the interplay between a magnetic
Feshbach resonance and a virtual (anti-bound) state in the collision
of 40K and 87Rb. There we observed a non-monotonic trajectory of
the Feshbach resonance in a parameter space spanned by � and � as
predicted by Ref. [248]. This result can also be interpreted in terms of
interacting (-matrix poles. However, with the anti-bound state and its
corresponding (-matrix pole residing below threshold at all times, our
collider experiments, requiring � > 0, only allowed us to see half the
picture of the associated pole flow. We have attempted to analytically
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continue the calculated ( matrix for this system, but it contains spurious
poles which do not represent the virtual state—analytically continuing
from the real energy scattering has the caveat that there is a branch point
at � = 0 between the values we continue from and the bound-states we
wish to observe. The analytic continuation process does not produce the
bound-states for any of the systems examined, and the position of these
is included by coupled-channel bound-state calculations.

The experiments presented in this chapter have elucidated the behaviour
of two strongly coupled (-matrix poles for colliding 87Rb atoms in an
�-�-parameter space where a shape resonance and a magnetic Feshbach
resonance are simultaneously present. While (-matrix poles constitute
a well-established paradigm of quantum scattering, an experimental
observation of the avoided crossing between two such poles has so far
been missing. The tunability of the Feshbach resonance provides the
crucial agent that allows us to record the imprint of this intriguing
phenomenon on a quantum system. We additionally predict a normal
crossing of the poles in the same entrance channel with a different
Feshbach resonance.

The non-hermitian model we present is akin to the quantum analogue
of the coupled-pendula model we presented in Chapter 9. Once again,
a simple system can express qualitatively identical behaviour. Indeed,
Schwarz et al. [222] observe exceptional points in the complex frequency
of the dual-pendula system, and in our own investigations, we can
produce avoided and non-avoided crossings with suitable choices of the
damping rates and coupling strength.

Curiously, in classical systems such as coupled microwave [32] and
optical resonators [249], the interactions of poles and their roles in
forming Fano-Feshbach resonances and exceptional points have been
studied extensively, underscoring the ubiquity of these phenomena in
coupled resonant systems [220, 223, 224, 250–253].

For atomic scattering, the “collision” of (-matrix poles at an exceptional
point [241] (case II in table 10.1) remains to be experimentally observed.
As noted in Ref. [254], two tuning parameters are needed to achieve this
in general, whereas the experiments reported here have only one—the
applied magnetic field. In the future, the additional tuning knob needed
to access an exceptional point in a collision experimentmight be provided
by auxiliary electric [255] or optical [256] fields.
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Figure 10.11: The 3-wave scattering cross section of 87Rb in the |1, 1〉 state, demonstrating the resonance near 632 G. In the slices of the
scattering at constant magnetic field, shown to the right, the Feshbach resonance simply appears to be superimposed on top of the shape
resonance—a stark contrast to Fig. 10.10

Figure 10.12: The pole trajectory of the
same 3-wave shape resonance with the
632 G Feshbach resonance as studied in
[214]. Here, we can see that the poles
indeed cross in real energy (Case I), in
stark contrast to the 930 G resonance we
studied experimentally.
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The Next Steps 11
This thesis constitutes a study both on improving the performance and
management of ultracold atom machines, and exploring interacting
collision resonances above threshold with the machine at Otago.

Cold-atom Engineering

In the research lab, failures often arise because maintenance is not
given sufficient priority. As research apparatus grows in complexity,
diagnosing and fixing these failures becomes a difficult task. In this
work, we have examined the effect that a condition-based maintenance
approach can have on the robustness of the research laboratory—a step
towards the offerings that could be gleaned from systems engineering.
Ourmonitoring system, whichwe provide prescriptions for, is a powerful
tool for both generating early warnings of failures, and aiding timely
debugging. These aspects can vastly decrease the amount of machine
down-time, and the associated frustration.

Ourmonitoring system uses the recent internet of things (IoT) philosophy
and related devices, bringing these sensor technologies to the research
lab. Subsequently, other groups have picked up similar techniques and
applied them to different research settings [118, 119]. A next step for
IoT monitoring projects is the tools for diagnostics and prognostics,
i. e., making decisions about what the monitored data means. While
collecting data is simplified in the IoT era, this simply means more work
is required to provide useful analysis. Until progress is made in this
direction, the expert system we presented in Chapter 4 provides a good
trade-off between the benefit of having such a system, and the time-cost
of developing something more advanced.

In addition to health management, we have discussed control and op-
timisation techniques, to improve the interface and performance of an
ultracold atom machine. We presented the framework of optimising
Gaussian process models, which are suitable for optimising functions
which are both noisy, and costly to evaluate—such as the phase-space
density of atoms produced as a function of some experimental param-
eters. Each evaluation requiring running the apparatus, which has a
significant time-cost and has some error in the resulting measurement.
The optimisation works “out of the box” using an open-source package,
requiring only that running the experiment can be reduced to calling
a function in python code. The technique presented requires less setup
than more advanced neural network systems [134–136].

Scattering and Collisions

In Chapters 9 and 10 we described a collision experiment between
ground-state 87Rb atoms, where we witnessed the interaction between
a magnetically tunable Feshbach resonance and a “stationary” shape
resonance. Our ultracold atom collider affords us the particular ability
to explore the interplay in a parameter space spanned by both energy
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and field. We demonstrated how the interplay between resonances is
capturedwithin the frameworks of quantum defect theory and the theory
of the analytic (-matrix.

In quantum defect theory, the system can be well-described by a few
parameters that are independent of energy. In this formalism, we can
treat the system as having only two channels: an open channel containing
the shape resonance, and a closed channel containing the Feshbach
resonance. We make very few assumptions about the closed channel,
other than that it contains a resonance and despite the simplicity, this
theory well reproduces the experimentally observed interaction between
the two resonances. This notably includes the non-trivial trajectory in
magnetic field, where the resonance positions in energy and field do not
coincide.

A pair of coupled classical pendula reproduces aspects of the atomic
resonance interaction. This demonstrates that the features we observe for
atomic collisions are general to coupled-resonator systems. Such systems
appear throughout physics but, as this work indicates, their dynamics
remain rich with phenomena to explore.

Finally, with specific attention to the ( matrix, we observe that scattering
measurements are explained by the avoided crossing of two poles when
the ( matrix is continued into the complex energy plane. The existence
of a pole living in the complex plane, sometimes considered a mathe-
matical oddity, has a very real impact on the system behaviour—in our
experiments we clearly see the position of the resonances move with the
pole trajectories.

The observation of a pole interaction in the ( matrix had been previously
elusive in an atomic scattering system. Pole interactions are generally
captured by a non-hermitian system, and fall into 3 classes according
to their relative widths and coupling. One class results in the avoided
crossing of the two poles, and corresponds to our experimental obser-
vations. The obvious signature of this is the shape resonance shifting
before the Feshbach resonance reaches threshold. Another class is the
crossing of the two resonances, which calculations show also exists for
our atomic system—the same shape resonance, but with a different
Feshbach resonance. The final class is the formation of exceptional point,
when the two resonance poles coexist at the same complex energy. Such
a system provides a possibility for further study, as does the related
possibility of a bound-state in the continuum where the interference
between two closed-channel resonances causes the width of one reso-
nance to go to zero. The phenomena of exceptional points and bound
states in the continuum are both of considerable interest outside atomic
systems [257–259], which highlights their generality.

In further research, one could also follow the trend into ultracold
molecules. Tuning the Feshbach resonance from above to below thresh-
old can produce some weakly bound Feshbach molecules [260]. These
molecules can be short-lived, however, a pair of optical fields can pump
the atom to a deeper bound state [261, 262]. Our collider setup would
then put us in a position to explore molecular interactions in the ultra-
cold regime. Particularly, exploration of scattering properties in energies
between those of cold thermal clouds [263], and molecular beam experi-
ments [264].
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Loss Spectroscopy A
To provide a measurement for the Feshbach resonance position at zero-
energy, we perform a procedure identical to that laid out in Section 9.1,
aside from splitting and colliding the atoms, i. e., the cloud is held in
the static optical dipole trap, and exposed to a magnetic field. The final
image of a single cloud is then used to estimate the number of atoms
remaining after exposure to the magnetic field for a fixed amount of
time. We are now interested in the number of atoms which have been
lost via three-body losses, which are greatly enhanced in the vicinity of
the Feshbach resonance due to the variation in the scattering length, as
the loss rate is proportional to 04 [265].

The profile of the atom loss can often be well approximated by a Gaussian
line shape [215]. We do, however, observe an asymmetry that is not
Gaussian, and resolve this by taking into account the thermal distribution
of the finite temperature cloud: atoms are lost as the Feshbach resonance
is tuned above threshold in proportion to the number of atoms at the
appropriate energy. Such thermal effects are often incorporated in photo-
association experiments [266], and have previous application in loss
spectroscopy [267, 268].

We first examine the behaviour in energy, where we model the coupling
rate as a Breit-Wigner profile,

'(), �) ∝ �

�2 + (� − &)2 , (A.1)

for a given temperature ), energy �, when the Feshbach resonance is at
energy & = ��(�−�0). We thenmodel the distribution of kinetic energies
(which are strictly positive) as Maxwellian:

%(), �) = :)4−�/:) . (A.2)

The loss rate  is then proportional to the integral of these over energy,
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Figure A.1: A representative measure-
ment of the atom loss fitted by the de-
scribed model. The extracted resonance
position is shown in red.
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 ∝
∫ ∞

0
'(), �)%(), �)d�. (A.3)

If we assume that the loss process doesn’t produce evaporative heating/-
cooling, and that the one-body loss rate is negligible, then the process
can be modelled by

¤# = − #2 , (A.4)

where # is the number of atoms remaining. Here we are describing the
three-body loss process as second order in atom number to encapsulate
the # dependency in the loss-rate [267]. A single position measurement
and its fit with this model is shown in Fig. A.1. A number of suchmeasure-
ments give us an estimate of the zero-energy Feshbach resonance position
�0 = 929.918(6)G, and the error in this measurement is dominated by
the stability of the magnetic field, which is calibrated by microwave
spectroscopy of rubidium.
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QDT Supplementary B
Here, one can find a few additional mathematical details of quantum
defect theory (QDT).

B.1 Scattering wavefunctions

The scattering wavefunction is regularly written in the form

L = F+ GQ. (B.1)

where F, G are diagonal matrices. In the case of F and G containing
the free-particle solutions as in the multichannel generalisation of (7.27),
Q is the open-open part of the scattering reaction matrix. At short range,
where all the channels are open, where F and G contain the QDT
reference function 5̂ and 6̂, Q is the _ matrix. The general form of a
scattering wavefunction is

S = FG + GH, (B.2)

where the matrices G, H contain the appropriate coefficients. Then defin-
ing [269]

L = SG−1 , (B.3)

gives the expression
L = F+ GQ , (B.4)

with
Q = HG−1. (B.5)

B.2 Multichannel scattering in QDT

In this section, we derive the Y matrix from the constant short-range _
matrix [270, 271].

B.2.1 Elimination of closed channels

The scatting wavefunction at short range is given in terms of the QDT
reference functions 5̂ and 6̂, and the _ matrix

L = f̂ + ĝ_ . (B.6)

This is possible because at short range all the channels, even those which
are asymptotically closed, are locally open.

In order to obtain the Y matrix first the closed channels need to be elimi-
nated by requiring that the scattering wavefunction has the appropriate
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exponentially decaying asymptotic form in the closed channels. Defining
the transformation Z

L̄ = LZ =
[
f̂ + ĝ_

]
Z , (B.7)

where L̄ has dimension # × #o. The appropriate asymptotic boundary
conditions in block matrix form are

L̄oo ∼ f̂ oo + ĝoo_̄oo , (B.8a)

L̄co ∼
[
f̂ cc − tan .cc ĝcc

]
_̄ co. (B.8b)

Expanding (B.7),[(
f̂ oo 0
0 f̂ cc

)
+

(
ĝoo 0
0 ĝcc

) (
_oo _oc
_ co _ cc

)] (
Zoo
Z co

)
=

(
L̄oo
L̄co

)
, (B.9)

substituting in (B.8), and finally matching terms yields the _̄ matrix. The
open-open subblock required for scattering applications is given by

_̄oo = _oo − _oc [tan . + _ cc]_ co. (B.10)

B.2.2 Incorporation of threshold effects

L̄oo is written in terms of the short range reference functions 5̂ and 6̂

however to make the connection to the physical Y matrix we want the
wavefunction to have the form

L ∼ f + gQ̄ , (B.11)

in terms of the energy normalised asymptotic reference functions 5 and
6. Q̄ is an effective reaction matrix. The true reaction matrix (often called
 or ' in the literature) is defined by a form identical to (B.11), with the
QDT reference solutions 5 , 6 replacedwith the appropriate Ricatti-Bessel
functions.

The relation between the short- and long-range reference function is

f̂ oo = I f oo , (B.12)

ĝoo = I−1goo − tan,I f oo. (B.13)

Writing L̄oo in terms of the long-range reference solutions gives

L̄oo ∼ f̂ oo + ĝoo_̄oo , (B.14)

= I f oo +
[
I−1goo − tan,I f oo

]
_̄oo (B.15)

= f ooI
[
1 − tan,_̄oo

]
+ gooI

−1_̄oo (B.16)

∼ f oo + gooI
−1

[
_̄
−1
oo − tan,

]−1
I−1 (B.17)

= f oo + gooQ̄ , (B.18)

wherewe note that diagonalmatrices commute, and that we have ignored
an overall normalisation. Starting from (B.8a), the form of an effective
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reactance matrix is therefore

Q̄ = I−1
[
_̄
−1
oo − tan,

]−1
I−1. (B.19)

B.2.3 Scattering Y matrix

The scattering matrix is defined by the asymptotic wavefunction

L ∼ h− − h+Y, (B.20)

where ℎ± are the free-particle solutions with incoming and outgoing
asymptotic boundary conditions (sometimes called the Riccati-Hankel
functions)

h+ ∼ exp
[
i
(
kA − ℓ�

2

)]
(B.21)

h− ∼ exp
[
−i

(
kA − ℓ�

2

)]
. (B.22)

Writing 5 and 6 in terms of ℎ± gives

f ∼ −i
2

[
h+ei/ − h−4−i/] , (B.23)

g ∼ 1
2

[
h+ei/ + h−4−i/] . (B.24)

(B.25)

Substituting into (B.11) gives

L ∼ −i
2

[
h+ei/ − h−e−i/] + 1

2

(
h+ei/ + h−e−i/

)
Q̄ (B.26)

∼ h+ei/ [
−i + Q̄

]
+ h−e−i/ [

i + Q̄
]

(B.27)

∼ h− + h+ei/ [
iQ̄ + 1

] [
iQ̄ − 1

]−1 ei/ . (B.28)

The Y matrix therefore has the form

Y = ei/ [
1 + iQ̄

] [
1 − iQ̄

]−1 ei/ . (B.29)

This differs from the usual translation from the reactance matrix to the Y
matrix in 7.42 and 7.105, by the two factors of ei/ . This is because Q̄ is
defined with respect to the long-range reference functions 5 , 6, which
differ from the usual sine and cosine free-particle solutions by a phase of
�.

B.2.4 Extracting the QDT parameters

The QDT parameters can be extracted from the reference functions as
'→∞ using the Wronskian, an operator defined on two functions 5 , 6
by the determinant

,[ 5 , 6] =
���� 5 6

5 ′ 6′

���� = 5 6′ − 6 5 ′. (B.30)

The following results appear in Ref. [272], which uses a slightly different
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notation to that presented here.

The scattering phase shift is found by matching the long-range scattering
wavefunction 5 to the scattering solutions to the free-particle radial
Schrödinger equation :−1/2 �̂ℓ (:A) and :−1/2.̂ℓ (:A), which are given in
terms of the Ricatti-Bessel functions of first and second kind with order
ℓ , �̂ℓ and .̂ℓ ,

tan � =
,[:−1/2 �̂ℓ (:A), 5̂ ]
,[:−1/2.̂ℓ (:A), 5̂ ]

. (B.31a)

The amplitude scaling comes from matching the short-range solutions
5̂ , 6̂, which are , � normalised at short range to the free-particle
solutions which are energy normalised at long range:

�2 =,[:−1/2 �̂ℓ (:A), 5̂ ]2 +,[:−1/2.̂ℓ (:A), 5̂ ]2. (B.31b)

The phase shift between the long and short range solutions can be found
by comparing them directly,

tan� =
,[6, 6̂]
,[6, 5̂ ]

. (B.31c)

Finally, the closed-channel phase-shift is found by matching to the
exponentially decaying bound-state solution,

tan � = −,[4
−|: |A , 6̂]

,[4−|: |A , 5̂ ]
. (B.31d)



Bessel Functions and Friends C
In this work, I try to follow the nomenclature and notation of Ref [150].
In particular, the family of Bessel functions crop up a number of times,
and here we try to keep the definitions clear.

C.1 Bessel Functions

The Bessel functions are the solutions to Bessel’s Equation:

I2 d2F

dI2 + I
dF
dI
+

(
I2 − �2) F = 0. (C.1)

The solutions of the first and second kind, are known as ��(I) and .�(I)
respectively, and shown in Fig. C.1.

C.2 Spherical Bessel Functions

These are instead the solutions to

I2 d2F

dI2 + 2I
dF
dI
+

(
I2 ± =(= + 1)

)
F = 0. (C.2)

The solutions of first and second kind are 9=(I) and H=(I), and can be
expressed in terms of the Bessel functions by

9=(I) =
√

�
2I
�=+ 1

2
(I) (C.3)

H=(I) =
√

�
2I
.=+ 1

2
(I). (C.4)

A few low-order spherical Bessel functions are shown in Fig. C.2.

C.3 Ricatti-Bessel Functions

These are very simply the spherical Bessel functions multiplied by their
argument. We will denote these functions with a caret.

�̂=(I) = I 9=(I) =
√

�I
2
�=+ 1

2
(I) (C.5)

.̂=(I) = H=(I) =
√

�I
2
.=+ 1

2
(I) (C.6)

A few of the low order functions are shown in Fig. C.3.
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Figure C.1: The first few Bessel functions
of the first and second kinds.
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Figure C.2: The first few spherical Bessel
functions of the first and second kinds.
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Figure C.3: The first few Ricatti-Bessel
functions of the first and second kinds.
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1: The mode-hop-free tuning range was
150 MHz rather than the ratedmultiGHz
range, which made spectroscopy and
locking difficult.

2: This is, in effect, the exact opposite of
an aperture.

[64]: Thomas (2017), ‘Cold Collisions of
Ultracold Atoms’

Cold Potassium D
While not used in the scattering experiments presented in this thesis, our
apparatus is capable of producing clouds of 40K or 41K. We include a few
details of the apparatus here. We planned to add a grey molasses stage
to produce larger and colder clouds of 41K, but the first laser system we
ordered to try this was both delayed, and then defective when it arrived.1
Not long after finding an alternative laser, COVID-19 hit.

D.1 MOT

The laser system for potassium is shown in Fig. D.1. As in the case
of rubidium in Chapter 3, we label one the cooling laser and one the
repump laser. This time however, both lasers are passed through tapered
amplifiers. Flipper mirrors can be found in 3 regions which, along with a
substantial difference in the offset lock frequency, allow the lasers to be
tuned to target 41K.

The MOT optics are shown back in Fig. 3.4, and include passing through
the potassium lasers. The potassium-40 repump beam has a dark spot,
meaning that we block the light in the centre of the MOT in order to
reduce re-radiation pressure. In order to continue to have a functional
MOT, we pass a small amount of the potassium repump in the rubidium
repump path, which does not have the centre blocked.

The potassium repump light is passed over a circular cutout to block the
centre of the beam2, and then passes into 2 of these axes.

D.1.1 Fermonic Potassium
(40K

)
We tune the lasers according to the line structure in Fig. D.2. This setup
is described in detail in Ref. [64], though the current configuration of the
lasers is shown in Fig. D.2.

D.1.2 Bosonic Potassium
(41K

)
Our apparatus is only capable of producing one isotope of potassium at
a time, as changing isotopes uses the same lasers operating at slightly
different frequencies. Swapping isotopes to 41K requires: changing offset
locking references, flipping in 3 mirrors, aligning light back into a fibre,
and connecting the Cool TA to the experiment control system—usually,
we do not change the cooling power for 40K, other than switching it off
with a shutter.

In the case of 87Rb and 40K, we can drive a cycling transition in the D2
line during the cooling process, so we have one cooling laser doing most
of the work, and a repump laser to make sure atoms get put back into a
state that can be cooled. In the case of 41K, a cycling transition cannot be
resolved, as the natural linewidth is comparable to the splitting between
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Figure D.1: The laser system for producing the light required to manipulate potassium. The K Cool laser is locked to an atomic reference,
and the K Repump is frequency offset locked to the beatnote with the cooling beam. Both lasers are passed through tapered amplifiers
(TA) and coupled into optical fibres to take the light to the MOT.

3: According to private correspondence
with fellow students in groups working
with bosonic potassium.

states. Here, it makes less sense to say one laser is cooling and one is
repumping, but that we are simultaneously cooling on two transitions.

The cooling on the D2 line is much less effective than that of rubidium,
so we plan to introduce a grey molasses configuration using a D1 line
laser. This is allegedly the secret3 to large cold clouds of 41K.
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Figure D.2: The D2 transition structure
of 40K, with the transitions excited by the
rubidium lasers shown.

Figure D.3: Laser frequencies for the 41K.
Positions in the upper manifold are ap-
proximate, as the linewidth of the states
is greater than the spacing between them,
making them impossible to resolve.

D.2 Microwave Evaporation of 87Rb

The Zeeman shift of 40K is much smaller than that of 87Rb, so 87Rb is
selectively removed in RF evaporation. It also acts as a buffer gas to cool
40K, which stops re-thermalising at low temperatures if in a pure state,
resulting in an inability to cool it by itself. For 41K however, the hyperfine
splitting is similar to that of the rubidium so it is removed at the same
time. Unlike cold 40K, 41K can be evaporatively cooled, however, we have
plentiful 87Rb, and small quantities of 41K, so cool sympathetically.

By selectively evaporating the rubidium using the hyperfine transition
(6.8 GHz for 87Rb, 250 MHz for 41K), we can cool the small cloud of
potassium using the large cloud of rubidium.

The trick with microwave cooling is that once an atom has been moved
to an anti-trapped state, it is possible for the microwave field to be
resonant with a different trapped state further out in the magnetic field
gradient. This causes the hot atoms to again be trapped, but in a different
state, meaning that they are no longer removed by the single microwave
frequency, and they keep the sample hot. A number of solutions exist
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4: Alternative techniques for “cleaning”
out the |2, 1〉 state include using a fixed
microwave guard [273], or using RF as
the rather than a second microwave tone
[274].
[275]: Taglieber (2008), ‘Quantum De-
generacy in an Atomic Fermi-Fermi-Bose
Mixture’

to solve this problem4, while we follow that of Ref. [275], which uses an
extra microwave frequency which transfers these re-trapped atoms more
permanently to an untrapped state.



Input Properties of the ESP System-on-Chips E
E.1 Tolerance to Applied Voltage

The pin tolerance of a device is a question of what voltage can be applied
under normal function. Deviating from the tolerance range can result
in destruction of the device, sometimes explosively. This is important
information in electronics design, as it dictates the need for additional
level-shifting or protection circuitry.

Most devices are tolerant to voltages between their supply rails, with
a small buffer: the “absolute maximum ratings” section of a datasheet
usually lists a range of GND − 0.3 V, to +CC + 0.3 V, as a common way of
protecting an input is to add diodes that will conduct to the rails outside
this range. In the case of the ESP8266, the GPIO pins can tolerate 5 V,
despite the 3.3 V supply. While this information is not present in the
official datasheets of the device, the CEO of Espressif has confirmed it
on social media [276], and hobbyists have come to the same conclusion
[277].

To add weight to this claim, here we provide our own measurements.
We apply a range of voltages to a GPIO pin and the analog pin of the
ESP8266, and a GPIO pin of the ESP32. We do this with the device both
powered and unpowered, to highlight that it is necessary for power to be
supplied to get sensible behaviour. For voltages at which the device is
tolerant, we expect the pin to sink/source almost no current—the GPIO
pins are configured as inputs, so are in an high-impedance state. Outside
of the tolerance range, we expect the protection circuitry to kick in, and
let current flow. In Figures E.1 and E.2, we see the behaviour of the pins
as a function of applied voltage. This verifies that the ESP8266 GPIO pins
can withstand 5 V signals, but the analog input pin cannot. The ESP32
does not tolerate voltages much greater than 3.3 V, and none of the pins
from either device tolerate significant negative voltages.
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Figure E.1: Voltage-Current curves for a
voltage applied to the ADC pin (TOUT)
and a GPIO pin (GPIO5) of the ESP8266.
Observe that the resistance of the GPIO
pin is high at 5 V, while this is not the
case for the analog input.

Figure E.2: Voltage-Current curves for a
voltage applied to a GPIO pin (GPIO5)
of the ESP32, which is not 5 V tolerant.
The ESP32does not differentiate between
analog and digital pins.
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E.2 ADC Non-linearity of the ESP32

The on-chip analog-digital converter (ADC) of the ESP32 is known to be
inaccurate and non-linear [278], though somemembers of the community
have attempted to work around this in software [279]. In Figure E.3, we
show the problem graphically from our own measurements. When using
an ADC, one expects the reported digital number to be linearly scaled to
the appropriate voltage, which would result in a straight line, not unlike
the shown reference measurements. In contrast, the ADC of the does
not appear to appropriately measure voltages below 0.06 V or above
3.1 V, with a large chunk of the range in-between not having a constant
gradient. The measurements reported for the ESP32 are averages of 10
measurements, and the region of the standard deviation is filled either
side of the mean to provide a scale of the noise of the ADC.
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Figure E.3: The measured voltage using
the ADC on the ESP32 (via GPIO35) for
a range of applied voltages. We also pro-
vide a reference measurement from an
Agilent 34401A Multimeter to highlight
the discrepency present in the measure-
ments from the ESP32.
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